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GREAT CREATIVE
DUSTRY.

WATERVILLE, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 2, 1901.
IN

Remarks of Secretary B. W. McKeen
at Banquet Tendered Governor
Powers Last Monday Eve
ning.
It is fitting on an occasion like this,
when we are gathered to do honor to
our retiring chief magistrate, one who
coming from the people, has given the
State a grand administration, one whs
has seen his times filled with more that
counts for progress along all industrial
lines, and more of that true moral ad
vancement as well, than often comes
into the administrative life of any man.
that something should be said of
Maine's great creative industry.
As- we travel over the State we find
everywhere, in every township, upon
every hillside, in every valley, evi
dences of the thrift, the sturdy indus
try, the unselfish perseverance of‘the
farmers of Maine. These evidences
are show-n in well kept fields, valuable
flocks and herds, comfortable, pleasant
homes, and last, but not least, in the
earnest, sincere faces of the people,
and in the young men and women who
are being educated and fitted in these
homes for a broader life there or for
positions of usefulness and honor else
where.
There are 65,000 farms in Maine.
On these farms nearly one half of the
people of the State find their occupa
tion and their homes. The farm and
the home are inseparable. The more
the one is developed the more the other
is strengthened. The more the one is
appreciated and honored, the more the
other is extended. As townships are
opened for setttlement, as young men
become more interested in farming, as
the business becomes better appre
ciated, we shall find oui’ strength in
creasing and our State advancing in
intelligence and in true prosperity.
We produce, annually, one and one
half million tons of hay, which, sold
at present prices, would be worth to
the State not. far from $27,000,000. The
oat crop of the State is worth $1,600,000. The wheat crop $800,000. Aroos
took county ground more than 30,000
barrels of flour from wheat of her own
raising in 1900. Our crop of Indian
corn was worth in 1890 $8,581,730. We
grew in 1900, 11,000 acres of sweet
corn, representing a gross value of
$600,000.
Our orchard products are
worth $7,204,184. Our potatoes $4,833,076. Our dairy products $1,200,000.
Making a grand total of $50,618,260
produced from our Maine farms, annu
ally.
The agriculture of Maine is not of
the past but of the present.
It is
alive; it is active. It summons to its
aid the inventive genius of our times,
the greatest thoughts of our scholars,
the most profound researches of our
experimentors, and investigators.
Emancipated from the manual toil
of the past, it comes to the front with
the more powerful weapon of thought.
It is studying, not alone from nature’s
open book, but from her hidden pages
as well. In no fields of research, are
there greater scholars, or more selfsacrificing. An Experiment Station
worker, after years of laborious toil,
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agriculture, shaking off the fetters
which have bound her in the past, rise
triumphant; outrivalling the agricul
ture of the west, and-from the fertile
fields of far Aroostook to the sea-girt
shores of old York, there shall arise
an industry of renown and a people of
honor, wealth and usefulness.
HOW

GOVERNOR JOHN F. HILL
See Inaugural Address on Page 15.
perfects a machine for measuring the
butter value of milk, then refuses a
patent and royalties, which would have
made him the possessor of great
wealth. Another spends months of in
cessant labor watching a new insect
pest to learn its life history, and the
point at which it can be best combat
ted, and brings to light the true life
of the Trypeta Pomonella. One weighs
and measures and analyzes, and figures
over and over and over, knowing that
it means something to prove a thing,
qnd gives to the stock men of the
world the digestion coefficient and the
nutritive ratio of cattle foods. An
other studies and delves and digs, ex
perimenting on himself, and places be
fore the people the best and cheapest
foods in the dietary of man.
The farmer, whether in field, orchard,
stable or home is always a student.

CAN WE tSTUDY AGRICULIE?

We have;
any men who are
close studel
Jfericultural every
day. Their
ts are with their
business and _,„.JKn ever yet succeed
ed in any enterprise unless he devoted
himself to it. Accidentally, he may
have prospered, but such prosperity is
usually the results of somebody else’s
thinking.
The agriculture that our fathers
practiced depended upon getting rid of
the forest and getting the sunlight in
on to the ground so that they might
grow corn barley and grass.
They
studied how they might quickest and
cheapest subjugate the land and make
it pay tribute to them. They became
experts in this, because it was the
business of their lives. They needed
no schools of agriculture to enable
them to do it. The fathers taught the
sons to wield the axe, burn the timber,
and plant the .seed. that, always yield
ed generously on the virgin soil in
which it was deposited.
Our fathers did their work well and
secured their rewards, and they left to
their followers a soil depleted of its
available fertility, bpt they left no
council that was sufficient to enable
their sons to reap harvests in depleted
soils.
For fifty years the farmers of the
east have been trying to regain the
lost fertility and -bring back again a
prosperous agriculture.
The early worlce.rs secured their
posperity by tearing down. We are
trying to build us, that we may secure
the same.
The great factor that is helping the
farmer the most is the agricultural
press. It goes to his home every week
and if it is reliable in its teachings, its
influence? cannot be over estimated.
Great care is necessary in selecting
papers and books, that more of fallacy
than truth is not taught.
The farmer has been teaching him
self to discriminate between the false
and the true, and he will continue to
do so.
As an aid and assistance to that man
or boy, who is trying to educate him
self in his vacation, by studying his
books and papers by the home fire
side, and putting in practice the in
formation gained, in field and barn,
the short winter course at the Agricul
tural College can be made of great
value, in the better grounding which it
will give him. While six weeks is a
short time in which to study the great
science of agriculture, it is full of help
ful opportunities to the earnest seeker
for information.

The triumph of mind over matter is
complete. This is truly a history mak
ing epoch, and-as the scroll of time un
rolls and the pages of history are writ
ten. I believe agricultural progress will
fill its full share. The tide of western
emigration has ceased. It is the prec
ious stones near by that demand at
tention now. The faces of our young
people are rather set toward the rising
than the setting sun. More fields are
to be made productive, more food for
the world is to be produced, more
homes are to be created, and, as our
forests, mines and quarries yield their
increase, as our spindles hum and our
anvils ring, as our Maine built ships
carry the starry flag across the stormy
seas and into every port, as our mag
nificent scenery, pure air and sporting
If you wish to sell your stock, ad
attractions bring wealth to our people vertise in the Turf, Farm and Home,
and fame to our State, so shall our and it will go very quickly.
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a horseshoer, and he could do the work
of branding just as easily as he could.
set a shoe,K Make the bwner of the
horse pay for it, and let the National
Trotting Association assign certain
numbers to each member, so that “no
two horses would be branded alike.
There is no cruelty about it.
The
United States Government
brands
every horse bought for the army, and
lots of private breeders and business
firms do it, too.
“Mark my words, whenever the Na
tional Trotting Association gets ready
to put the ringer out of business it will
adopt this way of doing so.”

FiilfeE marketI

a
m*
z-»
It is a long while since the writer
Demands Sound
FOVOF Cll
has had the privilege of looking over a (Va SI K
Horses Only-—-omi
better lot of horses than the stable
) Lame horses sell at less than half their actual value 4
shown him at Burnham by Mr. Chas. (Improved Schmidt Treatment Complete.)
b and are neither desirable for use or sale. The remedy j
E. Libby, proprietor of the Libby stock Saves the lives of your most valuable cows.
is easy. A few bottles of
farm at that place. Mr. Libby has just Every breeder, farmer and owner of e cow
returned from the west and brought should keep it on hand ready for an emer
with him 25 very handsome horses, gency. No previous experience required.
which he is fitting for market, and we Perfectly shfe to use after the cow becomes
paralyzed. Complete apparatus with eacli
can think of no place where an hour package.
Successfully used at Hood Farm.
can he more pleasantly spent than in Three treatments, $2.50; or, by express
this handsome, well arranged stable, paid to any railroad express point in the
looking at these fat, sleek, well bred, U. S., $2.75. On orders amounting to $5,
carefully groomed, handsome young we prepay express. We shall be pleased to
horses. As is perhaps well known Mr. answer all inquiries relative to care of dairy
Mention this paper.
The farm home is the glory of
Libby is proprietor of a 700 acre farm cows and swine.
I. HOOD CO., Lowell, Mass. New England. This should not be lost
and his farm buildings are situated
sight of while devoting public money
just between the two sections of the
TO STOP RINGING.
to aid in selling “deserted” farms to
village and command a fine view in
summer visitors for occupancy for a
every direction. Mr. Libby has former
John B. Doerr of the great firm of few weeks only in the vacation season. wjll work a permanent cure for Spavin*, Ktnc*
ly handled and probably will again,
plaits Curl**, etc.. and all forms of I.nmelarge numbers of beef cattle, but while Fiss, Doerr and Carroll, New York, Far more important is the permanent ho’H‘%. It
cures thousands oi cases annually. Such
in the west he found these horses and makes a suggestion for the benefit of resident exercising the rights and I <endorsements
as the one tollowing are a guarantee
trotting
associations. privileges of citizenship, peopling the Y of merit.
believed that there was a demand for the parent
Kluiesgrove, Penn.. Aug. 18, 189R.
them, so shipped them to Burnham Every horse handled by his firm is town and aiding in the development of $ Dear Sirs. After using your Spavin Cure for Cnt-. Gulls,
Etc., I toaml one of my horses had s Splint. I
and put up temporary stalls for them marked by a number on the off front local industries. Too much cannot be | Sj*rains.
thought 1 wouid try a Cure, which cured it. Since that time
cured one other S|din< and two Spavin*. Now 1 am not
in his large and commodious stable. hoof with a hot iron, and on the neck done in aid of multiplying the farm Ir aI have
nudto recommend ittoall. I remain.
As the farm cuts over a hundred tons under the mane another number in homes and rendering them prosperous. ♦
Yours truly,
H. A. LAWRENCE.
0 Price, Si j six for $5. As a liniment for family use
—---------------------of first class hay and there is pasture Roman numerals. Mr. Doerr, in exait has no equal. Ask your druggist for Kendall’*
Harmon Sanborn has sold to Miller > Spavin On re, also “A Treatise on the llorse,”
for several hundred head of cattle, it plaining the object of this branding of
will readily be seen that he has an horses says: “We do it to preserve the & Chaffin a bay mare by Redwood I the book free, or address,
ideal place for handling stock of all identity of each horse. The number on Boone tiiat stands 15-2J, that is very $ DR. B. I. KENDALL CO., Enosburg Falls. Vt.
the hoof indicates the number of the stylish and a high all round actor, and
kinds.
Mr. Libby has a windmill attached to carload, and the numerals on the neck could step a 2.50 gait.
his stable, which carries water to his show the number of the horse in that
HORSES BOUGHT SOLD AND
stock and the whole interior of this particular load. These numbers are
This is a good time to have sport
magnificent stable is finished up with entered in our books and are the only with the trotters, hut remember that
EXCHANGED
all modern conveniences, and is the means we have of keeping track of the a horse needs more care now than in
best, all things considered, to be horses that go through our stables. midsummer, if he gets warmed up.
found in Waldo county, and is not Without such a system it would be sim
more than three minutes walk from ply impossible for us to know where
post office or railroad station. We any particular horse came from, what
found Mr. Libby at the stable, and he cost, how long he had been on hand
were shown his fine stock of horses or to whom he was sold. But by means
and sheep. Mr. Libby has at present of these brands on the horses and our
IS VERY ANNOYING
one pair of dark chestnuts, 16 hands books in the office we are able to find At least, You can cure it’with
high, knee actors, five years old, and out instantly at any time all about any
can show a three minute clip with ease. particular animal among a thousand
A pair of chestnuts
ars old, stand or more that we may have here in the
d speedy. city stables and up at the training
16 hands high,
CURES
This is a pair wi
Id be hard to farm in Winchester county.
“I never could understand why the
stion; weight
duplicate as to sty]
All
Strained
Joints or Ligaments.
geldings, five National Trotting Association hasn’t
1100 lbs. A pair)
Allays all inflammation
d weigh 1050 adopted a system similar to ours for
years old, stand
A fresh ear load each week. Prices low
[match and are keeping track of all the horses that are quickly. Pleasant to use. $1.00
lbs. They are a p’
terms easy. A big stock of harnesses on
I,an... Heavy team harnesses of our own
high actors and speedy. A chestnut campaigned on Its tracks. Suppose per bottle delivered. Address
make a specialty.
mare. Nellie Mav, stands 15-2J, weighs every horse was branded undei’ the
1000 lbs. Just broken to harness and mane with a number the first time he
W. F. YOUNG, P. D.
JONAS EDWARDS,
can show a 2.35 gait down the road, started in public, and that number SPRINGFIELD,
MASS.
AUBURN, ME., Sept. 29,
and is a beauty and a good actor. A was registered, along with the name of
bay gelding stands 16-1 hands and the horse in the secretary’s office at
Telephone 54-3. Call and see us. Corres'
pondence Solicited.
weighs 1100 lbs. is five years old and Hartford. I guess the people who ring Away from the Rush anti Rattle! Yet
as fine a looking horse as we have seen horses would have to go into some
P. S. I will pay a fair price for some
good, big work horses.
IN THE HEART OF
for many a day. A high actor and other line of business after that kind
speedy.
A first class gentleman’s of a scheme was put in practice. It
driver. A bay mare five years old would stop every crooked horse In Am
NEW YORK CITY!
stands 15-3 hands and weighs 1050 lbs. erica, and most of those in Europe, Quiet and comfort!, Within easy walk
This is a combination more adapted too. The plan is practicable—thor
either to saddle or gentleman’s driver. oughly so. Every trotting meeting has ing distance of the Great Dry Goods
A pair cross match, one dark chestnut
FOR SALE
Stores Wanamaker’s, two minutes;
mare, stands 15-3 and weighs 1050,
Jklgel-Cooper’s,: eight minutes; Macy’s
mate black mare 15-3 hands. This fine
»ix minutes.
pair are stylish, alike, good actors and
fast; age five years. A hay gelding six
GGMBAULT’S
years old stands 16 hands and weighs
1100 lbs., good actor, a great road horse
and can show a three minute clip with
ease. A bay gelding six years old
stands 16 hands and weighs 1100 lbs.
The last two named would make a
A Safe Speedy and Pestlive Cw»
good pair. A chestnut gelding, six
The Safest, Rent BLISTER ever used. Take*
years old. stands 16 hands and weigh'’ .-&•
place of all liniments lor mild or severe action
1100 lbs. Easy goer and would make a Removes Bunches or Blemishes from Hos’nea
Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY lor. llth Street and University Place.
first class road horse. Pair chestnuts, (fend
OR FIRING* Impossible to produce tear or blemish
five years old, stand 15-3 hands and Every bottle sold is warranted to give satlsfactloo
(One block from Broadway Cars.)
$|.5O per bottle. Fold by druggists, or
weigh 2400 lbs., good workers and Price
sent by express, charge# paid, with full direction?
drivers. A dead match. Lady Brooks, for 1U use. Send for descriptive circulars
Rooms $1 Us RESTAURANT
Prlona Rnnannahle
tXK Cle*«»*t,i u.
1 have a new 101 of good business horses
six years old, stands 15-3 hands and SOT I«AW&JK^OWaX>lA.M3
rw.rwW'eirev-W’p
weighing from 900 to 1800. These horses
weighs 1000 llts^This fast young mare
are all ready for business.
figured in the Fairfield races last sea
Call and see them.
son and got a marie of 2.34J, which is
no mark of her speed. Should get a
H. F. CUMMINGS,
mark of 2.20 the coming season, bar
AUGUSTA,
MAINE.
ring accidents. Live Wire, hay mare
IN HALLOWELL, MAINE
Bowman Street, East Side, NearCony St
six years old, by Also. This is a green
Inquire at Revere House.
46tf
mare, hut has unlimited speed. Will
figure in the races the coming season. The Shop and Buildings
Five-year-old Harbinger mare, stands
•.OXQAO 0«X3®0®0®0®0®0®0
15-2 and speedy. Pair black mules formerly occupied by McClench & Co.,
THE . . .
with
with moose noses, five years old and
Madison’s New Modem Hotel.
weigh 2200; good workers and road
The handsomest, cosiest and best
Water Power and Steam Engine.
sters.
The buildings will be restored and kept hotel In Maine. Rates only $2.00
Early in April Mr. Libby will receive
three hundred angora goats. While in repaired to suit tenant. Especially lib per day. Come and see us.
—IS NoWthe west he made a careful study of eral terms to any one bringing a new
CM HILTON Sr CO
OPEN TO THE PUBLICI
the angora goat and believes that they industry Into the town. Apply to
are wonderfully well adapted for our
S. G. OTIS, ’Hallowell, Maine.
NEW BATHS,
GOOD FARM FOR SALE.
rocky Maine farms. Those that he will
26-28
STEAM HEAT
bring to Maine are all yearling stock
Farm consists of eighty acres, and
and are guaranteed fine speciment of
a ten roomed house, barn, two hen
Ri.EVATOR and ELECTRIC <
CIGARS.
the breed, and they will undoubtedly
houses and an ice house. It is an old
SERVICE. Thoroughly Modern
meet with a ready sale. We shall give
Cigars—Will send trial box of twen established milk farm, and has two
in every respect.
our readers more particulars concern ty-five Hunter’s Return, a ten cent large orchards and a brook of water
ing them as the season advances. Mr. cigar, for $1.00 to any address by running through it, two wells and a
Kates $2.00 to $3.00.
Libby has also purchased and will ship mail postpaid.
JOSEPH A. WIL- cistern and water in the house and
to Aroostook county early In May a
barn. It is a half mile from the Tops
carload of young farm horses for the
ham fair grounds and five minutes’
Aroostook farmers to put in their crops
walk from the electric cars and post
A trial advertisement in the Turf, office, and has an electric light In front
with.
GEO, R. PATTEE, Prop-, ®
------Farm and Home will give such good of the house. For terms and further
LEWISTON, MB. 9
Hay getting short? An ad will sell results that you are sure to c°me particulars call on RANDAL HUS ^®0®0®CK
stone oC yttur atfcftJk.
again.
TON, Topsham, Me.
23tf
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EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
When General Manager Evans of the
M. C. R. R. promised the people of
Maine through the members of .the
Legislature a reduction in fares and
freight rates at the earliest possible
moment, the promise was looked upon
in some quarters as questionable, as
Mr. Evans was- then a comparative
stranger to the people of our State, but
both promises have ben amply fulfilled.
The ..first came some time ago in the
reduction of local fares all along the
line, and now comes the welcome an
nouncement that the mileage books of
the company will be good for bearer
instead of- only for the purchaser and
his wife. This new announcement
makes practically a two cent mileage
all over the M. C. system, as mileage
books can be bought at that rate, and
the man who has not money enough to
buy one can easily borrow one. The
Maine Central is now on precisely the
same footing as the great Boston &
Maine system in the important mat
ter of mileage. The management al
so takes occasion to assure the legis
lature that it is ready to take up the
matter of taxation on railroads and do
what is right under all circumstances.
Surely the year and the century opens
most auspiciously, as far as the rela
tions between the great transportation
lines and the people are concerned.
—O----The agricultural editor of the Maine
Parmer spends a good deal of effort to
make it clear to the readers of that
paper that the claim that all agricul
tural effort made by the State should
be under the immediate control and
supervisiion of the Board of Agricul
ture is wrong and contrary to the spir
it of the law that created the Board
and stipulated and defined its duties.
Now we do not Concede the correct
ness of the position taken by our es
teemed cotemporary, but say frankly
that if this position should prove to be
correct, the law ought to be revised so
that all matters, of an agricultural
character should be directed and su
pervised by the Board. A dairy bu
reau of the Board is to be asked for,
and we hope soon to hear that a poul
try bureau is also to be added, and so

Henry LaMar of the Henry LaMar
Comedy Co. wrote from Hiram, Me.
January 28, igoo. “ Send me another
bottle of

Palmer’s Lotion
quick. I thank you for recommending
it.” He was troubled with

PIMPLES
or pustules on his face from which a
dozen doctors had failed to relieve him.
Use LOTION SOAP t
in connection with the Lotion.

Agricultural Books for Sale Cheap.
Jersey Herd Registers, Volumes 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 45, 46, 47, 48, 43, 50, 51, 52.
Also, The Jersey and Aldaney Cow.
Harris On The Pig.
Calf Rearing.
Address, Turf,
Waterville. Afe

Farm

and

Home,
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STIFF JOINTS.
When the joints are stiff and the
muscles sore, you should take "DAN
ISH. ’ It makes canes, unnecessary
and walking a pleasure. Testimonials
free. DANISH RHEUMATIC CURE
CO., Portland, Me.

^0®0®^0®0®0®0^<5®0®0®Ck?0®

A GOOD OPENING FOR A HOTEL
MAN.
The lease and good will of a good
hotel in a small village, together with
furniture of house and small livery
stock for sale to some one at a bar
gain. House has a dozen good rooms,
and at he present time has some 20
regular boarders, besides a fair tran
sient patronage.
Here is a splendid opening for the
right party. Not much ready money
needed to purchase if good collateral
can be furnished. If you want this
chance write at once.

Address “HOTEL” Care Turf, Farm
& Home, Waterville, Me.
23tf
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OCCUPATIONS OF FARM LIFE.

^ith-

The occupations of farm life are va
rious, and it has always been the study
out help, a
of the industrious farmer to learn the
bald spot
one best adapted to his situation, and
from which he could gain the best
never
livelihood. But not infrequent is the
grows
case that fancy and pleasure run away
with judgment, thereby subjecting him
smaller.
There are arguments in both sides, but to inconveniences, and too often to
It keeps
financial
embarrassments,
from
which
all in favor of “L. P.” Atwood’s Bitters
spread- ►
as a relief for Constipation, and a Blood a lifetime of labor can hardly restore
him to his former existing circum
„ ing, unti 1
Purifier. 35c. a bottle.
stances. This, however, may be an ex
LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS.
ception to the general rule, but never
at last your friends
theless we see its effects indelibly
say, “ How bald he is
stafnped all through the country by
on, hut why divide up the responsibil those who have tried to outdo their
getting.”
ity?
means in breeding fancy stock or trot
Not easy to cure
-----o----ting horses, and have thereby outdone
themselves.
an
old baldness, but
It looks “from the road” very much
We believe all kinds of crops and
like a case of sour grapes. If I can’t
easy
to stop the first
he “it” I will use my best efforts to stock raising should he encouraged,
thinning,
easy to
which
are
adapted
to
farm
life,
and
detract from the influence and powers
of “it.” Now we do not believe in that a variety is safer than an ex
check
the
first
falling'
these “dog in the manger” tactics. The treme, in any one thing, but not too
out.
Used
in
time,
large
a
variety,
for
when
there
are
Board1 Of Agriculture has proved itself
worthy of better treatment. Under its “too many irons in the fire” some are
baldcareful guidance we have seen the liable to burn.
ness is
cause of agriculture grow and thrive It is a noted fact that in speaking
most wondrously, and why now clip of the farmer and farm life, only the
made
its wings and detract from its influ most beautiful and plausible side of
imposthe
question
has
been
written
up,
and
ence? On the contrary give it broader
sib 1 e
jurisdiction, give it more liberal sup only half, of the truth told. As the er
port, both moral and financial, and It rors of one’s life are just as essential
with
—
to
his
progress
as
the
right
-acts,
so
will continue to grow and develop in
usefulness. We have yet to meet the we believe the mistakes in farm life
man who can recall the period in the are equally essential to the farmer as
life of the Board when it was as well incentives towards improvements up
It stops falling,
equipped for practical and aggressive on the farm.
work that will tell in the agricultural It may be suggested that it is not de
promotes growth, and
sirable
from
the
farmer’s
standpoint
of
development of our .State as at the
condition
takes out all dandruff.
present hour. Why then cripple its view to have his true
influence or misrepresent its aims and brought to the light, but in whatever
It always restores
little
the
farmer
knows
about
his
own
purposes ?
circumstances, he must remember the
color to faded or gray
----- O----- capitalist knows a great deal more, for
hair, all the dark, rich
We do not believe that it will he in fact in many cases the farmer is but
done. On the contrary we look to see a tenant. And right here the idea
color of e ly life. You
the present Legislature endorse most suggests itself, will the capitalists ever
mav i daLnd upon it
heartily the work of the Board, and own and control the real estate of
everyltime. It brings
strengthen its hands for the important the U. S. A. as it does in England?
work before it in the future.
Any Are we drifting toward the ways of,
health to the hair.
other course would be suicidal to the our aristocratic English cousins? This
best interests of the agriculture of the may seem foreign to the sentiments of
$1.00 a bottle. All Druggists.
State, and the State as a whole.
an agricultural journal, hut if it really
“ I have used your Hair Vigor and
am greatly plet.V d with it. 1 have
exist in fact, or even in prospect, it is
----- O----only used one bottle of it, and yet
worthy of the attention of the farmer,
my hair has stopped falling out and
The Board of Trade of Lewiston or whoever it concerns, for the great
has started to grow again nicely.”
having made such a marked success in malstrom of life gradually, but contin
Julius Witt,
March
28,1899. ■
Canova, S. Dak.
entertaining the State Grange, now ually, draws us toward its center,
proposes to tackle and solve the matter whether it be for oui' weal or woe.
WfISo (ho Doctor.
of a State Poultry Exhibition. A more
Instead of the farmer laboring, by
If you do i ot obtain ail the benefits
desirable object we can hardly con act and ballot, to fill the coffers of tlie
you expected from tire use of the
ceive of, and the Lewiston gentlemen millionaire, he should weigh carefully
Vigor, write the Doctor about it.
Address, D . J. C. AYER,
are entitled to great praise for their his own situation, and especially labor
Lowell, Mass.
enterprise in this direction. But we to enhance the condition of those in
*
hope they will ponder over the subject like circumstances, instead of catering
very carefully before they make a to the desires of the few whose politi
start. A report of a meeting held to cal or financial interest depends upon
consider the matter revealed a woeful the voice of the people—the laboring er in its embrace will have changed to
amount of ignorance as to the details classes.
'
prosperity, and the sorrow which over
of an exhibition that would embrace
The interest of the farmer should not shadows the countenance of the farm
the entire State. One gentleman in be confined to the present d;fy, hut a er’s wife and her little family will he
quired if other states had similar ex thought should he given to his poster turned to smiles. “Peace on earth, and
hibitions. Another assured his asso ity, the rising generation, that their good will to men” will virtually have
ciates that no money was needed, as condition should he an improvement commenced.
the gate receipts would pay the run upon ours at the beginning of the 20th
But, Mr. Editor, we have deviated
ning expenses, etc., etc. Now if these century.
somewhat from our Intention in the
gentlemen will consult competent au
The writer is perfectly aware that to beginning of this article, and with your
thorities they will ascertain that some he a “bullfrog” in politics one must be permission will take up some of the
things stated are not found to he so, in the political ring, hut to he an occupations of the farmer, both in
always! The Lewiston plan to have honorable man, laboring for the good crops and stock raising, in a future ar
the plan a Lewiston fixture will result of downtrodden humanity he 'does not ticle.
in making it an Androscoggin county need to join this ring, for whoever be
JONATHAN.
show instead of a State exhibition, for comes a member of a political ring or
there will he sure to he other organ any other, so far as that may be, obli
Veterinary Column.
izations in Bangor and in other parts gates himself to support the interest
of the State.
of said ring, no matter how corrupt its /. F. H., Cambridge, Mass.— A sprain such as yoa
------O-----principles may be. If the farmers and describe is not incurable. Use Tuttle s Elixir.
Elgin, IU.— There is only one sure way
But these are but minor matters. By other laboring classes would unite Horseman,
of escaping a lanteness. Apply Tuttle's Elixir,
all means let’s get the hall arolling. themselves politically, upon the better and it will remain moist on the part affected.
We will pledge our best efforts to aid ment of their condition, socially and Mrs. F. S. T., Richmond, Va.— If you find a case
it, and as the season is already far ad financially, their object would soon he of colic that Tuttle's Elixir will not cure, it will en
vanced ho time should he lost. We accomplished, hut so long as they sub title you to the #ioo reward offered by Dr. Tuttle.
like Prof. Gowell’s suggestion to have mit to he lead by political tricksters, Wilbut S. Davis, M.D., Alton, N. H., writes :
a poultry institute in connection with just so long their embarrassing cir
whom it may concern ;— This certifies that
it. with lots of poultry information cumstances will continue, and they my horse, on the twentieth day of January, 189a, ran
■&411
have
to
eke
out
a
life
of
poverty
away
with
a hitching post and injured her knees «
given to new beginners.
Yes, let’s
badly that she was pronounced worthless by seven!
drop all minor and local difficulties, and fear.
It was supposed in the Grange move horse doctors. I tried various remedies for six weeks
and all go in and help the Lewiston
and she grew worse. I at length used Tuttle's Elixir,
people revive the old time poultry ex ment, that the farmers had started a and in three weeks from the time I commenced to use
hibition. After the Boston show, which society that would redound to their it I had her on the road ready for work. The knees
opens Jan. 15, would he a most ex benefit, and no doubt it has socially, healed so nicely that it is difficult to find the scars.”
cellent time, as a great number of ex but it seems to me that everything was
hibitors of poultry machinery could excluded from Its ritual that would
then he induced to come and make ex have been the most beneficial to' its
prosperity and welfare.
It must be
hibitions and pay liberally for space.
through the political voice of the peo
ple, In a republic like ours, that the
changes in our laws and customs must
DO
be brought about, and so long as the
will do all we claim for it,
laboring classes are so divided in their
or we will refund your
political preferences just so long capi
money. It will CUTO all
tal will rule, and we shall have to sub forms of lameness, colic, sprains, cockle joints, etc.
mit to its ruling whether it be right or
Send to us for full particulars, mailed trbb.
wrong.
Tuttle'a Family Elixir cures Rheuma
With a font of our Metal Bodied Rub
When the laboring classes shall have tism, Sprains, Bruises, Pains, etc. Samples of
ber Type. Simple, durable and eco been fully educated up to their -pres either Elixir free for three a-cent stamps for post
nomical. Send for circulars.
ent condition and future needs, then age. Fifty cents buys either Elixir of any drug
r
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FACT AND FANCY.
A correspondent writes: “Will you
kindly state in Turf, Farm and Home
how many trotters, bred, owned and
trained in Maine have trotted to a rec
ord of 2.181 and better, over a halfmile track. I am not desirous of in
cluding those who have taken records
after passing to owners out of the
State. If you will give your attention
to the above it will oblige me as I
have no authentic way of knowing
what I wish, at hand.” The list in
cluded in the above inquiry is a short
one at best, as it is limited. (1) to trot
ters; (2) to horses bred and trained in
Maine, and owned in Maine at time of
taking record; (3) perfomance to take
place on half-mile track, hut location
of track not specified. If the above
conditions are correct, or if I under
stand them correctly, the animals com
prised in the list would be about as
follows: Nelson 2.133 at Bangor, Aug.
31, 1892; Camden Boy 2.181 at Roch
ester, N. H., Sept. 14, 1900,—well, now,
I guess this about concludes the list.
I did think at first there might be sev
eral; Cephas 2.111. Fred Wilkes 2.131.
Bismarck 2.131. De ter K., 2.153, Haley
2.17, St. Croix anc It. fcroix Jr., be
sides several others, out I only find tlie
above with all the conditions fulfilled.
There may be others, and a longe*
search might disclose them, but from
the hasty examination I have given
the Year Books I find only the above,
with records as fast as 2.181 on half
mile track, with all the other condi
tions of being bred and trained in
Maine, and owned here at the time the
record was made.
*
*
*
*
A correspondent writes: “Please give
me what information you can about a
horse called Barney M., (trotter), also
horse called Barnes, a trotter.” I do
not find any trotter with record by
either name.
*
*
*
*
A correspondent writes: “To settle
a dispute I am particularly anxious to
get the summary of a race trotted at
Windsor, Maine, in the fall of 1893.
Among the horses that started were
Geneva W., Phillios. Daisy Rolfe and
others.” I know of no way that the
above information can be secured, un
less by applying to the secretary of
the track, or to the secretary of the
National Association. The Year Book
makes no mention of the race at Wind
sor in its department of “Summaries
of Trotting and Pacing,” and this is
not strange, as it recognizes nothing
slower than 2.30 trotting or 2.25 pac
ing. In the list “Horses Slower than
Standard Time in 1893,” I find that
Daisy Rolfe took a record of 2.35 at
South Windsor, Sept. 20, 1893, but
whether she won the race, or the time
of the other heats the Year Book fails
to give information. It also says
“Geneva W., brown mare by Gideon,”
took a record of 2.341 at Farmington,
Me.. Sept. 28, 1893.
*
*
*
*
One of the most important matters
now up for discussion, nd one of gen
eral interest to horsemen, is the ques
tion of the decision of the Board of Re
view in the matter of the horse John
A. McKerron. As I look at the matter
the National Trotting Association, as
the governing body has a duty to per
form, and that duty is to see that the
rules of the association are not vio
lated. If a breach is made here with
out opposition, and another there, soon
the whole structure will topple over
and fall to pieces. I believe that the
horsemen generally, outside of the
matinee clubs themselves, approve of
the action of the Board, and surely the
press so approves, if I can read aright.
The Turf, Field and Farm of New York
has a leading editorial on the subject
in its last issue, and it treats it so ex
haustively, and, withal, so sensibly
that I venture to reproduce it here:
“The Board of Review which passed

.I

was composed of the chairman of the
Board of Appeals from each of the
four districts east of the Rocky moun
tains, and of the president and vicepresident of the National Trotting As
sociation. They were gentlemen of
clear thought and animated by a desire
to stretch points in favor of the ama
teur driver. They recognized the good
work of amateur driving clubs in giv
ing variety to tradk entertainment, and
in bringing a new class of buyers into
the field, but could not overlook the
interest that they were chosen to con
serve. They are the guardians of pro
fessional races, and had to construe
the rules in a way that would not open
the doors to wholesale evasion o£ the
fundamental principles upon which
these rules rest. How to win a heat
and escape the time handicap has been
the study and aim of drivers ever since
the National Trotting Association was
formed, and it has tried the wits of
law-makers to devise ways to defeat
their purpose. A record is made in a
public race, and any contest between
horses for purse, premium, stake or
wager, or involving admission fees oh
any course, shall constitute a public
race. Amateur clubs do not receive
admission fees or hang up purses, but
they sometimes offer cups of great
value which can be won outright. John
A. McKerron was the representative of
the Gentlemen’s Driving Club of Cleve
land in the race at Readville, Sept. 19.
1900. and he won the first heat in 2.10
and the second in 2.11. The value of
the cup is $1,000. and it will pass to the
club that wins it three times. If Mc
Kerron should start twice more for the
cup and succeed, the cup will become
the absolute property of his nominat
or, the Cleveland Club.
One step
toward final victory has been taken,
and we hold that the Board of Review
did not err when it ruled: ‘Having con
tested for a cup that he won, the per
formance is a record.’ When a cup
can he won it is a premium, and heat
winners in a contest for it acquire a
record or bar. but when a cup cannot
be won, or. in other words, is a per
petual challenge cup. heat winners in
contests for it do not acquire a record
or bar,’ The amateur driver wants to
revel in the sweets of victory without
the bitter he wants to trot for some
thing of intrinsic value and esablish
a record for amateur classification, but
not for classification in professional
races. He wants to educate his horse
in amateur contests for professional
contests and receive the honors of suc
cess and not incur a penalty. An or
ganization formed for the improvement
and perpetuation of professional races
cannot concede all this to him without
nlacing its own existence in jeopardy.
The amateur clubs are not compelled
to use the rules of the National Trot
ting Association: they can be governed
by their own rules, but should they do
anything under these rules that Na
tional or American rules penalize, we
do not see how they can escape the
penalty. The Cleveland Club suggests
an appeal from the decision of the
Board of Review to the Board of Ap
peals. It wants all the members of
the five district boards, fifteen mem
bers in all, to come together and re
view the decision of the Board of Re
view. The importance of the point in
volved hardly warrants a step of this
kind, but should the fifteen members
of the Board of Appeals meet in sol
emn conclave, we believe that the De
cember decision would be sustained.
All the powers of the Board of Appeals
are invested in the Board of R’eview,
and reversal of judgment upon the
same presentation of the same facts
would be disastrous to the prestige of
an intelligent and powerful organiza
tion of discipline. .The issue raised by
Cleveland amateurs had to be met
some time and we do not regret the
present controversy over the Readville
performance of John A. McKerron.
Facts are crystallized in the hot fires of
argument.”
* * * *
Frederick Watson, the New York
editorial writer for the Horse Breeder,
in making a recapitulation of the
prices at the recent Fasig-Tipton sale,
concludes as follows: “The synopsis of
the low-priced ones shows that there
is not a prominent stallion in service
today whose get will not sell at good
prices now. Of those above mentioned
who are not well known, all were rep
resented by some youngsters that sold
at good figures, and the odd cheap one
or so was simply a “cull.” That the
get of those stallions that are most
extensively advertised brought the
biggest prices; the Allertons, the Baron
Wilkeses, the Lynn Bels, the Axtells,
all sold at profitable figures, while
those by sires whose owners have

means of developing and racing, like
the Prodigals, and the Village Farm
sires, also sold well. In fact, it was
simply a case of the better known a
horse was to fame, the better prices his
get would bring. Never since the boom
days has there been a more appropriate
time to push a stallion to the front as
a sire, for prices are up to a paying
basis, and the man who has confidence
enough in his horse to spend his money
on him to boom him, will find that the
breeding public will follow his lead
and have confidence enough themselves
in the stallion to patronize him. That
kind of stallion owner will make
money, and the get of his horse will
sell at good prices/’
* * *
*
Col. John E. Thayer of Boston has
been elected president of tlje Horse
Show Association, and it has been de
cided to hold the show in the Mechan
ics, building in Boston, from April 15
to 20, 1901. The executive committee
is made up of men prominently iden
tified with the horse interests one way
and another, and is particularly
strong, all or nearly all, having had ex
perience in previous shows. The com
mittee consists of Col. John E. Thayer,
Francis Peabody Jr.. Eben D. Jordan,
Oliver Ames, Bryce Allen, Gordon
Prince and Samuel Parker. The list
of prizes offered will be issued about
the first of February.
*
*
*
*
A writer in The Christmas Horse
man has an interesting article on he
redity in which he says: “The study
of the laws of heredity brings to the
attention of the investigator many pe
culiar phenomena, which appear to
contradict all established rules for
governing the theory and practice of
successfully breeding the high class
animal of any breed or species. A
prominent feature of the breeder’s ex
perience is the lack of uniformity in
the quality of own brothers and sisters.
One individual may be so much the
superior of the other, as a racer or pro
ducer. that comparison is useless. Each
may have good conformation, man
ners and action: such that the show
ring judges would discover but slight
differences between them; yet, when
put to racing or breeding, one proves
a phenomenal animal while the other
will be a disastrous failure. Many ani
mals are sold each year for fabulous
prices, because they are brother or sis
ter to a famous animal; and which
prove a disappointment. It is a rare
family in any class, that can show
two brothers or sisters that are equal
ly phenomenal in all respects. If the
law that ‘Like begets like, or the like
ness of some near ancestor’ did not
vary—conceding the progeny to inherit
one-half of the traits or qualities of
each parent—the practice of breeding
high class animals would only be a
mathematical problem. But so many
other factors exert an influence on the
character of the offspring, that the
breeder must be one of the keenest obsrvrs of his surroundings to succeed.
Having observed the different traits
appearing from time to time, to which
.the ordinary rules do not apply, and
admitting that no phenomena can oc
cur in nature without a law to govern
it, he will try to discover that law and
apply it for his benefit, rather than to
trust to luck to get the best results.
* * * *
Conceding the adverse effects of pre
vious impregnation by different sires
of different breeds, should not a pre
vious impregnation by the same sire
affect the character of the second off
spring, and in some instances improve
the quality. ' Many instances occur
where marked differences between the
parents appear, in which the younger
progeny successively resemble the sire
more than the dam, the older closely
resembling the dam. Thus indicating
that the dam partakes somewhat of the
nature of the sire or is inbred to him.
Breeders of high class animals, aim
ing to so mate their stock, that the
progeny shall retain the good qualities
of each parent without the defects of
either, only expect the best results
when the sire and dam are equally
high class or high bred animals, and
confine their efforts to mating fami
lies that ‘nick’ well together, or pro
duce valuable results. To produce this
result, the balance between the parents
must be equal. Any influence which
disturbs that equilibrium will deterior
ate the offspring. Should the point of
balance lie more toward the dam than
the sire, the produce will not be sat
isfactory; hut, by the effect of the im
pregnation upon the dam, impressing
her with the nature of the sire, the sec
ond mating may be more successful.

them, a third mating would be the
climax to be expected from that mat
ing, when a fourth mating would be in
ferior to the third, indicating a change
of sires to a sire whose blood lines
would be a good cross for the blood
lines of the first sire, which may then
be used again.”

*

*

«

«

This is similar to Bruce Lowe’s law
of saturation which was ably and ex
haustively discussed several years ago,
and is another argument to support the
old saying that “there is nothing new
under the sun.” Practically the theory
has not been established, and while it
may look well on paper, I very much
doubt if leading breeders take much
stock in it.
J. W. THOMPSON.
AUGUSTA HORSE NOTES.
An Augusta man who always uses
all the road that he thinks he is en
titled to, made a slight miscalculation
one day not long ago. He had a man
in the sleigh with him and was step
ping his horse about as fast as he
could go. when he saw a heavy double
team coming his way. (We will call
him Jones). Says Jones, “See that fel
low coming? He thinks he is going to
stay right in the middle of the road.
Now you just watch me.” Taking a
short grip on the lines Jones set sail.
“Pull out,” sang out friend Jones,
when he was near enough to make
himself heard, keeping his own horse
going straight and true,
pointed
squarely for the teamster’s rig. The
fellow slowly turned out and Jones’s
light sleigh struck ,his solid sled with
a crash. The sound of rending wood
did not come from the heavy team,
though. Jones and his .friend landed
In the ditch. The horse went on
toward home. Jones has not yet de
cided what use to make of the remains
of what was once a good sleigh. He
thinks it would take but little work to
make it up into regular package kind
ling wood, but some of his friends tell
him there is a quicker market for
toothpicks. Sorry for you Jones.
I took a ride behind a green threeyear-old gelding one day last week. He is by Nelson’s Wilkes, out of a
pacing mare that was good. He is a
good sized, remarkably good gaited
trotter, solid bay in color, and the way
he stuck to his work was what pleased me most of all. Not very good sleigh
ing. two of us in the sleigh, yet this
youngster took us down the road a
three minute gait. We struck a short
piece of good footing, with a slight
down grade. Walter Webb is hand
ling this young fellow and he sang out
to him and asked him to show what
he could do. It is no use to say there
are no good young things in Maine.
This colt is as green as grass, but he
just showed a 2.50 gait, and as good
gaited as any of them.
" Our track on the river has been
quite well patronized the last two
weeks.
There is blood on the moon for a
fact. Lots of feeling, some few bets
being made (small ones) and the most
of us trying hard to get them in shape
for business.
Parker 2.191, hy Nelson has been
and still is, the best brush horse in
town, and I think we could include our
neighbor cities of Hallowell and Gar
diner. But there is trouble brewing for
him. A man is looking for his scalp.
Another claims to have already scalped
him. But we are not sure of all these
things.
I have noticed to my sorrow that Mr.
Nichols can be beaten easily, by lots
of horses that are not considered fast,
when nothing is at stake. Let these
same fellows shove up a few bags of
oats, or a little of the “long green”
and his horses seem to be more on
their stride' feeling a little better,
hung up different, or something like
that.
We have a stranger with us, a vet,
hailing from New York.
Judging
by his flow of language, the ease with
which he bets $2500, or 20, we thought
he must be a warm baby. But he has
not beaten anyone in town yet, al
though he says his horse has a mark
of 2.08.

LEE.

Mr. W. F. Young, Springfield, Mass.
Dear Sir.—I have used five bottles
of Ahsorbine on Maggie B. 2.221, and
it keeps her legs in fine shape, and she
stands racing better than ever in her
life before.
Yours truly,
J. B. HALL, Hudson, Mass.
Sept. 14, 1900.

TURF,
PARARGAPHIC POINTERS.
1 was much impressed with the arti
cle in last issue of Turf, ^Farm and
Home “A Sound Opinion on Trotting
Systems.” and it will apply to Maine
as well as the more populous states.
When a man marks a horse he> should
get good money for doing so. With lit
tle or no pool selling in Maine there is
small reason indeed for the owner of a
good horse to go out with the inten
tion of winning the major portion of
the purse with the punishment it in
volves, namely a low record. Fewer
meetings and larger purses might help
and the dash system and handicap rac
ing would doubtless be a help. It is
very rarely that one horse, if trotter
or pacer, has a chance to win an un
broken series of victories as sometimes
happens with the runners.
I have
wondered if the apparent reversal of
form is due to the fact that trotting is
an acquired gait or if the prolonged
struggles due to laying up heats, etc.,
should bear the blamfe. I should like
to see a few dash races and handicap
ping tried in Maine as an experiment.
While aware that the barring hop
ples would be a suicidal policy if tried
by any Maine track, I am yet glad to
see that Readville and Lexington will
bar the straps in 1901. These asso
ciations can afford to try the plan, and
in time I expetc to see good results
follow, and also to see a better class of
horses on our tracks, as the direct re
sult of the course they have taken.
—o—
Just how much of agument is worthy
of a place in public print depends upon
the fairness of the persons conducting
the same. I think in all discussions I
have ever had I have been willing to
concede the truth of any statement
which lias had an apparent foundation
in fact. I do not care for argument
which is merely a' controversy, and
which brings out no truth. While such
passages at arms may sharpen the wits
there is apt to be a lowering of the
moral tone. I have often felt that I
was too ready to perceive the good
points made by an opponent and to
forget some of the stronger points I
might have advanced in defence of
theories. The implication that any ar
gument advanced proves the colt bred
where he is foaled is strong enough to
“convince a man against his will” falls
rather flat, so far as I am concerned.
Neither can I allow without more light
that my suppositious case is or was ir
relevant. I think Mr. S. W. Parlin,
editor-in-chief of the American Horse
Breeder, has for years allowed as a
fact that where the mare was mated is
where tlie foal was bred, or practically
that, and those who know Mr. Parlin
best, I think, will allow that he is
scarcely ever routed from a position he
has taken. Mr. John H. Wallace, while
a man who accomplished much for the
light harness horse, was not always
just or fair according to general opin
ion, and he has seemed to fight bitter
ly on many an occasion for the sake
of an opinion, forsaking the substance
for the shadow. Consequently, when his
opinions are at variance with what
looks plausible or in matters where
judgment and reason teach us differ
ently, may we not look on his state
ments or opinions with a certain de
gree of suspicion. If the place where a
foal is brought into the world is where
he is bred nothing can change the fact.
If it is where the mare is mated that
must be accepted as truth.
There
should be a starting point and there
must be one, with lines clearly defined,
before the question can be definitely
settled. I have looked over Webster’s
definitions of. the word breed, and
while it might mean in the case of a
foal in embryo or the growth of the
foetus it may be found that it answers
to rearing, bringing up, to raise, etc.
Now a man might own a mare when
she was mated with a stallion, another
man might be her owner when the foal
was in embryo, another’s property after
the foal had become perfectly formed,
and still another change might place
her in some other man’s ownership
when the birth of the foal occurred,
and still another might own and rear
the foal. In such a case who is the
breeder, and where is the foal bred?
This is no suppositious case, neither is
there irrelevancy. The case might and
probably does actually occur, with a
resultant change of territory, from
town to town, county to county, or
from state to state. It is of no use to
state an opinion which might cover a
certain case, but one rule plainly set
forth which shall answer for all and
which shall prohibit discussion is what
is required. Every man is entitled to
his own opinions and these opinions
are worthy of respect, so far forth as
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they appear to be founded on reason
and judgment, and, no farther. Bro.
Thompson, I believe, used to have the
picture of Hopeful 2.14J on the cover
page of tlie Maine Horse Breeders’
Monthly, but I do not remember that,
he ever claimed Hopeful as Maine bred
in so many words, although by the
presence of- the cut of the horse on the
cover of a Maine horse publication we
should infer that he regarded him as
such, although the owner, the late B.
D. Whitcomb was a resident of Boston,
and I have the idea that Godfrey
Patchen was at service in New Hamp
shire, which may or may not be cor
rect. So we get around to the ques
tion. Where was Hopeful bred? Was
it in Maine, where Hopeful was foaled,
where the mare was mated with God
frey Patchen, or in Boston, where re
sided the man whose ideas of selection
or volition made the horse Hopeful a
possibility? I care nothing for an idea
like Bro. Thompson’s. I would like to
see the matter settled once and for all
time, and while he and I may not
agree I am always pleased to think
that whether they “come my way” or
not any expressions the result of delib
eration are the honest opinions of an
honest man, and I would not in any
way be lacking in the respect due
them.
—o—
In regard to the record of Hal
Wilkes 2.17J, I of course knew he was
by Beaumont, or I think it was he, the
saipe horse which got Tokay. We all
make mistakes occasionally, at least
all whom I have known have, and
when away from home with no books
of reference in the way I think an er
ror may be excusable, when made oc
casionally.
—o—
I hear that Guy Edwards of Fairfield
has a fine stable of horses, matched
pairs and single drivers, now on hand.
Mr. Edwards handles a good many
high class horses every year.
Among the horsemen in Portland
last week were E. B. Ireland of Exe
ter, J. R. Morrill of Brunswick and G.
L. Quint of Topsham.
—o—
Mr. Quint has a nice chestnut horse
with stripe, 15-3i, 1100 lbs., a good
actor, and nice driver.
—o-Irving Rowe, the Portland horse
man, took the brown pair which have
been advertised in this paper to Bos
ton last week.
—o—
Geo. H. Huntoon, the well known
Portland trainer, has taken the Park
House stables and is getting them in
shape for business.
—o—
One of the surprises of Maine last
season was the ability shown by Nom
inee Prince, the Houlton stallion, to
lower his record considerably. After
a good season in the stud and without
professional training, the horse made
such a showing that W. L. Eaton of
Calais, who, I think, formerly owned
the Prince, has been trying to re-pur
chase him. Nominee Prince is a hand
some "bay, strongly made, well bred
and a racy looking, game race horse.
He is owned by Messrs. Charles H.
Berry and Dr. G. L. Nickerson of
Houlton.
—o—
I hear by way of a friend recently
from Woodstock, N. B. that Mayor
Murphy of that town has sold Pure
Wilkes 2.171 to ,Houlton parties. Pure
Wilkes has had big stud seasons every
year since he went to the Provinces,
and should be a valuable possession
for many years to come.
—o—
That valuable paper, the Lewiston
Journal, is conspicuous for its bad
breaks in the matter of horse items,
but I think the latest caps the climax.
Here it is. “We are indebted to a
number of correspondents for informa
tion concerning the breeding of many
of the new performers whose names
recently appeared in the unknown list
published in the Breeder, for which
they each and all have our sincere
thanks.” Just why the Journal should
be so very thankful is not yet explained
but as I saw the item quoted in full in
the Breeder I infer it was put in as
news, and out-Herods Herod so far as
an expose of downright plagiarism.
The famous yard-arm controversy be
tween the Horse Review and the
Horseman is nowhere beside it. A lit
tle more careful editing will be neces
sary so far as the Journal’s horse de
partment is concerned. '
The Journal has also discovered that
there are signs of a horse famine.
There were some who thought they
had discovered this many moons ago,
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but we know now that the symptoms
do actually exist.
—o—
The Boston Horse Show will be held
in Mechanics building, April 15 to 20,
and the prize list will be out about
Feb. 1. Col. John E. Thayer, owner of
Baron Wilkes, Allandorf, etc., has been
elected President, and the executive
committee are Col. Thayer, Francis
Peabody, Eben D.
Jordan, j Oliver
Ames. Bryce Allen, Gordon Prince,
Samuel Parker, Secretary and Treas
urer. In the hands of these gentlemen
who so well represent the various
breeds and. classes the Boston Show
should be a success with a capital S.
—o—
Johnny Agan is on the New York
speedway.
—o—
I notice that the petition of F. R.
Hayden for re-instatement was de
nied , by the National Association.
Can't they find somebqdy who will
state that he was not there at the time?
There are men who have done more
flagrant acts so far as damaging rac
ing who are in good standing now.
W. N. Taylor of Portland, owner of
Hector 2.24J, a picture of which was
in our last week’s issue, is driving a
nice pair of dark bay roadsters and a
fine appearing team they are. We
should have mentioned in connection
with the cut of Hector that trainer
Bob Stanwood of South Portland occu
pied the sulky in the cut, but for tlie
fact we had expected a different picture
and the sketch was written some weeks
before the cut was made.
—o—
Fannie Wellington, which last sea
son took a record of 2.243, is said to
be twenty-one years old. She is cred
ited to St. Elmo and sometimes to his
son Elmo 2.27J, which is not at all
impossible, as Elmo was foaled in 1876.
—o—Frank Subert, Secretary of Mystic
Park, and a popular starting judge,
will soon start on his usual winter trip
■to the Bermudas.
—o—
It is said double team trotting will
be much in vogue next year, anil that
three Pittsburg men will have teams
specially prepared for a trip against
the record 2.12|.

5
matter, and such will be welcomed in
the building and equipment. We are
informed by some of the gentlemen in
terested that the movement will be
rushed vigorously.
■‘South Portland has her share and a
very liberal one too, of good blooded
and fast stepping harness horses, and.
the breeders and owners have for some
time past felt the great need of some
convenient track for training purposes,
and for an occasional good old time
“brush.” Why, up in Stanwood’s stable
alone you can see any day a string of
horses numerous enough to fill in the
card events of any county fair, not to
mention the other good ones in private
stables all along the line, and spread
ing over to the adjoining town of Cape
Elizabeth. Lots of good sport would be
insured if we had a suitable track, and
several of our well known lovers of
horse flesh are making a move in the
right direction to secure one. A sim
ilar project, it will be remembered, was
started just before Rigby track asso
ciation was formed, and a tract of land,
say about twenty acres, was surveyed
by Engineer Jordan of Portland. The
land is situated near Brown’s Hill in
the Pleasantdale district.
It was
ploughed once, and all mapped out for
a half mile track, and being a level ex
panse of land was thought to be most
suitable for the purpose in view. Noth
ing further was done at this time be
cause of the proposed building of the
Rigby track, but now that the gates
of this track are closed the time is
thought most opportune to start the
scheme again on the same site. The
movement is in the hands of such en
thusiastic horse owners as W. N. Tay
lor, P. H. Doyne, C. Newton Trefethen,
Clifford H. Randall, and others, and an
impetus has been given to the move
ment which augurs well of success.
When the track is finished, because of
its convenient location, it is more than
likely that the Cape Elizabeth and
Scarboro Fair Association might elect
to hold its meetings on the new
grounds, and if so, buildings could be
conveniently placed for stock, etc., and
all in all we would have a track well
equipped for summer and fall meets
which would attract people from miles
around. From every point of view it is
a good thing.”
G. M. HATCH.

Mr. O. M. Cummings of Norway
writes us that the mention of the sale
George West is after Dolly Bidwell of a pair of geldings in the Turf, Farm
2.133 to take across the herring pond. and Home recently was the means of
selling another pair to Mr. C. A. New
I see that George Ryan advocates a hall of Philadelphia for a fine figure.
paid presiding judge and that he Mr. Cummings has now got together
should go down the line of the grand another fine team of bays with white
circuit. Now this I think a very good markings, six and seven years old, that
idea, for a capable man is necessary in stand 15-2J and weigh 1110 and 1120.
such a capacity, and he should know They are very well built, and can show
his position a permanent one. I would a three minute gait with lots of action,
not advocate the employment of the and have the best of feet and legs.
same starter. at all Grand Circuits, They are not afraid of electric or steam
for his own well being and that his cars and are perfectly kind. Another
days may be long in the land. I think horse in his possession is a fine dark
judges who see the same fields of bay coach horse, that weighs 1175 lbs.
horses week after week get what a and is safe for a lady to drive. He
horseman would call stale. It needs also has a seal brown gelding eight
new horses and new faces to keep years old, 16 hands high, that weighs
them on their nerve and up to their 1060 pounds, which is a fine road horse,
sound and smooth.
Mr. Cummings
best work.
would like a match for a chestnut geld
I note that Messrs. Miller & Sibley ing by Alcantara; dam Fanny Fern,
have made the veteran trainer Charles by Daniel Lambert., that can trot a
Marvin a present of twenty-one horses, 2.35 gait with lots of action, and will
all their breeding and racing stud, in trot in 2.25 this next season if given a
cluding Cecilian 2.22 and a band of six, chance. In addition to the above men
tioned horses there is a fine matched
highly bred.
pair of brown geldings, 15-1, that
—o—
Murray Howe’s stories of Jimmie, weigh 950 each which can show a
the Swipe liaye been published in book three minute gait together, and can
form. There is a whole lot of useful trot in 2.40 to sulky, which are sound
information and a good laugh in every and smooth and safe for a lady to
drive.
one of these stories.
—o—
We have received from Ira B. Moore
I wonder if Nominee Prince is the
horse mentioned in some of the papers & Co., of Rochester, N. H. a handsome
of late as the stallion considered so calendar adorned with a good portrait
good a prospect in the class where he ,of Mr. Moore and his good horse, Dan
Westland 2.081. As Dan Westland is
belongs.
a Maine product and Mr. Moore is an
Geers lias ridden behind a three- enterprising New England horseman,
year-old trotter in 1.07J at the Jewett- the gift is particularly pleasing.
ville covered track.
Miller & Chaffin of Auburn have
bought of Fred Trask of North Jay a
George Ketcham has a three-year-old nice young horse, bay in color, that
by Cresceus 2.04; dam a full sister to stads 15-3 hands high, sired by Gray
Larabie 2.12, which he will race next son that is a high knee and hock actor
year. He is called Crescent Route.
and can step a 2.40 shot.
—o—
As usual the Turf, Farm and Home
gets the news first, on horse matters or
items pertaining to the noble animal,
and readers will remember we spoke of
the probability of a new , half mile
track being built out at Pleasantdale. Drop a postal card to us and receive our
The following from the Portland Press special circular en “H<)W TO MAKE $10 ON
shows the movement is taking shape. ONE HORSE HIDE.” Do it now. Write full
17-30
The promoters so far are Portland and addresb plain.
CROSBY FRISIAN FUR CO.,
South Portland men, but there are
Rochester, N. T*
others who have an interest in the 116 Mill St.,

SEND US A
HORSE HIDE

TURF,
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(Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.)

ISLAND SHEEP.
Almost four hundred years ago a
small French colony, or company, set
tled on the coast of Maine, and con
trary to the policy of the French for
those two centuries, tried to start a
self supporting settlement.
They
brought with them all kinds of live
stock. For one cause and another the
colony did not endure, and the human
animals went hack to France. They
left a part of their stock behind them,
and for many years the explorers
along the coast would see, now and
then, a wild horse or an ox, and al
most a century after a Jesuit Father
that was placed upon an island to die
killed a bull and thus lived to relate
the story. But the horses and cattle
in time died out. How much of their
destruction was due to the improvi
dence of the savages it is impossible to
tell, but one of the missionaries of that
time says that they will “cut down the
tree to get the apples,” and they no
doubt thoughtlessly killed all the
breeding stock, but with the sheep it
was different. In spite of the ravages
of the Indians, in spite of the changed
conditions, they held their own, and by
inbreeding and natural selection built
up a breed of sheep that for all those
qualities that go to make up a good
sheep has no superior in the world.
They have but on,e or two equals. '
The reasons for their good luck are
many. They were of the middle wool
variety and no storm could penetrate
their fleece. In respect to coats they
were, and are today, better protected
than a polar bear.
Again, there is no climate, nor is
there any place so well adapted to the
propagation of sheep in natural
conditions as in the islands off your
coast. The intelligence, the disposition
to take care of themselves led them out
into the outside islands, where there
was nothing to attract the natives.
Even on islands where there were no
trees or shrubs they throve and be
came fat. They could, then—they can
today—out-swim a bnar' pr any animal
that can or does Mil them, when on
the islands. Then the grand old sea
twice every day flung up food just
suited to their tastes’ and equal to that
much talked about sheep food, clover
hay. So it came about that of all the
places in the world these early sheep
were cast in the most favorable. While
a sheep is an put of door animal, and
thrives best when not housed nor herd
ed, he has not the ability to defend his
young against the sharp toothed wolf or
fox, even, so in the broad world, from
Narragansett northeast, is the only
place I know where sheep can thrive
as they can there. And of what im
provement that natural sheep paradise
is capable, if some one whose superior
knowledge would see the facts, would
distribute a few bags of rape seed
along that coast, with a little slip giv
ing the simple diections for its cultivaion and use! If there could be a
few Scotch shepherds and plow boys
brought on to the scene what a jump
the sheep industry would make! Think
of the natural advantages of the Maine
coast as compared with the northwest
of Scotland, or any of the sheep grow
ing parts of Great Britain.
I have visited many a sheep run
among the islands and seen many a
cosy shed and yard built by the owner
to offer his sheep the best he had, but
I have never seen an island sheep yet
but what knew enough to keep away
from such disease breeding traps. As in
the highlands they want a place to get
out of the winds, but a rock three feet
high is enough. I have seen the choic
est hay and whole oats that sheep like
so much, carried out, after the most
terrible storms, but 1 never saw a
sheep that would eat them when they
could get rock weed.
Some years ago the great State of
Maine asked me to look into the island
sheep industry, and to do it in my own
way. From the map I selected the
most exposed islands, and as my boat
man took me beyond the capacity of
the public modes of carriage I began
to eat such marine growths as I saw
the sheep eat. Of all the growth flung
up I found the rock weed to the human
taste and stomach the best, except for
the salt, which, however, was about
as most people like their food season
ed. It was quite the equal of the
grasses of the pasture, and no more
salt than are clams or oysters.
In
fact the aquatic growth to the sheep is
as important as are the delicacies that
we treat ourselves to out of the deep.
I found a wonderful breed of sheep,
fine boned, with little offal, firm of
flesh, well covered with wool, head
high in the air and a carriage as state
ly and grand as any breed. They have

NSOMNIA is a
forerunner of
nervous pros
tration ; what
organism is
strong enough to stand
up under the strain of
sleepless nights? It is
plain that nothing in the
world can possibly take
the place of restful sleep,
yet .many try to eke out
an existence without this
sustaining poWer. Their
nerves are in such a state
of tension that sleep is
an impossibility, or at
best is a series of hideous
dreams. It is not strange
that physical and mental
weakness, amounting
soon to complete prostration,‘follows inability to sleep. There is no
let-up to the strain. Vital forces are drawn upon, conhrmed invalid
ism results.
The recuperative power of natural sleep is wonderful. Complete
physical and mental exhaustion gives place, after a few hours of
quiet slumber, to a full renewal of energy. The fatigue of body and
mind disappears entirely while
all the muscles are strong and
the nerves absolutely calm.
Gr. Greeners
Sleep is the indication given
by Nature as a guide to human
plans to restore health. It
NKBWURA
shows that there are inherent
in the wonderful h u man
FDR THE BLOOD AHD
organism powers of recupera
tion which must have oppor
NERVES.
tunity to assert themselves.
Based on this clear demon
stration. Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy was
constructed by Dr. Greene to
help Nature combat the ills
that attack men and women.
What no amount of powerful
drugs could possibly accom
plish, can be successfully and
promptly effected by healthy
blood and nerves, the kind of
blood which flows in strength
ening flood to every portion
of the body, the condition of
nerves which permits awak
ened Nature to seize its op
portunity to restore to perfect
health.

/ferroa.

Or- Greene's

NERVURA

Makes Health

/Mrs FLORENCE TAYLOR, of 4
Courtland Place, Bridgeport, Conn.,
writes :

“For four years I was troubled
with nervous debility and hysteria
iu a most aggravated form. It c-’iise l
sleeplessness and mental depression,
and for months I was confined to my
bed My constitution wasted and I
totally lost my appetite I had many
doctors but they failed to give me
any relief I was advised to try Dr.
Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
remedy. I was in a terrible condition
when I began its use, and almost
immediately there was a wonderful
change came over me. I regained
my appetite, the dizziness in my head
departed ; it renewed my interest iu
life and made me feel, in fact, like
another person. After taking six
bottles I thankfully proclaimed mvself strong and well
Those six
bottles did for me what hundreds of
dollars and numerous physicians
failed to do ”

Dr. Greene's Ner
vura is the Remedy
that Cures.
Full explanation of these matters
given by Dr. Greene on request, with
out charge. Dr. Greene’s address is
34 Temple Place, Boston, Hass.
Consultation with him either by Cali •
or letter is absolutely free.

story of Maine for two hundred years.
L. B. HARRIS.
Lyndonville, Vt., Dec. 29, 1900.
t>-------------------------

(Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.)

A CRYING SHAME.
Mr. Editor.—I think it is a crying
shame that reliable information in re
gard to the apple crop of the country .
could not have been obtained early in
the season, and furnished to those
whom it would have benefitted most—
the orchardists of Maine and New
England. I also think that the leading
authoities at Washington and the lead
ing agricultural papers were to blame
for not furnishing the desired inform
ation. There’s where the responsibil
ity lies. If they cannot do better in
the future they had best all go out of
the business, for the country would do
better without them. In consequence
of ignorance of the true situation, and
being misled by false statements and
misrepresentations—purposely circu
lated by interested parties—in regard
to the apple crop, both abroad and ih
this country, hundreds if not thous
ands of orchardists in Maine and
throughout New England were led to
part with their crop of apples for one
third to one half of its actual value.
The public was made to believe, on
this side of the Atlantic at least, that
the crop in this country was enor
mous, and would exceed that of 1896;
that the crop in England was unusual
ly large; that Germany would have
enough for her own consumption; that
France, Italy and Spain would export
more or less surplus to England, etc.,
etc.
How was this done? I will tell you.
Many of the buyers and shippers bid
high for apples last season and lost
money thereby, and they concluded
that the best way to make up their
loss was to gull the public; so the
shippers combined with the houses
abroad and issued their circulars
broadcast over the land, containing
statements of the crop as stated, and
they found plenty of suckers, both
high and low, and have reaped a har
vest.
Now what was the real situation
which should have been known earlier?
It was this; the crop in England was
not unusually large, and was practi
cally gone as it usually is. in October;
the crop throughout the New England
States was, with local exceptions, very
good, but not enormous; the crop' in
New York varied from below the aver-,
age to very good; the crop in the mid
dle states was practically exhausted i^n
October and the crop in the western
states was insufficient to supply the
demands of home consumption.
Under the supposition that I was a
shipper as well as grower I began to
receive letters from Cincinnatti, Chi
cago, Minneapolis and St. Louis, so
liciting consignments of fruit for their
markets were corisuming and demand
ing more than their own states could
supply. One Chicago firm said on. ac
count of the great prosperity of the
country (hear! hear!) and the abun
dance of money (hear! hear!) unusual
quantities of fruit would be called for
and consumed.
Receiving this information I was on
my guard and was sayed from selling
my fruit at ruinous prices.
But how can reliable information be
obtained? From government reports?
No! They are sent out from informa
tion gathered from unpaid or poorly
paid correspondents who overestimate
or underestimate or guess at a crop.
By paying for it, that’s the way. It
costs something to obtain reliable'in
formation concerning any crop. ' All
the best houses in Liverpool have their
representatives in this country, and
pay them liberally to obtain accurate
information of all the various fruit
crops of the country. They are well
informed, much better than we are,
but they work for their own interests
mostly, and for ours only so far as
will benefit them. That is -business.
The more wool you can- pull over a
man’s eyes when you" are trading with
him the better, for the more money
you will make. That’s business, so the
world says, whether according to scrip
ture or not.
Not everybody will lay the responsi
bility for this state of things where I
have laid it, but I am not far from
right, I assure you. I have just lifted
the lash and shook it a little, but be
fore I get through somebody’s back
has got to smart.
A. P. W.

a knack of taking care of themselves taken from any flock of barn sheep in
that commands the admiration. One Maine, and this sheep was taken from
cornered when pressed 'cleared my the 'flock with a rifle, at random.
head at a bound and left the rattle of a
If people interested in the animal
fleeing deer, almost, as the only indi industry of Maine will encourage the
cation that a sheep had been there.
cultivation of rape and kindred plants,
The flavor of the cooked flesh is of they can add wondrously to the wealth
the best, and not to be obtained else of the State, and you may see ten sheep
where. This present winter I have sold, and to the epicure, where one is
visited the markets with a view of se sold now. You may see boats loaded
curing for the island sheep a distinct to the utmost with those beautiful ani
quotation, as no doubt it would sell mals going from island to steamboat
high if it could be kept separate until or railway train, and have the satis
a name could be made for it. But the faction of saving to the world one of
obstacle that seemed in the way was the best breeds of sheep ever evolved
the uneven and unreliable supply. The out of the survival of the fittest. You
dealers would say, “Howymany sheep will have added honor and dignity to
can I get each week?” Then I said-, yourselves, for the care of sheep adds
again, “Oh, for a handful, of Scotch to the virtues;of life beyond that of
shepherds to organize a selling move any calling.
There are many practical questions
ment. as well as to sow rape and tur
nips.”
for the shepherd to face. Probably the
I chose the lull after the great most dangerous rock in his course is
storms in March of 1899, storms that the liability to bring in sires from out
have never been surpassed for severity, side the breed. You have .the best
as my time to see their conditions. I sheep in the world for your purpose.
expected to see the flocks as weak at Beware of crosses. Get the best of
least as the barn sheep at that time of your kind, and let other kinds alone.
If you would learn more of the ori
year, but I found them much stronger
For the land’s sake use Bowker’s
than those kept in artificial condi gin of the island sheep go to Quebec,
tions. In fact the sheep (a wether learn to speak and read French, sit Fertilizers. They enrich the earth.
three years old) that supplied almost by the open Are and listen to the story
Job printing neatly and promptly
two hundred plates in the “sheep din as told by Father LeMoine, who dove
ner” at Machias could not have been deep into the records that tell the executed.
»
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Trotting Stallion
FOR SALE.
EL CERRITO 28046. Full brother
to Sable Wilkes 2.18 sire ot Ora Wilkes
2.11. Son of Guy Wilkes 2.15J. Sire of
13 in 2.15 and below. First dam Sable,
by The Moor. Sable was the dam of
Sable Wilkes 2.18, Burlingame 2.18J,
Ulee Wilkes 2.23, Leo Wilkes 2.295,
Sable Heywood and many others; sec
ond dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot
2.27.
EL CERRITO was born in 1893 and
was bred by William Corbett, Burlin
game, California. He is a large, styl
ish, well made horse, black in color,
stands 16 hands and weighs 1100
pounds. He took the first prize as a
two-year-old at the Horse Show in San
Francisco. Cal., in 1895. Since coming
to Massachusetts he has won first prize
at all fairs where he has been shown.
As an individual he is as good as his
breeding, and that is, as of course will
be conceded, the best. He has four full
brothers and sisters in the list, two be
low 2.19 and one a three-year-old. His
half sister Sable Haywood is dam of
Siva, four years, 2.135, and Ruby, five
years, 2.11. both by Guy Wilkes.
EL CERRITO has never been worked
for speed yet he stepped a full mile
over Mystic in 2.30J in September last.
This horse is offered for sale to close a
partnership and will be sold low if
called for at once. Address all com
munications to HENRY S. SPRAGUE,
Haverhill, Mass.
28tf

Electwood 14074,
Bay horse foaled April 5, 1887,
height 15.3, weight 1120. Bred at Pa
lo Alto, California.
Son of Whips
13407, and Manette, by Nutwood 2.183.
This horse has good action, is a bright
cheerful driver, and but for his hip
having been knocked down would have
trotted fast. He is in the best of
health and gets good looking colts, but
none of them have been trained that
I know of. This horse will surely get
good looking hraness horses. Extend
ed pedigree mailed on application. $15
the season of 1901.
JOHN H. QUINN, Supt.
*
Edgewood Farm,
North Grafton, Worcester Co., Mass.
27-30

A PAIR YOU WANT.
Pair of seal brown geldings, stand
15-3, weight right around 2200 lbs., five
years old. The handsomest pair in
Maine. One by Westland 2.293; dam
by Black Diamond, son of Dirigo 2.29;
'second dam by Emery Fearnaught.
Other by Francisco, son of Stamboul
2.07J, and a daughter of Nutwood;
dam by Scipio 2.26J, son of Redwood;
second dam by Pickpocket. Large flow
ing tails, well carried, thoroughly
broken, fearless. Can trot a three minuate gait together now, and have been
hitched double but a few times. Call
on or address T. C. McGOULDRICK,
517 Congress St., Portland, Me. 26-29

A RACE HORSE AT A BARGAIN.
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CONCENTRATED FEEDING STUFFS

The Law Regulating Their Sale and
the Protection of the Consumer.
Bulls
and
heifers
of
individual
merit
ALFREDA 2.23 1-2. and choice breeding at reasonable The law regulating the sale of con
centrated commercial feeding stuffs
Gray mare, 15-3, 1OOO lbs. prices. Prize winning stock. Inspect has
three essential requirements.
1.
ion
inyited.
CHAS.
P.
WOODBURY,
Trotter. Record made in first
The proper branding' of the goods, in
Lincoln, Center, Me.
281f
season’s
campaigning.
Sire
cluding the guarantee of protein and
fat, by the manufacturer or dealer. 2.
Action, son of Onward 2.25 1-2.
RED POLLED BULL FOR SALE
analyses by the Station of at least
Dam Mollie Withers 2.30 by Gen. For $30. I will sell a full blooded Red The
one sample each year of this class of
Withers. Sold for no fault, but Polled Bull Calf horn May 5, 1900. S. foods sold in the State and 3, the pay
M. NASH, Bangor, Me. »
28-29
to close a partnership.
ment to the Station by the manufacurer or dealer of a tonnage tax of 10
Can be seen at IRVING
cents for each ton sold or offered for
ROWE’S STABLE, PREBLE St.
sale. Points 1 and 2 are for the pro
PORTLAND, ME. ,
27-30 tection of the consumer, while 3 is to
provide the Station with funds neces
sary to comply with 2 and to see that
the manufacturer or dealer conforms
with 1.
To see how far 1 and 3 are complied
If you want to buy a good horse,
with and to take samples for 2, the in
call on or write to Webster Williams,
spector has just finished an examin
North Anson, Me., or telephone him at
of the stock of the larger dealers
his house. He will have some good
A few choice male and female ation
horses that will suit the markets, and calves, from four to 10 weeks old, rich in the State. He has taken 175 sam
ples, which will be analyzed and the
will sell them right.
23tf
in the blood of Exile of St. Lambert, result published as soon as possible.
sire of 84 tested daughters.
He found practically all goods in the
SPEED FOR SALE.
State properly branded. Part 3 of the
L. W. DYER,
Bay gelding, seven years, 15-1, 965
17tf
Cumberland Center, Me. law is not fully complied with, in that
ibs., by Edgemark 2.16; dam by Guil
the tags which show that the tax has
ford Boy, son of Dauntless.
Round
been paid are frequently not attached
turn, good pattern for a race .horse.
to the goods before they are offered
MISCELLANEOUS.
With fifteen days’ handling went a
for sale. It may be that as a result
mile in 2.27, last half in 1.10. Can go
the Station does not receive all that is
U. S. SEPARATOR FOR SALE.
a 2.20 shot to the snow. Fearless, safe
its due.
and kind for lady to drive. Call on or
While it is important that the tax
A good second hand No. 5 U. S.
address G. A. EASTMAN, 176J Middle Separator for sale cheap. S. C. WAT be paid in order that here may be
St., Portland, Me.
, 26-29
funds for the inspection, the protec
SON, Oakland, Me.
28tf
tion of the consumer does not depend
SPEED FOR SALE.
WANTED:—A pair of Thoroughbred upon this but upon 1 and 2. And these
are in his own hands. The consumer
Two faL horses, one a hay pacer,, Improved Ohio Chester White pigs. before he buys can see that the goods
Address “W,” Care Turf,
perfectly fsw.
in and out of Registered.
are properly branded. After buying he
harness, sound an<) . i show a 20 clip, Farm and Home, Waterville, Me. 27tf can, if he chooses, send samples to the
safe for a lady to drive, the other a
Experiment Station, where they will
Will have a he
chestnut trotter, an elegant road horse
analyzed free of charge and the re
new lot in sults promptly reported. This offer
and ean show better than -a 30 clip.
March. Order has been made by the Station in every
These horses are to be sold for no
now and get feeding stuff publication since August,
fault, but business cares deprive me
of time to drive and enjoy them..
the increase and 1897.
SCOTT P. BRADISH,
clip
32 - page Occasionally the statement is made
21 tf
Eastport, Me.
book, 25c.
that the farmer bears the cost of the
feeding stuff inspection and that he de
Horace
A.
Field,
rives no benefit therefrom. If any user
A GOOD MARE FOR SALE.
Wellsboro, Pa.
4Itt
of concentrated foods is not henefitted
Six years old, solid bay, with black
by the law he has only himself to
FOR
SALE.
blame. Even if the official inspection
points, and high action. Weighs 1150
pounds, and stands 16 hands. She is a
In fine milk region, New Hampshire, is inadequate the fact remains that
cheerful roadster at ten miles an hour a creamery in first class running con any farmer who will take the trouble
gait, and can go 15 miles in one hour dition, real estate and machinery com to read the guarantee and forward
with ease. Can step a 50 clip, and plete. Owner has other business, can samples to the Station can know
there is no wind about this either. I not attend to it. For price and terms whether the feeds which he uses are
have no use for this mare, hence will address E. R. CUMMINGS, 3o6 4 ;i.i up to guarantee or not. The cost to
the Station of collecting samples is
25-28
sell her low. She will stand the closest St., Worcester, Mass.
large, the cost of analysis comparative
inspection and is all right every way.
ly small. Only about 50 samples have
• Bk.GS!
For further particulars address W- P.
been received from correspondents
D., Turf, Farm & Home, Waterville,
We will buy cotton seed meal hags, since March. 1900. If consumers were
Me.
I9tf
gluten, bran, middlings, flour and Di consulting their own interests many
rigo fertilizer sacks and pay the more would have been forwarded.
WANTEJD.
The Station will continue to prompt
freight. SAGADAHOC FERTILIZER
ly analyze free of charge samples of
22tf
A mate, either gelding or mare, to CO., Bowdoinham, Me.
concentrated commercial feeding stuffs
match a black gelding, 16-2. Not over
and report the results to correspond
seven years old, 16-1 or 2, well bred,
BREEDER’S
CARDS.
ents.
and of good disposition, sound and
CHARLES D. WOODS, Diector.
stylish, and. with some speed. Address
Orono, Dec. 29, 1900.
Box 459, Portland, Me.
25tf

Horses for Sale-

ALLEN FARM
Jerseys.

Angor I
Boats

8ERKSHIRES.
NEAT STOCK.

Thoroughbred Berkshire pigs foi breed
ing from both imported and domestic
strains. Boar pigs, $4.00, sow and boar,
1
Inbred Combination Bull Calf $7.50; 2 sows and boar, $10, not akin.
Solid color. Very fine individ- have also a few I. O. Chesters at same
prices.
Signed
ELM
HILL
FARM,
Box
ual. Dropped Sept. 21, 1900.
fcire Brown Bessie’?* son, 9 in 125, Cumberland Centre, Me.
14 lb. list, out ot Brown Bessie,
winner ot the 90 and 30 days
World’s Fair tests. Dam, Miss
Hel n Brice, IS lbs i 1-4 oz .
trom 304 lbs 10 oz. milk, gave
10.169 lbs. 6 oz. milt in 11 mo’s.,
1 estin£ 60 . lbs. 6 oz. but
Blood of tne World Fair winners
ter. Write for price to
Flood Farm, Lowell, Mass. Young stock for sale. Address.

GRANT FARM JERSEYS.
Geo. C. Clark 2.28J, bay gelding with
white stockings, 12 years old, stands
15-2, and weighs 975 ponds, is offered
for sale, as his owner has too many
horses to winter. Geo. C. Clark is a
V. B. GRANT,
good road horse at from 10 to 12 miles
13tf
Gardiner, Maine.
an hour, and is a remarkably good
snow horse. He showed a mile in
2.25J at Gorham this fall and won one
of the fastest heats at Windham Hill.
WILLIAM RANKIN,
He is an all round good horse and will
Breeder of
prove a money winner in the right
hands. For full particulars, price, etc., Hereford bulls and heifers, a part of
address SAMUEL A. REGAN, 25
Registered Holstein Cattle
them being by my great hull Lancer
Washington Ave., Portland, Me. 22tf
Only High Class Dairy Stoca
94024, which I bought at the Sotham
Bred. Surplus for sale at
sale in Kansas City in 1898, as a yearl
Reasonable Prices.
ing, fo-r $705. Lancer is now, at two
BROCKTON. MASS
years old, 7 ft. 4 inches in girth, weigh
Brood mare, dark brown, nine years ing about 1700 lhs. Address
ANNUAL MEETING.
old, sired by Warrener; dam by Nel
G. S. BURLEIGH,
son; 2d dam Graynose, dam of Haley,
The Stockholders of the Turl Pub.i^hing
Riverview
Farm.
Vassalhoro,
Me.
Co. are hereby notified that the Annual Me. tnow safe in foal by Brown Rolfe. This
13tf
ing of said company will be held at the oflk e
is a bloodlike looking mare and I
of the company. Haines’ Block, Waterville.
thick as nice a brood mare as there is
Me., on don lay. .fmiury 21, laOl at, u)
DAIRY COWS FOR o’clock
a m.. for the following pn; poses viz:
in the State. Will exchange for a nice TWO CHOICE SALE.
I.—To chose, five directors for the ensueing
family horse. Also 8 colts, ranging in
year.
age from 5 months to 4 years. These
Sired by a son of Fancy’s Harry 7th, 2 - To transact any other business that may
colts are bred in the purple and have and are all right in every way. These legally come befor. ‘said meeting
great prospects before them. Having cows are five and six years old, color Wat.epville, Dec. 6. I960E. P. MAYO, Clerk.
sold Pine Grove Farm these colts must fawn and seal brown. They will make
he sold. Come and see them and get 300 lhs. of butter each per year on or
prices, or address, S. CURRIER, dinary feed. Price for the two $80.
If you have surplus stock advertise
Hallowell, Me.
20tf
P. W. DODGE, Weeks Mills, Me. 25-28 in the Turf, Farm and Home.

If a man is in the dairy business he
is in error when he tries to serve but
ter and beef from the same dairy. He
needs cows that make milk, cream and
butter and as he branches toward beef
he grows away from these.

The Best
Friend of
the Horse,

Jerseys

FOR SALE.

CHAMELEON

OIL
LINIMENT.
It is the only Remedy on the market
that positively locates Lameness and
then if properly used Effects a Sure
Cure. It is without an equal in Equine
Practice. Try it and be convinced.

CHAHELEON OIL CO.,
263 Dover St.

-

Boston Mass.

8
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FARM
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river. It was much the same view to Wendall Holmes,” and then the year
which Julia was accustomed in her and the day of the month.
As he
uncle’s house, nd yet it was looking at handed them the books, he opened the
the river with new eyes to have the door, and with a word or two more of
poet pointing out all the towns, seven half-bantering thanks to Julia for her
or eight in number, which he could see assistance on that windy day, he bowfrom that window. Somerville, Med edthem down the stairs.
ford, Belmont. Arlington. Charlestown.
So impressed were they by the visit
Brookline, and one or two others, per that they had little to say until they
haps, besides Cambridge with its reached home, where they found Mrs.
spires and chimneys.
Barlow a very sympathetic listener.
“In winter,” said Dr. Holmes, “there Brenda, who happened to be at home,
is not much to see besides the tug looked with interest at the litttle vol
getting ready to bring out a complete boats and the gulls. But in the early umes of selections from Dr. Holmes’s
edition of my works, and that,—well, spring it is a delight to me to watch writings, with their valuable auto
that makes me realize my age.” After the crews rowing by, and an occasion graphs, and said, “Well, you might
a moment, as if reflecting, he said al pleasure-boat. Ah! I remember—” nave taken me, too.”
“Why, Brenda, I am sure that I
quickly, “Does either of you write but what it was he did not say, for as
Edith turned her eyes toward an oil asked you,” said Julia, “but you de
poetry?”
“Oh, no, sir,” answered Edith, painting on the wall near by he said, clared that you would not speak to a
“Of course you know who that is; of poet for anything in the world.”
quickly, “we couldn’t.”
They all laughed at this, a proceed
“Why, it isn’t so very hard,” he course you recognize the famous Doro
said; “at least I should judge not by thy Q. Now, look at the portrait close ing which this time did not annoy
the numbers of copies of verses that ly, and tell me what you think of that Brenda.
Mrs. Barlow admired the little
are sent to me to examine. Poetry cheek. Could you imagine any one so
deals with common human emotion, cruel as to have struck a sword into hooks.
“But I hope that you did not stay
and almost any one with a fair vocab it? Yet there, if your eyes are sharp
ulary thinks that he can express him enough, you will see where a British too long,” she said gently, “for I have
self in verse. But nearly everything soldier of the Revolution thrust his been told that Dr. Holmes has a way
of sending off a guest who tires him
worth saying has been said. Words rapier.”
When both girls admitted that they by bringing out one of these little giftand expressions seem very felicitous to
the writer, but he cannot expect other could not see the scar, “That only books.”
“Oh, I don’t think we tired him.”
persons to see his work as he sees it.” shows,” he said, “how clever the man
said Julia, “at any rate he was too po
"It depends, I suppose,” said Edith, was who made the repairs.”
Before they turned from the wiudow lite to show it, but I’m glad that we
shyly, “on whose work' it is.”
“I am afraid,” replied the poet, he made them notice the tall factory have the books.”
“that there i no absolute standard for chimneys on the other side of the riv
FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS
verse-makers. It has always seemed er, which he caled his thermometers,
to me that the writer of verse is al because according to the direction iu Mbs. Winslow’s soothing Si rup lias b-en
used
lor
children
while teething. It soothes
most in the position of a man who which the smoke curled upwards, he
A POET AT HOME.
child, softens the gums, allays all pain,
makes a mold for a plaster cast or was able to tell how the wind blew, the
cures wind colic, and is the-best remedy lor
something of that kind. Whatever and decide in which direction he Diarrhoea Twenty five cents a bottle. Sold
By Helen Lea Reed.
should walk.
by all druggists througl out the world.
[From “Brenda, Her School and Her liquid mixture he puts into that mold
“Remember,” he said, “when you
will
surely
fit
it.
So
the
verse
is
the
Club.” Copyright, 1900, by Little,
reach
my
age
always
to
walk
with
CHOCOLATE CREAM.
mold into which the poet puts his
Brown, and Company.]
your back to the wind.” And at that
Whip one pint of crem to a stiff
When Julia asked Brenda one after thought, and from his point of view it the girls siled, they feeling that it
froth. Boil a pint of rich milk with
noon if she would not like to go with is sure to fit.”
Though Edith may not have grasped would be many years before they flavoring of vanilla to taste and two
her to call on Dr. Holmes, she declined
should
need
to
follow
his
advice.
Yet
with thanks, and left Julia free to in the full force of the poet’s meaning, during their call how many things tablespoonfuls of sugar, remove from
the fire and add half a box of gelatine
Julia was sure that she understood
vite Edith.
they had to see and to remember! He which has been soaked for an hour in
As the two friends walked up the him.
let
each
of
them
hold
for
a
moment
half a cupful of warm water. When
“Do you really have a great deal of
short flight of stone steps to the front
the gold pen with which he had writ slightly cooled, add two cakes of choc
door, their hearts sank a little. To poetry sent you to read?” she asked.
ten
“Elsie
Venner”
and
the
Autocrat
olate soaked and smoothed, stir in two
"Every mail.” he answered, “brings
make a call on a poet was really a
papers, and Julia turned over the
rather formidable .thing, and they me letters from strangers,—from every leaves of the large Bible and the Con well-beaten eggs, and continue stirring
pressed each other’s hands as they corner of the globe. Some contain cordance on the top of his writing until very smooth. Then put in the
heard the maid opening the door to poems in my honor, as specimens of- table. Dr. Holmes called their atten whipped cream, beat it lightly, place
in moulds and chill.
what the poet can do. Others are ac
admit them.
tion to the beautiful landscape hang
“Just wait here for a moment,” said companied by long manuscripts on ing on the wall done in fine needle
$100 REWARD $100.
the maid, after they had inquired for which my opinion is asked. I am chary work by the hands of his accomplished
expressing any opinion, for
the master of the house, and she show- now
, about
,
The readers of this papet will he
daughter-in-law;
and
he
told
them
a
ed them into a small room at the left publishers have a way of quoting very
pleased to learn that there Is at least
of the entrance. It seemed to be mere- unfairly in their advertisements. If I story or two connected with another one dreaded disease that science has
picture in the room. Julia, as she
ly a reception room, but it was very write ‘your book would be very charm looked about, thought that she had sel been able to cure in all its stages, and
pretty with its white woodwork and ing were it not so carelessly written,’ dom seen a prettier room than his, that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
large-flowered yellow paper.
There the publisher quotes merely ‘very with its cheerful rugs, massive furni is the only positive cure known to the
was a carved table in the centre with ’ charming,’ and prints this in large ture, and fine pictures, all so simple medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
writing materials and inkstand, and type.”
and yet so dignified. When the poet constitutional disease, requires a con
the little other furniture besides a few Both girls smiled at the expression pointed out the great pile of letters ly stitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
handsome chairs.
Tall bookcases of droll sorrow that came over the ing on his desk, he told them that this Cure is taken internally, acting directmatching the woodwork occupied the poet’s face as he spoke.
ly upon the blood and mucous sur
“And I am so very unfortunate my was about the number that he received faces of the system, thereby destroy
recesses, and they were filled with
every
day.
self.” he added, “when I try to get an
books in substantial bindings.
"But you don’t answer them all,” ex Ing the foundation of the disease, and
In a moment the maid had returned autograph of any consequence. Now, claimed Edith almost breathlessly.
giving the patient strength by build
and asked them to follow her. At the I sent Gladstone a copy of a work on
ing up the constitution and assisting
“No,
indeed,”
and
he
laughed;
“my
head of the broad stairs they s&w the trees in which I thought he would be secretary goes through them every nature in doing its work. The propri
poet himself standing to meet them interested. He returned the compli morning, and decides which ought to etors have so much faith in its cura
with outstretched hand. When Julia ment with a copy of one of his hooks. be given me to read, and thgn—well, if tive powers, that they offer One Finn
mentioned Edith’s name, “Ah,” he But—” here he paused, “he wrote his it is anything very, personal I try to dred Dollars for any case it fails to
Again the
said, “that is a good old Boston name, thanks on a postcard!”
answer it myself. Often, however, I cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address. F. J. CHENEY & Co.. To
and, if I mistake not, I used to know girls laughed. “Dear me!” he con let her write the answer, while I sim
ledo, O.
your grandfather,” and then when cluded, “this cannot interest young ply add the signature.”
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Edith had satisfied him on this point creatures like you; do you care for
Edith gave Julia a little nudge; they
Vfqft’e PflmUv PUI«
he turned to Julia, and in a bantering poetry?”
were
both
at
the
age
when
the
posses
“Oh, yes, indeed we do,” cried Julia,
way spoke of the service she had done
sion
of
an
autograph
of
a
famous
man
him that windy day. Then he made “and we just love your poetry.”
CORNS, HAVE YOU ANY? Do you
“Well, well,” kaid the poet, with a is something to be ardently desired.
them sit down beside him, one on each
neither of them had quite dared to want relief? If so, use “Cornseeker.”
side, while he occupied a large leather twinkle in his eye, “perhaps you would But
ask Dr. Holmes for his. It is possible It will exterminate them. 25c by mail.
armchair drawn up before his open like to hear me read something?”
The beaming faces that met his that he saw the little nudge, or per Money returned if not satisfied. CRIT
fire, and asked them one or two ques
haps he read the eager expression on TENDEN CO., Box 588, New London,
tions about their taste in literature. glance were a sufficient answer, and their faces, for almost before they Conn.
28-29
As he talked. Julia’s eyes wandered to taking a volume from the table, he be realized it he had placed in the hand
the bronze figure of Father Time on gan, in a voice that was a trifle husky, of each of them a small volume in a
the mantelpiece, and then to the little though full of expression,
“This is the ship of pearl, which, white cover, and, bidding them open
revolving bookcase on which she could
their books, he said, "Well, I must put
poets feign,
no help noticing a number of volumes
Dr. Tolman’s Moptlily Regulator has brought
something on that bare fly-leaf.”
of Dr. Holmes’s own works. The old Sails the unshadowed main,—
to hundreds of anxious women.
So, seating himself at his table with happiness
There is positively no other remedy known
gentleman following her glance, said; The venturous bark that flings
a quill pen in his hand, he wrote slow
medical science, that will so quickly and
“They make a pretty fair showing On the sweet summer wind its ven ly, and evidently with some effort the to
safely do the work. Have never had a single
turous wings
for one man, but my publishers are
The longest and most obstinate cases
In gulfs enchanted, where the Siren name of each of them, followed by the failure.
are relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
words, “With the regards of Oliver remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
sings,
interference with work. The most difficult
And coral reefs lie bare,
cases successfully treated through corres
Where the cold sea maids raise to sun
pondence,and the mostcomplete satisfaction
WANTED. Experienced lady can guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hun
their streaming hair.”
dreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
When he had finished the stanza, he vasser to introduce our new method of further
particulars. All letters truthfully
doing business, selling extracts, soaps, answered.
looked up inquiringly.
Free confidential advice in all
"The Chambered Nautilus,” mur etc. Direct to consumers with premi matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
ums. Address HEFFRON & TANNER in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
mured Julia.
every possible condition and will positively
28-31
“Ah, you know it, then?” said the COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLpoet.
IT CURED WHEN ALL OTHER
MAN CO.. PO Tremont St., Boston. Mass.
“Oh, yes, I love it.” she answered.
MEDICINES FAILED.
ORIENTAL RUG WORKS,
Then with a smile of appreciation,
adjusting his glasses, Dr. Holmes read
SKOWHEGAN, ME.
Gilbertville, Mass., May 1, 1897.
the end of the poem in his wonder
I believe Brown’s Instant Relief sav to
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made
fully musical voice. When it was
ed a valuable horse here recently, that finished, the girls would have liked to from old carpets, 5 or 6 yards for 1
Send for Free Sn tuples of beautiful
designs direct from the wholewas sick for three days and different ask for more, but the poet rose to re yard Rug. CARPET CLEANING, 2J
salers, and SA.VF ....
/O
medicines had no effect in relieving place the volume. “Come,” he said, CTS, A YARD a specialty. 2,000 clips
OREN HOOPER’S SONS,
the pain. Two hotties of Brown’s In “you have listened to the poem which a minute. Moths, insects and dirt
The Household Outfitters, Portland, Me.
stant Relief in three doses, once in two of all I have written I like the best, beaten and blown out. Freight paid to ft
g:-——
hours, relieved the pain and the horse now I wish to show you my favorite works on all bundles of carpet weigh
has continued to improve ever since.
view.” Following him to the deep bay ing 100 lbs. and upwards. Send for
State kind of rooms, price, width »f
CHAS. DEXTER. window, they looked out across the circular.
16-29 herder and color desired.
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Belgian Hares. I PET STOCK. 1

For the present we will ship you a
pair of well developed hares, with fine
markings, six months old and over, for
$15 the pair. This offer is only good
for ten days, or until present stock is
disposed of.

EARL OF HARLOWE AT STUD.
We have a fine buck at stud, fee $10.
Express paid on does one way.
KENNEBEC BELGIAN HARE CO..
Box T, Waterville, Me.

ENGLAND’S
CHAMPIONS.

Our agent, an expert Belgian hare
judge, has-selected 200 choice Beligahs
from the leading breeders in England,
including “Champion York Surprise,’
winner of the Crystal Palace Cup and
himself a sire of winners. Ch. "Grey’s
Tonic,” 8 first and special prizes, and
2d at Crystal Palace. Ch. "Red Socks,”
Ch. “Hew.orth’s Surprise,” Ch. “Prin
cess Victoria,” and "Doncaster Lass.”
These hares have won 44 first and
special pizes in England, and are the
grandest array of English prize win
ners
owned
by
any
rabbitry
in America.
We have
a
large
stock of choice imported and domestic
does bred to these champion bucks;
also imported and domestic bucks and
choice young stock, sired by these
champions for sale at reasonable
prices. Do not buy cheap hares when
you can start with champion stock
with little money. Come and see the
most noted Belgians in America or
England. From Boston take Fitchburg
R. R. at 11.30, arrive here at 1.18. Can
return at 3.10. "Belgian Hare Pointers”
tells how to breed, select and care for
these little money makers, 15c. THE
ROYAL RABBITRY, Box 13, Lancas
ter, Mass.
*
28

Belgian Hares
Lord Briton, Chs, Yukon, Ban
bury, Fashoda, Sir Styles and
many other famous strains.
Fine pedigreed Does bred to
our $500.00 Buck, Lord Shef
field, $10.00 each. Send for
booklet.

BOSTON BELGIAN HARE CO.,
47 Hanover St.,

Boston, Mass.

BELGIAN HARESa
We are booking orders for young from
the following strains:
Lord Banbury’s
Peer, Duke of Aukland, Ch, Yukon, Red
Prince, Klondyke Nuggett and Lord
Klondyke. Write if you want something
strictly fine. Express paid on all orders
over $10.00.
Pedigreed BELGIAN

Ballston Rabbitry,

HARES, P. O. Box 190,
26-29

Ballston Spa, N, Y.

BIG MONEY IN
BELGIAN HARES.
Can be raised anywhere. Men, wom
en, boys, girls, farmers and bankers
making money raising hares. Our free
1 circular tells how to make $600 a year.
We have all the leading imported and
domestic strains in youngsters and ma
tured stock at moderate prices. IDEAL
RABBITRY, Dr. J. H. Foquet, Oil City,
Pa.
•
26-29

Dr. Charles W. Hidden, of Newbury
port writes that some time since two
little girls brought to his office a pet
dog with a broken leg; that he re
duced the fracture, applied splints and
the customary dressings, and cured
the dog. That some months after
wards, on a bright moonlight night, as
he was returning home, this same dog
came to him with every expression of
gratitude, seemingly almost wild with
joy.
BELGIAN” HARES.~~
Champion Dash and champion Fash
oda strain. Ask any judge if there is
any better. We have large stock to
sell from and expect 15 more from
Los Angeles, Cal. this week. Does not
bred, does bred and with littters from
imported stock. Nothing hut the very
best pedigreed stock kept. All stock
guaranteed as represented. No fake
here. Try u£' Write for what you
want, or come and see. WATERVILLE
BELGIAN HARE CO., 8 Lawrence St.,
Waterville, Me.
28
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PIONEERS OF MAINE.

SNUFFLES.
The greatest curse in our rabbitries,
and the hardest to eradicate, especial
ly in our dense climate is the disease
termed snuffles, which is something
more than a "cold in the head,” as
some writers would have us believe.
Every hare that sneezes is not afflict
ed with snuffles:
Hares will often
sneeze from very slight causes, as
when feeding with dry, dusty hay,
oats, oat meal, or upon sweeping out
the hutches. So we affirm that there
is a vast difference between sneezing
and that condition of chronic catarrh
of the nasal passages usually denom
inated as snuffles. A cold in the head
or an acute catarrhal inflammation of
the nasal passages, if neglected, and
allowed to continue, will result in a
chronic catarrh of the deeper mucous
passages of the nose, producing the
condition called snuffles. Snuffles is
both infectious and contagious, hence
ail suspicious cases should at once be
removed to an isolated hutch or build
ing, far removed from the healthy
stock. This rule must be strictly follow
ed to insure the safety of others. Fail
ure to do this will cause you serious
trouble, and this trouble will stay with
you.
I am sorry to say that there are some
here in New England who find an easy
way to dispose of snufflers, to begin
ners at fancy prices. A telegram, per
haps, or a letter, announcing to the
beginner, reading something like this:
"A snap. We have a magnificent doe
which we have been holding at $25.
We offer now at $15. If you want her,
telegraph us. We will hold her for
you.” Well, down comes this fine doe,
bred to a buck scored by the owner,
perhaps. The victim finds he has a
chronic sneezer and a worthless doe. I
want to advice these dealers right now.
Your day will soon end. The Belgian
hare dealers of New England are
watching you, and you will find that
square, honest d-ealing is the kind that
pays best.
1 fancy some New England dealers
will blush when they read this squib.
Gentlemen, we are on to your game.
You had better hold up. Better for
you to lose the snuffler than your vic
tim. Many of us have been caught in
this trap of yours. And we won’t for
get it soon. Some of you have already
acquired an unenviable reputation, and
your cases will be discussed in the fu
ture by men who are in this business
to stay.
In next issue we will give some valu
able points on the treatment of this
important disease.
DR. C. W. PRICE.

HOME.

STANDARD BELGIAN HARE GO.
Breeders and Importers.
RICHMOND,

-

MAINE.
I

We have the
Strains in the
from Champion

finest

World
cup

winners.

OUR LEADING STUD, GRAND DUKE OF EDINBORO, IMPORTED.
SCORE 951; FEE $15.00.
He is the mature son of that famous World’s champion, Edinboro.

|

We Have Been Offered $500.00 for Grand Duke of Edinboro.
OUR FINE BUCK,

LORD NUGGET
by Klondike Nugget—(famous as world’s standard of measurement) is
a beauty. Service $10.00. Send us your does, we will give them fine
care, breed them, and pay express charges home. You will soon have
prize winners of great value.
Our breeding does are high scored, bred from champion winners in
England, America, France and Belgium.

We Start
Beginners.
We Want
a Talk
With You.

TRIOS
$25430, $40,
$50, $60,up.

Write Us
How Much
You
Want to

PAIRS ALL PRICES.

Invest.
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Express Charges Prepaid on Sales of $25.

GLENWOOD RABBITRY
COUNT ROBERT son of Lord Robert AT STUD.
The leading strains, such as, Champion Fashoda, Lord Britian
Champion Dash, Sir Styles etc.
Breeders and young stock on hand and for sale at all times.
Score cards and pedigree certificates with all stock sold. Prices
to suit, and satisfaction guaranteed.
Complete book on care and management of Belgian hares mail
ed on receipt of 25 cts- Address, GLENWOOD BELGIAN HARE
CO., PORTLAND, MAINE.
27-32

Edgewood Rabbitry.
Belgian Hares at stud of the most desirable Cham
pion and Winning strains.

DASH BRITIAN

uy cuaiupiuu jjasn (.winner of 22

prizes in firsts, specials and medals)
___ ___________
dam Lady Liverpool—Britain by Lord
Britain (the famous); 2 dam Lady Liverpool by Lord
Liverpool. Fee $15.00. A coming sire!
by Champion
Duke of Che___ _____ ___
_ _
. ------- ------- shire (winner
FOR SALE.
ANGORA CATS WANTED.
of 12 prizes), dam by Champion Cayenne(a noted Enelish
Fan tail Pigeons, 5 pairs of white, 10
Parties having Angdra cats for sale
winner. Fee $5.00.
pairs of blacks, 5 pairs of blues. At are requested to send me a full de Careful attention given to visiting does which will be returned
75c to $1.50 a pair, or would exchange scription of their animals, price asked,
express paid.

for poultry. STEPHEN HALL, Port etc.
land, Conn.
23-28
16tf

BELGIAN HARE BREEDERS should
read the Amercian Stockkeeper, official
organ of the Eastern Belgian Hare Club,
also departments devoted to dogs, poul
try, and pigeons. Weekly, 5c per copy,
$1 per year. 39 Broad St., Boston, Mass.
26-29

C. H. DAVISON,
Room 1, Haines Block,
Waterville, Me.

IMPORTED UNICORN JUNIOR

Frank H Prentice, Manager, North Grafton, Worcester, Co., Mass.

ENGLISH AND FETCH FERRETS. BELGIAN HARE BREEDERS, ATTrained to hunt rats, rabbits, etc.
TENTION!
Best strain in America.
Price $3.00
per pair. G. E. FLORA, Mt. Healthy,
1 tlave something of special interest
Ohio.
24-29
to submit to all breeders of Belgian
DOGS FOR SALE of all kinds; Fancy
------------------------------ ----------------------- Hares in Maine concerning a Maine
Pigeons, Belgian Hares. Send six cents
BELGIAN HARES, Angora cats and Belgian Hare exhibition.
Will each
for catalogue. LANDIS, Box 47, Bow
WILL TRADE BELGIAN HARES fancy bantams, bargains; Belgian Hare and every breeder in Maine send me
er's Station, Pa.
26-29
for good kodak. State make and price Guide, 25c; Clough’s Bantam Book, their address at once, that I may comI BREED R. C. St. Bernard Pups. H. wanted. F. H. BARROW, 14th and 15c; circulars free. W. W. CLOUGH, municate with them direct C W
Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo.
28
E. DOUGLASS, Dover,Me.
46-ia
Medway, Mass.
25-30
PRICE, M. D„ Richmond, Maine' 27tf
BELGIAN HARES. Buy from first
hands, largest breeders in the world,
fancy stock, low prices.
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BELGIAN HARE CO.,
208 Quincy Building, Denver Colo.
Agents wanted.
28-31

TURF, FARM AND HOME.
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Poultry Matters.
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A RATION FOR FIFTY PLYMOUTH and heating, but with plenty of exer
ROCKS.
l
cise such results may not follow.
Be sure to keep a good supply of
Editor Turf, Farm and Home.—I green food before them. We use man
wou.d like to know how much you golds at this sason, and shall until the
would teed, and wnat, to fifty large snow goes off so we can cut young rye.
Piyiiioutn Rock hens, alt running to- We prefer mangolds if we can keep
getner.—S. W. L.
them from rotting until the rye gets
in our experience we have found fif tall enough to give a good yield.
ty good sized Rocks to thrive and lay We are very careful to clean out the
wen and not get over fat when we litter of straw or hay as soon as it gets
have fed them a quart and a half of soiled or damp. If the house is close,
good wueat, early in the morning, in it gets damp and soiled very much
deep floor litter. At nine o'clock a more quickly than in dry weather.
pint of oats is given in tne same way, Damp litter is very disagreeable to
and at one o’clock a pint and a half the birds and keeps their feet wet, in
of cracked corn is scattered in the lit which condition they will not do their
ter, At three o’clock in winter and at best.
four o clock in summer we give them
Clean out the old litter and give
all they will eat of soft food. This them a good lot of dry stuff and see
mash is made of a mixture ot ground how they will sing and work.
grams and teed and we do not think
it is necessary that everybody use the
GOOD PRICES.
same, but warlike it.
We mix one , hundred pounds of
Our last case of eggs sold in the reg
bran, one hundred of corn meal, one ular Boston market at thirty-eight
hundred of wheat middlings, one hun cents per dozen, and it would take a
dred of linseed meal and one hundred good many to weaken the market.
of fine animal meal or meat scrap
Fall and winter eggs come only from
thoroughly together, and keep it in early hatched pullets that are well
Z
stock to make the mash of.
grown and handled. There is no diffi
We take ciover leaves and heads culty in getting eggs from them if
from the feed floor in the barn, and they are from laying stock.
They
put in a pail and cover with hot water need to be hatched by or before the
in the,morning, and in the afternoon middle of April to be in condition for
it gets nicely soaked, and we mix this this work. March is the best time to The only perfect money making Life Producers in existence.
water and clover, with the mixed have them come out if there is a warm
SOLD AT A POPULAR PRICE.
meals, using warm water in winter. brooder house in which to put the
We are careful to have it so it will not brooders. If there is no house for this And guaranteed to hatch and out last all other makes. The X Ray is not
special purpose, and a large open room needed to discover the merits of our machines, because you can try them be
be sticky when mixed.
We should not want the linseed meal or warm shed can be used, a good fore you buy. Large valuable illustrated Catalogue and Poultry Guide, 5c.
or the animal meal and scraps left out sized coal stove may warm a large Address The STANDARD FLOWER CITY INCUBATOR CO., Rochester, N.
of the mash. ’ In fact we would not space so that a lot of chicks can be Y. U. S. A. Please mention this paper.
leave out any of the meals. Should started early. A floor space of forty
there be any evidence of soft voidings, square feet is sufficient for a brooder
HOW
TO
HAVE
HEALTHY
the middlings can be increased with and its contents of fifty chicks, until
FOR SALE.
CHICKS the year round. Receipt for
decided advantage as a corrective. Red they are five or six weeks old at this
Silver Wyandotte cockerels bred 10c. Address, H. F. LINDERMAN,
Dog fiour may take the place of mid season. After that age they will re
’
21-28
quire more space and will stand lower from stock purchased by me of J. C. Haysville, Pa.
dlings.
Jodrey, Danvers, Mass., direct from
We like bran in the mixture, and do temperatures.
A room sixteen by twenty feet would his prize winners. Large size, proper
PIT GAMES—Eggs for hatching a
not know but the corn meal can be in
creased with benefit. The only fear has give space enough for seven lots, be Wyandotte shape and correct mark specialty, at $2 per sitting of 13; three
sides
room
enough
for
the
stove.
ings. H. C. GILBERT, Kingfield, Me. sittings $5. Young stock until Janu
been that it would be too fattening
With proper ventilation the gas
21tf
ary at $3 to $5 per trio and $10 to $15
from the stove and lamps would not
per dozen, according to size. Varieties:
STOCK
FOR
SALE.
prove disastrous, and a large part of
Henny, War Horse, Spangles, Gee
2OO-EGC
tlie three hundred and fifty chicks
Barred Plymouth Rocks, heavy lay Doms, Shawlneck, Grist Grady and
should live and thrive.
Incubator $12
ing. brown egg stock. White Wyan- Blue Whistlers. Send for descriptive
They could be cared for here as dottes, very white, rich yellow legs, circular. Address, C. M. MAHONE,
This perfect 200-egg Wooden
Hen at $12 isa startling trade
early as the first of March, and a brown eggs. R. C. Brown Leghorns, Hazelhurst, Georgia.
innovation. It will do the work
19-24
second hatch could come from the in best in the State. Fine, healthy cock
of the most costly hatcher, and
keeps in order with little at
cubator
three
weeks
later,
and
they
erels, hens and pullets for sale at fair
tention. Hatches every fertile
TRIOS of Silver, Golden and Buff
would do well in the individual brood □rices. Satisfaction guaranteed.
egg. Illustrated catalogue free.
Wyandott.es, $5.00 trio.
Pen White
er houses as the weather extremes
J. W. LOWELL, Gardiner, Me.
would likely be passed.
Plymouth Rocks and Black Javas, $7.
41-40
Of course this arrangement could in
IMPIID ATftttQ Best «nd Clb apebt. For
Stock for sale in each. Standard va
inuUDniUllO circular address G S. no way equal a piped house, but as a
EXHIBITION BUFF ROCKS. Twen
Siugci’, Caraiugton, O.
28-40
makeshift for this year before the ty early hatched selected heavy weight riety of Ducks and Geese. Prices low.
WOOD & FREEMAN,
brooder house is built, it may help to cockerels, at $2 each. Fine breeding
AN OPPORTUNITY AT LOW PRICES. get the stock started early, and earli birds. Bred direct from winners at
Saratoga, Rochester, Elmira, New York
20tf
Box 2, Fitchburg, Mass.
and Boston. Write quick if you want
One Cyphers Incubator, new, 220 ness is indispensable.
one
of
these
grand
birds.
Best
blood
in
egg capacity. First check for $18 takes
America.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
GOLDTH WAITE’S
POULTRY HINTS.
it. Crated f. o. b. cars.
your money. back.
N. V. WITBECK,
Burnt
Hills,
N. Y.
26
J. F. DUREN,
Continental
Oil or scald the perches often, to
28-29
Calais, Washington Co., Me.
kill lice.
ALL MY
Poultry
Fine dust is to poultry what soap
BREEDING GEESE.
and water are to humanity.
Food
HARTNEST LIGHT BRAHMAS
Keep the birds warm at night, but
Young, yearling and two-year-old
Are for sale, including the original \ balanced ration, composed of six kinds
do
not
coddle
them
in
the
daytime.
grain. Meat and Fish Meal.
African ganders that will promptly
stock bought of Hartnest farm, and
mate with any geese at $4 and $5. Fin Keep them dry at all times.
the cockerels and pullets bred from ’RICE $1.50 PER HUNDRED LBS.
Beware
of
damp
bedding.
est show specimens at from $8 to $15
Green bone, animal meal, and beef these. This stock has a record of over
each. Large two-year-old Embden
now take the place of the bugs 200 eggs per year.
and Toulouse ganders at $10 and up scraps
SOME GREAT BARGAINS TO QUICK Price 2% cts. per lb., lots of 100 lbs, $2.
wards. Money back less the express if and worms the hens find when at large
Grain and Poultry Supplies of all kinds.
BUYERS.
summer time.
they do not suit and are returned in Clover
and leaves are grand, Also a choice lot of cockerels and pul Samples free.
promptly. No geese eggs for sale the and whenchaff
properly scalded and mixed lets in
B. H. DOBLB & CO..
coming season. SAMUEL CUSHMAN, take the place
of grass, but it is bulky,
Pawtucket, R. I.
26-30
WEST QUINCY, MASS.
and not more than a quarter of the
BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
mash should be made up of it.
GREEN BONE CUTTERS.
Best and
100 RHODE ISLAND RED Cocker
Fat hens yield weak shelled eggs,, All hatched from eggs from W. B.
cheapest $6.50; large “Daisy” cutter, sec
ond hand cheap. Send for circular. S. but muscular hens give strong, thick Davis, Haverhill, Mass. Cockerel and els. Standard bred. Also Pit Games
W. JOHNSON, 131 Leland St., Wood- shells.
pullet matings.
that don’t know defeat Prices reas
fords, Me.
26-29
A few very choice Buff Pekin Ban onable. C. S. COBURN, Warren, Me.
Give grit, shell, old lime and turnips
tams, also Brown and White Leghorns
23-29
THE SEASON is at hand to use our or mangolds, constantly. These keep from a well-known New York Judge.
STEAMED MEAT. Set the pullets to the birds cool, and in an excellent
I want a 120-egg Cyphers, or 100-egg
laying before the severe cold weather breeding condition.
It is a great satisfaction to get even, Prairie State, Sair or Pineland Incu
comes on. Feed the steamed meat.
bator in exchange for stock. Satisfac
Chapest meat food on earth for fowls. good sized, dark shelled eggs, if that is tion or your money back.
Strain of
Send for our catalogue with testimon what is wanted, but, white or light
WEBB DONNELL.
ials from parties who have used it colored ones mixed with them detract
from
their
beauty
and
selling
value.
24tf Kent’s Hill, Kennebec Co., Me.
year after year. Address C. A. BART
Have uniformity. Let them all be dark
LETT, Worcester, Mass.
21tf
or all white. Breed for uniformity and
PIT GAMES—Grist Blues, Heathwoods, Stone House, Cubans and
EVERGREEN POULTRY YARDS. there will be little culling needed.
The eggs from our Barred Rocks crosses. Farm raised, vigorous and still maintain their reputation as win
Pure bred Rose Comb White Leg were lacking in color a few years ago. dead game. Bargains on stags and ners and added new laurels at the
horns. The matings of my pens of 1900 We selected cockerels hatched from pullets. Correspondence a pleasure. New York Show. The same can be
said of my
have proved a success, and 1 have now dark shelled eggs and by using noth THOMAS WHITE, Indiana, Penn.
White Cochins, Seabright Bantams
some of the finest birds I have ever ing else, now have very uniform dark
25-37
and Yellow Fantail and Russian Trum
raised. Bred for winter layers. Stock brown eggs. They are getting darxer
WANTED.
peter Pigeons. Send for descriptive
from James Forsyth’s and Chas. Gan- every year. We have not seen a light
naerdinger’s yards.
None better. shell laid by our pullets so far, this
A good, young, bronze tom turkey. circular.
PHILANDER WILLIAMS,
Write me. LIZZIE O. PAGE, Corinna. year. Improvement depends upon rig Address J. N. HILTON, Solon, Maine.
40tf
Taunton, Uaaa.
Me.
23-35
id selection.
25-26

Incubators on 30 Days Trial,

GREEN COT BEEF BONE.

THE AUTOCRAT
LIGHT BRAHMAS.
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g IS CHEESEMAKING A LOST ART?
Q
A subscriber in Bluehill writes: “I
have read with much interest Profes
YOU ARE NOT GETTING ALL
sor Gowell’s lecture before the Dairy
YOUR CREAM IF THE
Conference,
and
was particularly
pleased with his remarks on cheese
making.
CALF GUMPTION.
As people, do we not eat too much
butter, and not enough cheese?
Dairymen who take pride in their
The township of Bluehill is six miles
calling, and eventually have the best square, and not a cheese factory in it,
success, are apt to raise their own and not one in Hancock county, for
cows. There are good reasons for do aught I know.
ing so, says the Farm Journal.
The domestic article may almost be
One is that bringing strange cows reckoned among the lost arts.
IS NOT USED BY YOU
into the .herd there is some danger of
There would be a great deal of
TO SEPARATE YOUR MILK.
introducing various diseases, such as cheese eaten by our people here at
tuberculosis, abortion, etc.
home if they could only get it of good
For the Reasons Why, Write
The farmer who sells the cow you quality. This would give a home mar
get does not sell his best cows.
ket for the products of our cows, and
Calves should be gradually accus would relieve us from the low prices
VT. FARM MACHINE CO
tomed to all changes.
of butter, that usually prevail in sum
It is very important that the troughs mer—the cheesemaking season.
Bellows Falls, Vt.
.oc
from which the calves feed be kept
Can not something be done to pro
clean and sweet.
mote cheesemaking in our State?”
Never, starve and never overfeed.
The care of calves is best left to the
A copy of the Hood Farm Almanac
women.
is before us |and we are much pleased
Pigs farrowed in the fall must have
The best practice is to remove the to recommend it to the attention of
calf from the cow within twenty-four our readers. It’s size and shape are so better care than those farrowed in the
hours a'fter its birth and at once teach convenient and it contains so much spring, and unless this better care is
it to drink.' This separation may be that is of interest that every farmer given them they will give little if any
delayed until the dam’s milk assumes and stock owner snould have a copy. profit, ome breeders say that it is bet
the normal condition, but as a rule With each month there is a blank ter to give the pigs away outright than
the earlier the calf is taken in hand space for memoranda, and it contains to keep them on a starvaion diet. A
and its feeding regulated, the better a Gestation Table which is invaluable stunted pig will seldom if ever devel
for tlie calf. The -younger it is, the to breeders. It is published by Hood op growing power. The fall pig must
easier it learns to drink.
Farm, Lowell, Mass., which is owned have warm, dry quarters, and unless
It is also better for the dairy co.w to by Mr. C. I. Hood, proprietor of Hood’s the pigs are kept warm it will be
be regularly milked by hand than to Sarsaparilla. It is particularly de found about impossiDie to induce any
suckle a calf. The milk of good cows voted to the Hood Farm Remedies growth. When the little pigs are ex
is often too rich for their calves, and which are the result of Mr. Hood’s ex posed to cold it takes all the food they
the latter are apt to take too much if tensive knowledge of pharmacy, com can consume to keep warm.
left to help themselves.
bined with his deep interest in stock
Experiments of the department of
To make a good calf, three feedings breeding, and these Remedies are
a day should be kept up for a month meeting with great favor among agriculture show that no sand is so
or six weeks, and the milk should be breeders. The Almanac will be mailed poor and sterile that something will
fed warm for a longer period, especial on receipt of a postal card with ad not grow upon it and in many cases it
ly if the weather is cold.
dress, and as the edition is limited, or has been of great benefit to plant sand
No rule can be given for quantity ders must be sent in before January binding species of grass. Its effect has
in feeding calves; they differ so much 25th. Please mention this paper. Ad been not only to produce something
in.size and food requirements. Judg dress C. I. Hood
Lowell, Mass. but to prevent blowing and drifting of
the soil which in some places works
ment must be used, the feeding effects
great havoc, almost equaling snow.
observed, and the calf given enough to
16 Cases of Scours.
The depatment has introduced a large
thrive and be active, but not too much.
One of the most interesting places at number of foreign,
sand-binding
More calves suffer from overfeeding Hood
Farm
is
the
calf
stable.
Recent
than scant diet. Keep the calf a little ly, when it was being cleansed and dis species, whjcli are being tried in our
various
climates.
hungry and eager for more, rather infected, 16 of the calves were taken
than fill it to fullness.
Test a cow’s milk before pronounc
If gritting the teeth or other symp with scours. Hood Farm Calf Scour
was given at onee, and inside of ing her unprofitable.
toms of indigestion appear, a little lime aCure
day
15
of
the
cases
had
been
checked
water in the milk or a little baking and the remaining one has since re
The less water in the butter the few
soda will usually prove a correction.
This remedy is prepared by er odors it will absorb.
Every calf had better have its own covered.
C.
I.
Hood
&
Co.,
Lowell,
Mass.,
and
is
box until a month or two old, and then
Cows that are closely stabled should
be tied up out of the reach of neigh advertised in another column.
never be allowed to remain out in cold
bors.
The dilution separators are coming in rains and storms. Outside of turning
The sooner it learns to eat hay or
other rough forage, and the more it for their share of discussion just now. out to water they will do better if
eats the better, but keep up milk feed We have several times stated that they kept under shelter.
ing as long as possible, if only once are fakes, and repeat again that he
a day. Grain should be used sparingly, who uses one is losing from 15 to 40
oats and bran preferred, perhaps a lit per cent of the butter fat.
tle linseed, and always to judiciously
MADE TO BREED.
supplement the other food. We hear The wastes in dairying come from
Eoore Brothers. An«n,. n. t.
complaint of calves dying when fed on apparently slight causes.
suparator milk. It is not the milk that
does it. but careless feeding—a little
at a time—no stuffing. Separator milk
is shy of fat, therefore it must be sup
plemented with cake meal, bran, etc.
To a heifer give a pint each of oats
and bran and eight quarts of skimmilk daily, besides what water and
hay she wants. When there is no milk
double the grain. This at three months
of age. Do not turn it on to grass too
soon.
Clover makes a much better pasture
than timothy for calves; but every They Need Your Attention More Now Than
pasture should contain a variety—blue
grass, orchard grass, red top, timothy,
At Any Other Time of Year.
red clover, etc., making the greater
part of the growth of that which is
best for the animals and best adapted
to the ground.
One of the puzzling things in dairy
ing is the bad habit that calves and
heifers acquire of self-sucking and
sucking each other. To remedy this,
a muzzle (made out of old leather with
large holes cut for breathing) is said
to be equally effective for foals, and There Is Nothing Better for Horses, Cattle,
having no spikes cannot hurt the
Sheep, Swine and Poultry.
mother when calf or foal attempts to
suck. When weaned the flap of leath
er in front can be removed by unbuck WHAT MORRILL’S HORSE AND CA TTLE FOOD WILL DO:
ling the straps, and the other part con
It prevents Indigestion, Coughs, Colds, Colic, Hide Bound; Re
verted into a loose leather headstall.
stores the Appetite; Improves the Wind; Makes the Coat Glossy
This muzzle does not hinder animals
and Shed Nicely; Regulates the Bowels and Purifies the Blood;
from eating grass, even if it be very
and a Sure Cure for Worms.
short, as the flap, if properly fixed goes
out in front sufficiently to enable them Directions: One half pint morning and night in their feed.
to graze with freedom. After having
them on for a day or two they become PRICE $1.00 PER BAG.
quite adepts at feeding with them.
The two leather straps underneath
—MANUFACTURED BY—
the headstall, one on each side, and ex
tending to the flap in front, can be
shortened or lengthened at will. The
A. P. MORRILL, FAIRFIELD, MAINE.
two iron clips which are riveted on the
The Publishers of the Turf, Farm & Home will guarantee this Food to do
front flap of the muzzle are to prevent
all it promises, and much more.
it rolling up when the leathei’ gets wet.

Dairy Matters.

CREAM SETTING TEMPERATURE.

We offer a few suggestions derived
from our dairy experience. The desir
able flavor of the cream product will
be increased or diminished in the
same ratio as the milk is properly or
improperly treated beforehand, hence
extreme care and cleanliness are nec
essary in all the details pertaining to
its treatment.
Primarily, we insist
upon clean stable, pasturage free from
weeds, clean cows and clean milkers.
Milk is strained as soon after being
drawn as possible, and left uncovered
to allow the animal heat to escape, and
the temperature is kept as uniform as
possible; and if the right degree can
not be obtained in the air of the milkroom, then the milk vessels are im
mersed two-thirds their depth in cold
water, changing in renewing with
fresh water as often as is necessary,
Milk is skimmed when first signs of
acidity are detected and each skimming
is thororoughly mixed with preceding
ones,, so that all may ripen evenly.
If cream sufficient for one churning
can be collected about the same time,
it ripens evenly and the flavor is im
proved. We find that slow and scant
additions of cream, as also too high
or too low temperature, tend to pro
duce bitter or other disagreeable fla
vors in butter product. When strip
pings are used they are always brought
to the same temperature as the cream
with which it is incorporated. We
understand that certain changes take
place during the ripening of cream—
yeasts and mold bacteria are the active
agents which generally are found in
the most carefully managed dairy in
sufficient numbers to insure due ripen
ing in proper temperature, but if the
temperature should be too low from
any cause, we resort to a “starter,” i.
e., using a small quantity of soured
skim-milk, or fresh buttermilk, and
immerse the cream jar two-thirds its
depth in warm water, stirring often, so
that the cream may be evenly brought
to the proper temperature. Too great
care cannot be taken at this stage in
order to secure the delicate. aroma or
flavor, so desirable in the butter. The
temperature of the cream should be
kept to about ,65 degrees until it
reaches the “velvety” stage, when it
will generally be found to possess the
necessary amount of acid. Perhaps
the proper degree of acidity of cream,
necessary to insure the flavor desired,
as also sepaation of butter fats, can
best be determined through experience
or by experimenting.
We make a "point” of having cream
churned just as soon as it reaches the
stage mentioned above, believing that
any delay will be detrimental to the
butter produced. We have not been
able to obtain so desirable a flavor of
butter produced from sweet cream as
from that which had become ripened
or soured, to use the common term. We
find that due attention must be given
to all details connected with the milkroom if we would attain that success
which he wife of every farmer is am
bitious of.—Ohio Farmer.
THE DAIRY BUREAU OF THE
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
The dairymen of the State have or
ganized for the development and pro
tection of the dairy industry.
It is no paltry matter that they are
talking about, but a great industry that
yields to the State between five and six
million dollars every year.
They will ask for an appropriaion
with which to teach the making of
better butter and cheese, at the cream
eries and at the farms, and for protec
tion against fraudulent butter.
The great, leading agricultural in
dustry of the State demands the same
attention from the Legislature that is
given it in other states.
The farm workers ask it, not for
their own interests alone, but in be
half of the consumers of butter and
cheese as well.
The State cannot afford to neglect
it, for expenditures for these purposes,
if wisely made will return to the State
more than a hundred fold. There is
no sentiment about this move; it is
business in every part. Success to it.
As a prompt and effective remedy
for scours in calves, Hood Farm Calf
Scour Cure has never been equalled.
See advertisement.

:

IMPROVED
U. S. CREAM
SEPARATOR

Cows barren 3 years

Look After Your
Stock Now.

MORRILL’S HORSEANDCATTLEFOOD.

. K * X- *

TURF,
ANIMAL POOD FOR POULTRY.

TAKE

BETTER
CARE
HENS.

FARM
OF

AND

THE BEGIN NOW BREEDING A FLOCK
OF THOROUGHBREDS.

It is desirable to feed poultry animal
matter in some form. This has long
The man who feeds his hens with
been taught by practical feeders; but a liberal hand is not always the one
the exact effort of such feeding has who takes the best care of them.
never been shown so clearly as in ex He may leave them to sleep where
periments recently concluded by the they have little or no protection from
New York Agricultural Experiment the weather, or in a house so filthy that
Station at Geneva. In these tests, 1,- it is impossible for them to keep in
OOOchicks and 170 ducklings have been good health. He may even furnish
grown to marketable size, and 90 hens them a good house, and in other ways
and 40 cockerels have been fed for see after their comfort, but still not
ientgthy periods; so that the evidence take good care of them. The flock of
presented in Bulletin No. 171 has the hens that does not lay during the win
weight of time and numbers. It all ter is not being well cared for, says
points in one direction: Toward super the Farm and Fireside.
iority of rations containing animal food
As a . rule eggs . are worth three
over those made up of grains alone. In times as much in winter as they are
no case has the reverse of this proven in summer, except in certain sections,
true, and in nearly all the trials the where the summer demand is great.
difference has been most" noticeable. The winter eggs are the ones that
When the lack of mineral matter in all make the profit for the poultry man.
grain rations, as compared with one The well-cared for flock is the one
containing animal meal, is supplied by that produces eggs when the hens that
bone ash the difference disappears or the other fellow keeps are idling away
favors the grain ration, so far as tneir time.
chicks and laying hens are concerned:
That flock is not well cared for that
that is, it is the small amount of ash contains a large percentage of hens
in the grain ration which makes this over two years old. No kind of care
ration inferior to one containing ani will make an oid hen produce eggs
mal meal, rather than a difference in during the cold months. Probably
quality of the protein.
nine-tenths of the flocks of hens on
Practically this is of little importance the farms of this country are made up
for. except under rare conditions like of 75 per cent, old hens and 15 per
those surrounding these experiments, cent, of those under two years old.
it would be easier, cheaper and better
The legitimate end of a hen is to go
to use animal meal, meat scraps or cut to pot and the time to wind up her
bone to supplement a ration for fowls career in this manner is as soon as
in confinement, than to burn the bones she has passed the age of greatest
or to buy bone ash. Something to sup profit, which is about the time she is
plement the ash-poor grains they must two years old.
have, and’it is simpler to give it in a
The flock that is fed corn and al
natural form, combined with valuable lowed to drink from any filthy pool
protein and fats, than to burn out the that may be found, will not be a pro
organic matter and give the ash only. ductive one, no matter . how cheaply
With ducks, however, even the addi corn may be produced. It will pay to
tion of the bone ash did not make the sell corn no matter how low it may
grains a perfect feed. Ducks are nat be, and buy wheat at any price it com
urally great lovers of small fish and mands rather than feed corn all the
frogs and snails and such forms of time. Corn is essential to profitable
animal life found in their water ex poultry keeping, Ij^t is good only as a
cursions. Unless they have something part of the ration: Feeding unsound
to take the place of this animal matter, grain of any kind to laying hens is
they cannot do their best.
not economical. They should be fed
In farm poultry feeding, where the on sound and wholesome grain and
birds have range of orchard and pas given plenty of pure water or clean
ture, of course they get anitnal food in milk to drink. The flock of hens ’that
the insects and worms and snails is not fed some sort of green feed dur
which they scratch for so vigorously; ing the winter is not well cared for.
so grains may make up practically all It does not matter much what this
the ration fed. The birds themselves green .feed may be. It may be tur
will attend to the supply of animal nips or potatoes or beets or any other
food.
garden vegetables, but it should be
fed raw and chopped into pieces,
CHARCOAL FOR POULTRY.
about the size of grains of corn. Cab
bage they can eat without being cut.
According to one writer on poultry, but other vegetable feeds should be cut
pulverized charcoal is a fine thing for up before being fed, although rather
turkeys. He tells about two pens of than go without the hens will pick a
turkeys of four birds each. One pen beet or turnip to pieces for themseives.
was fed on meal, boiled potatoes and
Well, cared for hens are fed some
oats. The other- pen was fed the same kind of meat during the winter. The
way with the addition that they had best for this purpose is bones and
a pint of finely pulverized charcoal scraps from the butcher- shops boiled
mixed with their feed. They had also until the meat is boiled off and the
a plentiful supply of broken charcoal bone cut in one of the cheap bone mills
in their pen. The eight were killed and mixed with the meat before feed
on the same day, and the ones that ing.
had the charcoal weighed one and a
The hens of America do not average
half pounds more each than the ones three dozen eggs in a year. This may
that had no charcoal.
This is im seem an exaggerated statement, but
portant if the birds were of equal the figures of the last census bear me
weight when they were put into the out in making them. A moderately
pens or if the differences of Weight well-bred hen will lay ten dozen eggs
were taken into consideration at the in a year. The seven dozen difference
time they were killed.
is the result of lack of care.. We im
port eggs by the thousand dozens
Skill in winter feeding will make a when we should be exporters. The de
vast difference in the profits from the mand for eggs is, practically an un
dairy.
limited one, and the business of keep
ing hens a very profitable one, pro
Hens relish cow peas.
vided they are well cared for.
The
produce of the poultry yard may be
made an important part of the reve
nue of every farm, but until the flocsk
'are given better care this source of
profit willyCe\er rise to its highest
Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor and Manhood
limit. Taj^BeiU-i' -arc of vour luns
Cure Impotency, Night Emissions, Loss of Mem*
—Colman's ;T?iirfe.l World.
I ory, all wasting diseases, p—

There may be some readers who ex
pect to get a few standard bred fowls
with which to begin a new flock next
spring. To all who are contemplating
such a movement, we wish to say be
gin now to prepare your flock of thor
oughbreds. You will need separate
qualities in which to lot and house
them and this matter is one of much
importance to your success.
A good warm house, a comfortahje
scratching shed and a roomy yard in
which the fowls may exercise are re
quirements absolutely necessary.
After these things have been ac
quired you will be ready to begin
looking around for your stock. If you
have settled upon the class of fowls
your fancy admires .and which your
reason teaches you to believe to be best
adapted to your needs you have only
to open correspondence with reputable
breeders (and there are many), telling
them your wants. In a very short
time you will have made a . selection
of your breeding stock.
The selection of breeding stock
should not be put off until -spring.
Nine chances out of ten you will be
able to buy breeding stock cheaper
through the month of December than
any other. By purchasing your breed
ing stock early the fowls will become
thoroughly accustomed to their quar
ters and surroundings before the sea
son for hatching arrives. They will
also have become accustomed to the
manner and kind of treatment in
feeding, which is of much importance
as hardly any two flockmasters give
the same attention to their flocks.
By keeping a few standard bred
hens mated to a good male and not al
lowing the hens to set it is surprising
the number of eggs one will get from
them. These may be hatched in an
incubator or by broody hens from the
common flock. In one season one may
obtain a flock of large numbers of
which there will he a large pel- cent
first class specimens, not only from a
utility standpoint, but from a fancier's
also.
After the first year one may ciscard
all the scrub stock on the farm and
selecting the best blooded fowls for
breeding purposes, • continue the on
ward march of upbuilding a flock of
thoroughbreds that will not only
prove a source of profit, but unbounded
pleasure. Who is there who does not
enjoy looking upon blooded thorough-

NERVITA PILLS
all effects of self-abuse or
excess and indiscretion.

Old Chronic
Back-achers Say
They Received
No Relief Until
They Tried

OmUf

The alfalfa plant or lucerne has
been cultivated for centuries. In cool,
moist climates it makes roots only
four or five feet in length, but from
long cultivation in arid sections it has
$2.50, with our bankable g-aurantee to cure developed the habit of sending its
or refund the money paid. Send for circular roots 20 to 30 feet in search of mois
and copy of our bankable
ile jguarantee bond.
ture. In dry climates the plant will
EXTRA STREN6T
live- for 50 years, whereas it will run
out in a quarter that time in a moist
Immediate Resull
(YELLOW LABEL)
climate.
A nerve tonic and

,blood builder. Brings
the pink glow to pal©
cheeks and restores the
fire of youth. By mail
:50c per box. 0 boxes for

NervitaTablets

Positively guaranteed cure for Loss of Powe
Varicocele, Undeveloped or Shrunken Organ;
Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Prostre
tion, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and th
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium c
Liquor. By mail in plain package, $1.00
box, 6 for $5.00 with our bankable g-uai
antee bond to cure in 30 days or refum
money paid. Address

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton & Jackson Sts.. CHICAGO, ILL

Geo. W. Dorr. Druggist, us Mai
St., Waterville, Me.
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Few
Words
about

’Pain-KiUet
A prominent Montreal clergyman, the Rev. James
H. Dixon, Rector St. Judes and Hon. Canon of
Christ Church Cathedral, writes“Permit me to
send you a few lines to strongly recommend
Perky Davis’Pain-Killer. I have ouiStWwL
satisfaction for thirty-five years, it is a prepara
tion which deserves full public confidence.”

Pain-Killer

A sure cure for

Sore Throate
Coughs,
Chills.
Cramps, Ac.

Two Sizes, 25c. and 50c.
There is only one Pain-Killer, Perry

DSVlS,*

breds, be they chickens or what not?—
The Farmer’s Advocate.
Apples chopped and fed in troughs
are healthful.
We mix our mashes with cold water
during the summer.
Have the feed troughs large enough
so that there is no crowding.
A fixed ration is a mistake unless
that ration contains a large variety.—
A Few Hens.
The Pekin duck can be raised with
out much water, and this, together
with their very large size and their
hardiness, makes them a valuable
fowl.
Egg production is the act of feeding.
No fat or inactive creature is in proper
breeding condition.
DO YOU HAVE HEADACHES? If
so send your address on postal and we
will send free sample of Acetine, the
greatest known cure. It never fails.
If you are afflicted, try it. Acetine
Drug Co.. Augusta. Me
Sritf

FOR SALE. 390 egg incubator, good
as new. Cost $36. My price $25. Go
ing to quit business. Guaranteed to
hatch.
LAFAYETTE LAWRENCE.
Plano, Pa.
^
28

Price,
50 Cents.
Sold by Druggists Everywhere,
or Sent by Mail.

MITCHELL'S
KIDNEY
PLASTERS.

A fowl thht has been sick should
never he used as a breeder. Foi- this
reason fowls that get over any trouble
should never again be put back with
the flock if the eggs from the flock
are to be used for hatching purposes.
This shows the necessity for a breed
ing pen, which should always he se
lected from fowls that are perfectly
healthy.
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TURF,
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FARM

AND

“THISTLE” MILKING
CHINE.

MA naturally, and the sight of ten cows
being mechanically milked and without
any apparent force, is an inspiring one
Some time ago a Scotch milking ma and is calculated to cause one to think
chine was placed in the dairy of the that the inventive genius is very much
Northern Hospital for the Insane at alive in man.
Kankakee, Ill., a state institution, and
since then it has been given a thor AGRICULTURE IN THE SCHOOLS.
ough trial. Dr. Gapen, the superin
tendent. pronounces it a very success
In some sections there is an attempt
ful affair, and in order to demonstrate being made to introduce into the com
the fact to the public, he gave a prac mon schools the study of the princi
tical exhibition of its workings to a ples of agriculture, and it would be an
number of invited dairymen recently. excellent thing to accomplish. So far
The machine is the property of a com as we know, however, there is no one'
pany in Scotland and is not as yet for book that is exactly suited to the pur
sale in this country, but if the other pose. All the books of that character
points in the question are successfully that we are familiar with, either con
proven that no injurious effects are tain some errors or are too technical.
noticed in the cows or the process of It is pretty difficult for one man to
keeping the tubes, etc., clean is not write a complete book upon agricul
difficult, then it will not be long be ture and its kindred industries.
Hd
fore a public demand will find them would be a wonderful man if he were
on sale by a special agency or supply familiar with the whole range of farm
firms.
industries.
The principle upon which the milk
There is one thing, however, that
ing is done is as follows: On the first most of us seem to lose sight of, and
floor of the cow barn are the pump and that is that agriculture is now taught
the vacuum tank. The former is; work to some extent in our • best public
ed by steam procured from the pas schools, a least in our high schools.
teurizing plant. The pump exhausts That is to say that some of the sci
the air from the tank, the suction from ences that appertain to agriculture are
there passing through a reducing taught.
Botany, chemistry, * plant
valve that gives a constant suction of growth, nature study, biology, etc.,
several pounds in the piping running all taught. There are two reasons for
horizontally above the cows’ heads teaching agriculture in the schools.
throughout the stable. For every two One is to help the child who- will be
cows a stop cock is fixed in the piping, a farmer and the other is to widen the
to which is attached a little box, in information, for the sake of the in
size and looks much like a telephone formation, of the child who will not
transmitter, which is called a pulsator. be a farmer. In either case, nh mis
Within that box is the key to the take should be made. Education un
whole mechanism, the modus operandi less it is a correct education, is no edu
of milking by machinery. The little cation at all. It will not do, for in
transmitter (for such it really is) stance, to teach the farm boy that the
contains the mechanism which pro heat of the animal must be kept up.
duces the rise and fall in the vacuum, and drop he subject there, for a part
or suction, in the teat cups.
When of the time we try as hard as we can
the suction is least the teat cup is cir to get rid of the heat, and even in the
cular in form. As the suction in coldest weather, the animal may be
creases the cup begins to collapse at burning up because of too much heat
the bottom. The still further in ing food. “A little knowledge makes
crease of the suction collapses the us mad,” it is said, and if agriculture
cup’ with a stripping action from the is to be taught in the schools, it must
root to the tip. The air is then ad be accurately taught.
mitted to partially destroy the vacuThe boy who desires an agricultur
nm’ allowing the cup to resume its al education for practical agricultural
original • shape. This action is re purposes, need not go without one.
peated 45 times a minute’ and it There is an agricultural college in
comes as near the action of the suck every state, at which the young man
ing calf as can be done. Every time will be thoroughly instructed by com
that the suction is reduced and the petent teachers which he will not have
cup takes its original form’ it allows in the average public school, another
the milk to flow down and fill the fact that makes absolute accuracy of
teat’ the next compression forcing out the text book used a necessity. We
the milk. The milk flows through a are fully convinced that rightly man
short piece of India rubber tubing in aged, such instruction would result
to a glass milk trap set in the top of better than we think.
It would be,
the milk receiver. The trap being of among other things, a sort of intro
glass the flow of milk can be observed duction of the town boy to the farm,
and the suction may be withdrawn as and would have a tendency to make
soon as the cow is milked. The pul him more interested in the farmer and
sator contains a small vibrating vac to increase his kindly feeling toward
uum motor and the power to operate him. And all of us ought to have
the valves in the box, and produces something of an understanding of the
the pulsation. The pulsators do not principles of the great industry which
extend to the milk pail, as the end of feeds and clothes the world.—Epitothe milk trap that projects into the mist.
pail has a rubber ball which acts as a
valve and prevents the pulsations to A MAINE MAN ON MILK VEINS.
descend into the bucket.
One man with six sets of milkers
Mr.
Editor.—The New England
can milk 50 cows an hour; a horse on Homestead for Dec. 22 contains a very
an ordinary tread-power can, with two interesting report of the New York
men to attend, and twelve sets of milk Dairy Conference, and it refers in very
ers, milk 50 cows per hour. The pails flattering terms to an imported speak
or can are air-tight and thus exclude er from Maine, who had a good deal
the foul air, hair, filth, etc. There are to say in regard to the types of the
ten sets of apparatus at the hospital, dairy cow. At the close of his address
and the men in charge of the barns in answer to a question he said:
think the invention is a valuable one.
“Good digestion depends largely on
During the public test in question, vitality. I do not attach importance
the men were engaged in milking a to the udder cords. The larger the
kicking heifer, and she stood the arti milk veins he more easy is the flow of
ficial method of doing business without milk to the udder. We should consid
causing any trouble.
er the dairy cow as a whole, and breed
The artificial hands are made of for harnAiny.”
good quality rubber and are called
It is a hiatter of congratulation to
pulsating teat cups, being slightly cor Maine daW,ni'en.*that we have in ouirugated on the interior. The four teats State a man who has discovered the
may be milked singly or collectively. fact that the milk passes through the
Dr. Gapen is quite enthusiastic over milk veins into the udder. If the bill
the machine, as were all others who proposed by the Maine Dairymen’s As
saw it in operation. After one or two sociation passes, why would not this
trials the cows are said to take to it man make a good Dairy Commission
er?
MILK STOOL.

Seeds
Ferry’s Seeds are
known the country over as
the most reliable Seeds that
can be bought.
Don't save a
nickel on cheap seeds and lose a
dollar on the harvest.
1901 Seed Annual free.
D. M. FERRY & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

With a knowledge of grafting the
ordinary fruit grower or farmer need
not buy trees from nurseries, though
in most cses it is cheaper to do so, for
nurserymen are equipped to grow good
trees better than the farmer is. Inexpeienced hands will find the work
rather tedious and slow, and will make
discouraging headway at first. And
thumbs and fingers will likely suffer,
for in the use of the sharp grafting
knife accidents are common, though
not serious of course.

If butter is worked too much it will
show an oily or greasy look and it is
then the grain is injured.

HOME.
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I :: Market Quotations
quiet, with little change. Best cream
ery, small lots and pkgs, 251/2(f/2tic;
northern fresh, round lots, 25@25%c;
western, 24@25c; eastern, 24@25c;
firsts, 21@22c; imitations, 13@fi.7c; job
bing, %@lc higher.
Cheese is well held, but trade is quiet.
Quotations a,re unchanged. New, round
round lots, llfe@12c.; old, 13c; jobbing,
’/2@lc higher; Liverpool, 51s Cd for
white, and 52s (id for colored.
Eggs are easy and lower. Still, fresh
eggs must be in small supply for some
weeks yet. At marks, fresh western,
25@25%e; choice Michigan, 26@-27e;
storage, 20c; eastern, 28@32c; nearby
ami fancy, 30@40e and up; jobbing, 1
@l%c higher.
Benns are reported linn in all mar
kets, but trade is only moderate. Car
load lots, pea, $2.30; medium, $2.30; yel
low eyes, $2.S5@2.90; red kidneys. 3 j.G5
@2.70; California small white, Sfu.lyz.
3.35; jobbing, 10c more; Lima, (” 6, ,e
per lb.
The week was a quiet one in apples,
but the position is steady .
Only a few pears are seen 011 the mar
ket, and these are out of cold storage.
They sell at higli prices, from $2.50 up
to $5 per bx, if they are good enough.
Cranberries are easier at $7.50@10 per
bbl, and $2.25@3.25 per ert by the job
bers.
On potatoes the market is quiet and a
little easy. Sweet potatoes are easy.
Aroostook Hebrons, GS@70c; Green
mountains, 70@73c; York state and
northern whites,'60@<;5e; Dakota reds,
60c; clothtop sweet, nominal; double
beads, $1.75@2.
Onions continue very firm. Native,
$2.50@3.50 per bbl; per bu, 90c@?1.25;
Spanish, $1.50 per crt. Cabbages sell
at $1@1.25 per bbl, with Savoy at the
same price.
Celery is quoted at $1.50@2 per doz
beiis. Spinach is in short supply at
<>5@75c pet- Im for native. Tlie Balti
more .coming in was in bad order, and
tlie Norfolk sold at $l@1.50 per bbl, the
latter price by the jobbers.
Kadishi's sell at 50@'60c per doz bchs.
Lettuce is quoted at $1.25@1.50 per doz.
Squashes are firm at $30 per ton for
good quality. They job at $1.75@2 per
bbl, or $2.25@2.50 per 100 lbs.
Cucumbers are very firm at $14@1G
per 100 for hothouse. No. 2 bring $4
@10, as to quality. Tomatoes are very
high at 50e per lb for hothouse.
Beets job at 60@65c per bu; carrots,
50@60c per bu; parsnips, 60@65c per
bu; yellow turnips, 90c@$l per bbl;
white French, $1.75@2 per bbl.
Mint jobs at 75c per doz; cress; 75c;
parsley, $1@1.25 per bx; Brussels
sprouts are higher at 15@20c per qt;
egg plants, $1.50 per case; artichokes,
$l,25@1.50 per bu.
The Christmas trade ended with a
great many turkeys on the market, un
sold.
Some of the supply has been
put into the freezers, especially the
best: But there has been offering a
big volume of stuff that must be sold,
some owners not caring to be put to the
expense of freezing and storing, since
they lost money by that pperation a
year ago, and some lots not being good
enough to store. Chickens are fairly
steady.
Western turkeys, 10@llc;
fancy and northern, 12@13%c; fresh
chickens, fancy, 12%@14c; ordinary, 9
@llc; fresh fowls, 9@12t4c; ducks, 11@
13c; geese, 10@14c; live poultry, 9@9%e.
There is rather more of game in sight
and for sale, but still the supply is
small compared with other seasons. It
is close time on venison in Maine, and
there is none coming forward legally.
Jobbers and dealers quote: Whole
deer, 10@14c; saddles, 16@17c; grouse,
$l@1.50 per pair; fancy grouse, $1.50;
quail, $2.50@2.75 per doz; Mallard
ducks, $1.25 per pair; black ducks, $1.25;
rabbits, western, 8@13c per pair; pig
eons, $1.25 per doz.
Muttons are rather easy, with a full
supply. Lambs, 6@9%e; Brightons and
fancy. igafiOe; yearlings, 4@,thic: mut

j

tons, 4@X>)2c; fancy and Brightons, 7@
8c; veals, 67/9c; fancy Brightons, 10Q
1014c.
For beef tlie demand is rather quiet.
Shippers of beef here are urging for
higher prices, but the advance conies
hard when trade is dull. Quotations
are nominally unchanged, though occa
sionally- a fancy steer sells for about
sy2c.

The pork position is steady, with ex
ception of another advance of %c on
fresh ribs, bringing them up to 9c, and
%c advance on skinned hams.
The flour market is excited. Gen
erally agents here were advanced 10c
per bbl by the millers. Tlie big spring
wheat millers are particularly firm,
with winter wheat mijlers also advanc
ing prices.
On cornmeal the -market is steady,
with a shade of firmness, following the
stronger market on corn. Oatmeal and
tlie cereals are steady and unchanged.
The bay market seems to be thorough
ly sustained, with full quotations asked
on the best bay. Rye straw is steady,
with a firm position. Millfeed is re
ported firm, with a feeling that the
proposed advance in freights will fur
ther advance prices here. Hay, $20@
20.50; fancy and jobbing, $20.50@21;
rye straw. $17.50@20; oat straw, $9@10.
Corn is firmer, with options consider
ably advanced. The demand for spot
corn and corn nearby is also rather bet
ter. witli the market firmer.
O11 oats the market is firmer, with a
rather better demand.
Options are
higher. The stronger market seems to
have quickly attracted the attention of
buyers, who have shown a willingness
to get in at old prices.
SPECIAL BOSTON BUTTER
KET.

MAR-

The last week of the year is usually
a very quiet time in the butter busi
ness; whether its being the. very last
week of the 19th century intensifies
that condition may be somewhat un
certain, because we have not the data
at hand to make the comparison.
Trade is extremely dull. The move
ment in frozen goods has also been
much smaller, 6,113 packages for the
week; last week it was 9,661. With a
stock of 82,849 to commence the next
century we hope to see it all used up
before the 21st shall have arrived.
The transactions for the year amount
to almost exactly 1,000,000 pounds for
each week, or 51,502,840 pounds for the
year.
Last year it was 49,757606
pounds.
New York butter is firm and un
changed at 25. Chicago steady at 23;
last week 23 to 23J. Elgin unchanged
at 24i.
Tubs.
Creamery.—■
Vt. and N. H. extra........................ 25
Western. .......................................... 25
Maine, ......... .................... .............. 24
Dairy.—
Vt. extra, ............................. 22 to 23
firsts, ...................................... 17 to 21
Boxes.
Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra,..................... 26
Maine, .............................................. 25
Dairy.—
Good to extra, ..................... 20 to 24
Prints.

Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra,..................... 26
Mainfe, ............................................ 25
Dairy.—
Good to extra, ..................... 20 to 24
J. HARVEY WHITE.
Ja. 1, 1901.

For 14 Gents

We mail the following rare seed novelties.

1 pkg. Blue Blood Tomato Seed,
1
1
1
1

1

••
“
“
“

$ .15

Northern Lemon Seed,
Mama’s Favorite Onion Seed,
Emerald Green Cucumber Seed,
City Garden Beet Need,

.15
. It)
.10
.10

13-Bay Bullish Seed,

.10
.15
.15

1 “ La X. Market Lettuce Seed,
3 “ Brilliant Flower Seed,

Worth $1.00 ferl4CS£
Above 10 packages rare novelties we will
mail you free, together with our great
illustrated Seed Catalog, telling ull about

Salzer’* Billion Dollar Grass
Also (’lioicc Onion Seed, 60c. alb.
Together with thousands of earliest vege
tables and farm seeds, upon receipt ofl4c.
and thi* notice. When once vou plant
Salzer's Seeds vou will never do without.
JOHN A.SALZER SEED CO., LaCrosse,Wis.
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MAINE FARMERS AND BREEDERS.

Fred Ordway of West Bethel recent
When You Can Consult the American ly dressed off a hog weighing 645 lbs.
and European Specialists.
Apples are now being loaded quite
in some sections of the State.
ADVICE FREE. rapidly
Five carloads were slipped from Corinna by Geo. T. Posejvof Chicago one
Cure Guaranteed by
day recently, and he also loaded six
DR. LOUGEST & CO. cars at Brooks and Unity.
The greatest blood and nerve specialists.
Forty years’ experience in all private
diseases; also blood poisoning, primary,
secondary and teritary, throat, mouth
and head, painful swellings, bladder,
kidneys, pimples and blotches. Our in
fallible treatment for nervous debility,
weakness of body and mind, VARICOCELE OR ENLARGED VEINS OF THE
SCROTUM, HYDROCELE (DROPSY OF
THE SCROTUM), DEFORMITIES, CON
STITUTING IMPEDIMENTS TO MAR
RIAGE, STRUCTURE OF THE URE
THRA, FISTULA, PILES, and all dis
eases of the rectum. Lost manhood
quickly restored. If you want a quick
and permanent cure, consult Dr. C. A.
Lougest & Co., whose long experince and
great skill make them the most success
ful specialists in curing all private dis
eases.
When others fail to cure remember the
wonderfully successfu 1 specialists and
treatment of this institute combine the
two greatest factors of the heading art
known to the medical profession—Elec
tricity and' Medcine. It is the largest,
most thoroughly and completely equip
ped institute, both electrically and med
ically, ever established in the U. S., for
the treatment and cure of all nervous
and private diseases.
Our revised edition ‘Guide to Marriage’
sent free to any address.
Our Mail Treatment. We have perfect
ed the most complete system of mail
treatment ever used by any institute or
specialists. By means of it we are able
tc, effect cures at a distance as quickly
and permanently as through the patient
were here. All correspondence strictly
confidental. .Consultation by mail and
analysis of urine free. Open daily and
Sundays, 9 a. m., to 10 p. m. Est. 1860.
Thousands may have lived who are dead,
if they had sought relief at the fountain
head-
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A record which is most unusual is
that of Stillman Dexter, aged 84 years,
a resident of Palmyra. Mr. Dexter
settled last week for his taxes and
notified the collector that it was the
sixtieth time that he had paid them in
Palmyra. He also stated that he had
cast his ballot for 15 presidential can
didates. He enjoys good health, lives
on a farm with his sister. Mrs. Caro
line Woodridge, and brother Samuel
Dexter. Their home is on the road
from Pittsfield to Hartland. Mr. Dex
ter, notwithstanding his great age.
manages to perform considerable work
and the past season raised garden
truck to the value of $80.
BUCKSPORT FARM NOTES.
The short hay crops of the last two
years seem to be awakening the farm
ers in this vicinity to the need of silos.
In 1897 I built the Arts silo in this
town. It caused more or less comment
among my farmer neighbors. Some of
them thought, it might possibly be a
good thing but were doubtful if it
would ever pay for the trouble and ex
pense. Others were sure I would in
jure my stock by feeding them rotten
corn. The com did not rot, however
and a short hay crop now has no ter
ror for me.
I have since building the silo in
creased the stock on my farm from
twelve to twenty-two head, and hope
to continue increasing them by build
ing another silo this coming season.
There are now five silos in this town.
A dozen or more farmers have told me
of their intention to build this next
year.
The creamery here, which has been
run since last May under the manage
ment of F. J. Gerry & Co., of Dexter,
has had a fairly successful season, and
its patronage will more than double
the coming year I think. »
There have been bought and shipped
from her during the last month some
thirteen or fourteen uundred barrels
of apples, at an average price of $1.25
per barrel.
FRED R. PAGE.

AN athlete may have good wind, big
lungs, a long stride, great strength

ax

and fine endurance, but expose him to
a draught of air and he stiffens with
rheumatism; he is worthless-

tea you buy may be the best grown,
but expose it to the air and its virtue
is gone*

That is why tea-experts place

such high value on the “ original pack
agen teas of Chase & Sanborn* Native
flavor is imprisoned in an air-tight lead
form*

It is China brought into your

kitchen*

“ORIGINAL package”

Orloff (Formosa Oolong)
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orange I’ekoe (India & Ceylon).

THE DISCOMFITURES OF WINTER
May be easily checked when riding or driving
by heating your

CARRIAGE. WAGON OR SLEIGH

SEEDS THAT SURELY GROW.

The cost of seeds compared with the
value of the crop is so small that a
few cents saved by buying second rate
seeds will amount to many dollars lost
I when the harvest is gathered. Farm
ENGINES FOR PUMPING.
ers have found out by many costly fail
Estimates submitted on complete outfits.
ures what a risky thing it is to buy
seeds without being pretty sure that
Send for Catalogue and full particulars to
g they
are reliable and true to name.
CHARLES J. JACER co.?
i The latest catalogue of the seed house
of D. M. Ferry & Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
•)
174 High St, cor. Batterymarch,
|
BOSTON, MASS
5 is a reminder that thousands of farm
ers in the United States and Canada
have pinned their faith to the reputa
tion of this great firm. During a busi
ness career approaching half a century
in time Ferry’s seeds have won an an
nual increase in popularity, which is
perhaps the best evidence that they
grow and give satisfaction. Ferry’s
Seed Annual for 1901 is a useful guide
in selecting seeds for the farm, the
truck garden and the flower garden. It
is sent free on application.

WI1 H A

CELEBRATED

1Tanks and Towers.1

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

The
GREATEST
INVENTION
of the
CENTURY.
,

LEHMAN
HEATER
Over 135,000 in actual use,
Cost for Lehman heating, 2 cts, per day.
Sold by ail carriage and harness dealers.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND PRICES, ADDRESS

LEHMAN

BEOS., I JAMES W. ERRINGER

Manufacturers,
gbn’L western sales agent,
10 BOND ST, NEW YORK.) 297 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
(Mention Turf, Farm and Home when writing.)
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COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON.

A Pleased Advertiser.
Mr. Editor.—I recently inserted a
small advertisement of a horse in vonr
columns and have been fairly engulfed
with answers. It has proved a most
valuable investment for me and 1 am
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. $3 a
more than pleased with it.
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.
F. H. LEONARD,
Robin Hood Park,
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D, C.
Bar Harbor, Me.
Can’t Get Along Without It.
DO NOT ADVERTISE
Mr. Editor.—-Enclosed please find
Your stock in the Turf, Farm and check for the Turf, Farm and Home
Home, if you want to keep it, for it is for the year 1901. It is a valuable pa
sure to go if you do. Ask any one per and I can’t get along without it.
who has tried.
R. G. LAING,
Enfield,' Me.

Scientific Jlmerican.

MUNN &CG.36,Broadwa*’New York

iUfiKER CITY Now is the season When the small
boy fills himself with green fruit,
GBIKB1RG Sllti which
invariably leads to champs, di
ForCORft and COBS
FEED and TABL £
MEAL. S*>nd for rt.
lilFs advertised, h eep ll»'
»
and return all other?

So the

arrhoea or dysentery. If parents are
prudent, they will havt a bittle of
Pain-Killer, ready for such summer
Avoid substitutes, there
.W. STRAUB & CO emergencies.
is hut one Pain-Killer, JAwry tteWfe’.
PrtCb 2SB. and 90t-.

UNIVBMITY OF MAINE,
COLLEGE OF ftGRICULTURL
The six weeks course in General Agriculture and
Dairying begins January 29, 1901.
The four weeks course in Poultry Hanagement
begins March 12, 1901. Tuition Free.

Address,

Chas. D. Woods,
Orono, Me.
/

TURF,

Text of the Inaugural Address
of the New Executive.

FARM
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of the' State government, to a readjust
ment of the prevailing system of taxation
and the enactment of measures which will
lead to a more just and equtable valua
tion and assessment of all forms of prop
erty. the people demand and expect that
we* will discharge our trust in harmony
with tlie letter and spirit of our respective
party platforms. No excuses which can be
offered will be deemed a sufficient reason
for a failure' to do our full duty in the
faithful fulfilment of the pledges which
have been made. Upon us will properly
rest the blame if we are recreant to our
trust;; ours will be the credit and honor of
faithful and devoted service. The people
have confidence in you whom they have
chosen to represent them here. They ex
pect a fearless, conscientious discharge ol
every duty devolving upon you, and that
you will maintain the- high traditions oi
patriotic service and unselfish effort foi
the common welfare which have ever char
acterized the Legislatures of Maine.
The question of taxation is the most im
portant subject demanding your attention
The urgent necessity of securing greatei
revenues for the State, to enable it tr
meet legitimate and
necessary demand?
upon the treasury and to provide for the
payment of existing temporary loans
makes some action on your part impera
tive.
Under our present system, the farmer
often handicapped by unfavorable condi
tions; the merchant, with his capital in
vested in his .stock of goods; the mechanic
and laborer, striving to
pay for theh
homes: and the owner of every form o1
visible property, already bear too great s
share of the public burdens. An Increase ir
the rate of the State tax, therefore, cannot
be considered ; but other forms of proper
ty, now escaping taxation altogether. 01
paying only
a part or
what
the?
should justly and equitablv bear, mus
be required to contribute their fair pro
portion of the cost of supporting our gov
ernment. whose manifold advantages arc
shared by all, and whose existence not nub
makes fh* ownership of property possible
hut gives permanence and security to it.*
values.
Realizing your earnest desire to do' ev
erything in your power to promote tin
common welfare, T present this Imnortan
subject, well knowing that vour determi
nation to-do your full duty will lead von tc
give it your early and earnest attention
T am confident that every interest, indi
vidual as well as corporate, will he deal
with fairly and justly, and that. a« a re
suit of your deliberations, you- will formu
late some legislation to more nearly equal
ize the burdens of taxation among our cit
izens.
Tt is not probable that you will be abb
to frame measures that will be wholl?
above criticism. No system of taxation bn1
ever yet Deen devised that realized the
ideal by bearing with absolute equity upon
all classes of property. This fact., how
ever, will not deter you from doing every
thing in your power to attain so desirable
a ^result.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of
Representatives:
At the dawn of a new century, bright
with hope and promise of the future, we
have assembled here to consider the* con
dition
and
requirements of the State,
whose sovereign people we represent. De
voutly grateful for the many blessings
which we have received through the be
neficence of Him who ever watches over
us with fatherly care, we implore His
guidance and aid in the discharge of the
Important duties devolving upon us.
The decade just passed has been one of
great prosperity for the State. The devel
opment of new industries, and the growth
of those already established, have given
employment to large numbers of people,
and greatly increased the population and
wealth of those towns which have been
the centres of activity. More than live
hundred and twenty-eight miles of new
steam railroads, and over two hundred, and
twenty miles of electric railroads have
been constructed, giving the communities
through which they pass greatly improved
transportation facilities, and aiding im
measurably in the development of those
portions of the State thus opened up to
easy and convenient travel.
Some of our shipyards, which have for
a long time been idle or nearly so, have
again started into life, and today this in
dustry is in the most satisfactory condi
tion for years. With the passage of the
Erye shipping bill, so ably advocated by
our distinguished junior senator, Maine
will assume that position in the construc
tion of vessels of every kind, which the
skill of her builders and mechanics and
her favorable situation as a maritime State
entitle her to hold.
Our State has become the summer home
of thousands of the well-to-do people of
other sections of the country, and the
pleasure resort of many more, who appre
ciate the health-giving qualities of our in 
vigorating atmosphere, and delight in the
rugged beauties of our seashore and moun
tain scenery. This is a source of great
revenue to the people of the State, in many
ways, and Is constantly increasing.
Maine’s growth, though not rapid, is
substantial and permanent in its character
and the State never occupied a stronger
position, in every way. than it does to
day. Labor is remuneratively employed,
Appropriations.
while capital is active, and, as a rule, re
ceiving satisfactory returns. Every con
The people confidently expect that the
dition is as favorable as we can reasonably promise of economy in public expenditures
expect, and gives promise of continued de will be fulfilled ; and the party which has
velopment and prosperity.
been entrusted with the management’ of
State affairs will be held, strictly responsi
State Finances.
ble for any excessive or unwise appropria
tions. It is for you to determine what sums
The reports of the State Treasurer will are necessary for the reasonable require
show that the total receipts of the treas ments of the various State departments
ury during the two years ending December &nd institutions, and what aid shall be
31, 1900, were $3,798,923.08.
The amount given to such other objects as. in your
of cash on hand December 31, 189b, was judgment, should receive legislative assist
$154,723.78, making the
whole amount ance and encouragement. Not a dollar more
available for this period $3,953,046.76. The than is required for the efficient adminis
amount disbursed during this time was tration of the public service should he ap
$3,754,767.75, leaving a balance on hand propriated.
December 31, 1900, of $198,879.01.
his
These various matters, I am persuaded,
sum, however, is barely sufficient to meet will receive your most earnest considera
obligations immediately payable, and is no tion. While there is no call for parsimony.
more than should be in the State Treas I am confident that you will always exer
ury. if the demands upon it are to be cise your judgment, fearlessly and consci
promptlv met.
entiously in the expenditure of the peo
The State tax paid by the cities, towns ple’s money, and that you will refuse to
and organized plantations for the years grant needless or unwise appropriations as
1809 and 1000 amounted to $1,815,901.96. unhesitatingly as you will vote them to
When we take from this the school fund, objects worthy of promotion and support.
and the mill tax repaid to the various
Education.
cities and towns, the net sum retained by
the State is found to be $760,742.63.
The report of the Superintendent of Pub
Of this, $450,16.8.50 was paid by the lic Schools shows a constant and gratify
twenty cities of the State, $224,923.- ing advancement in our educational inter
79 was paid by the towns and organ ests. The total amount of the State school
ized plantations, and $91,650.34 was paid fund and mill tax for the current year was
by the wild lands. It will thus be seen $520,019: the amount of school money
that the twenty cities have paid into the raised by the towns was $818.001; a total
treasury $450,168.50 more man they have of $1,338,020 available for the support of
received from the school fund. Two hun the common schools, as compared with
dred and thirty-nine towns and planta $910,523 for the same purpose in 1880, an
tions, or 44 7-10 per cent, of the whole increase of $427,497 or nearly forty-seven
number, have received from the school fund per cent.
more than they nave paid into the State
The Normal Schools are doing most ex
Treasury ; and it is found that the average cellent work, and the importance of hav
net rate of State tax of the twenty cities ing teachers thoroughly
instructed and
was $1.50 3-5 on each $1000.00 valuation, trained in tbeir duties is being recognized
while for the towns and organized planta by all. About thirty per cent of our
tions the average rate was 66 l-± cents, or. teachers are Normal School graduates.
divided on the basis of population, there
There are 722school children in thirtywas an average of $4.05 1-2 paid on each three unorganized townships, for whom
poll by the cities:, and of 91 3-4 cents on schools are maintained as provided by the
each poll in the towns and organized plan statutes, at X jost. touring the past year,
tations.
of $2582.lfL 7 this, $1280.57 was paid
In this connection it Is interesting to from the
’apropriation. $969.56 was
note the principal sources of State reve interest on land reserved, and $132.00 the
nue, outside of the State tax paid by cities per capita talv
and towns, and the amount received from
The pupils In these schools range, from
each. An examination of the treasury ac five to twenty-on© years of age, and, in
counts shows that during the past two several instances, married men and women
years the tax on Savings Banks has have taken advantage of the opportunities
amounted to $851,566.06, the tax on Kail- thus offered to obtain an education.
roads was $323,052.32, on Telegraph and
It is unnecessary for me to call your at
Telephone Companies $32,888.48. on Ex tention to the important work being done
press Companies $10,032.67, on Insurance by such schools. But for their existence,
Companies $131,405.62, on collateral inher many of the children now enjoying their
itances $54,228 64; on
new corporation!’ advantages would grow up in ignorance,
$71,565; other taxes and miscellaneous items, and a much larger per cent of them would
$308,284.28; a total revenue of $1,783,021.01 ultimately become a public charge. The
from these sources.
furnishing of such instruction is in har
One hundred thousand dollars has been mony with the established policy if the
paid on the public debt during the past State to provide school privileges for all.
two years, the amount of the State’s bond As a rule, the people are anxious to have
ed indebtedness now being $2,103,000.00, a the schools established, the children are
reduction of $516,300.00 since 1890.
prompt and regular in their attendance
The State has outstanding temporary and apply themselves with great industry
loans to the amount of $350,000.00, some to their tasks. The good work which is be
part of which should be paid during the ing done by the schools of this class should
coming year. There should be a sufficient be extended and ffiade more efficient if the
increase in the State revenues to provide State is to do its duty to that portion of
for the gradual
payment of the whole its citizens dependent upon it for educa
amount, and to insure an adequate balance tional advantages.
in the treasury to enable the State at all
The special appropriations made for the
times to meet its obligations fully and academies and seminaries lapse with the
promptly, without resorting to temporary present year: and if these appropriations
are to be continued, I am inclined to the
loans.
opinion that they should be made perma
Taxation.
nent, under certain definite restrictions.'
Pledge^ tp an economical administration Under existing cirvumstauveg, -p school

HOME.

having a zealous and skillful advocate in
the Legislature may be able to secure a
liberal appropriation in excess of its actual
requirements; while another, equally wor
thy but less fortunate, must be content
with a comparatively small amount. The
grade of the school maintained and the
number of pupils receiving instruction
should always be considered, and I doubt
the wisdom of assisting in maintaining an
academy in a sect ion of the State where
high schools of a high grade are provided.
It is an injustice to the State to allow
any of these academies to use the amount
appropriated in increasing their endow
ment, instead of providing more and bettejr
instruction to the pupils who attend them;
and under no circumstances should the sum
appropriated for such institutions be taken
from the fund provided for the common
schools.
It is exceedingly gratifying that so strong
an interest is being manifested in the pub
lic schools. The children, teachers and pa
rents are assisting in improving and en
larging school grounds, beautifying school
rooms and providing books of art and
standard literature.
The work accomplished along these lines
has been very extensive and gratifying. It
has greatly stimulated general interest in
the schools, promoted harmony in manage
ment, and resulted in much better work
being done by all concerned.
The teachers’ institutes and sumffier
schools have not only improved the gen
eral character of the instruction in our
State, but, to an extent that was not an
ticipated, have stimulated teachers to at
tend our higher institutions of learning,
and thus enabled them to acquire the
scholarly attainments necessary to the
highest success in their calling.
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further broadened and extended by tne cre
ation of a dairy bureau, which shall have
an executive officer whose duty it shall be
to attend closely
to
educational dairy
work, and to the enforcement of the law
against the sale of imitation dairy prod
ucts.
You will he asked for an appropriation
for this purpose, and I am confident that a
request made iu the behalf of so important
an interest will receive your generous con
sideration.

The Prohibitory Law.

Intemperance is such a fruitful source
of misery, pauperism and crime, and its
multitude of victims is so great a burden
upon the sober and industrious citizen, that
it is the duty of a government to control
and restrict the liquor traffic In every le
gitimate way. By a provision of its consti
tution and * by statute laws, which with
overwhelming majorities its citizens have
repeatedly sustained fit the polls, the State
of .Maine stands opposed to the manufac
ture and sale of intoxicating liquors. The
deliberate adoption of this policy by a peo
ple naturally careful*and conservative in
their judgments was the inevitable result
of a moral evolution which recognized the
demoralizing and far-reaching evils of in
temperance, and sought to eradicate them
from the community: and embodied tlje
conviction that a traffic which took men
from the ranks of productive industry,
robbed them of their sober faculties, de
stroyed their self-respect and made them a
burden and menace to those who had the
right to look to them for support and pro
tection—a traffic which filled the poorhouses, prisons and asylums with human
wrecks, and imposed its greatest misery
upon the innocent and helpless—was hos
tile to the public interests and wholly con
The University of Maine.
trary to the spirit and purpose of a Chris
The State University is in a prosperous
tian civilization.
condition, having about 360 students, of
Fifty years ago. the so-called “Maine
whom more than six-sevenths are residents
Law.’’ prohibiting the sale of intoxi<atingof this State. Its most popular courses
liquors, was placed upon our statute bjoks, .
are those in engineering, and the best
where it still remains. While it has not’
equipped those in agriculture; but the
accomplished ail that its advocates and
scope of its work is of the very broadest
supporters hoped for, it has been a power
character, and also includes a classical
ful force in the development and promotion
course, a similar course without Greek, a
of a healthy temperance sentiment among
scientific course without Latin and Greek,
the people of our State. How marked and
a course in preparation for medicine, and
gratifying this advance has been will clear
courses in chemistry and pharmacy. The
ly be shown by a comparison with the con
School of Law, located in Bangor, has been
ditions existing seventy-five years ago.
well received, and is gaining the approval
Then, liquor was largely manufactured in
of those well qualified to judge of its work.
our State, while its sale was as common
Nearly two-thirds of the income of the x and looked upon in much the same light as
University is derived from the General
the traffic in dry goods and groceries. Ab
Government, the remainder being provided
stinence was the exception rather than the
by the State. It having been the policy of
rule. The drink habit, in varying degrees,
the State to reduce students’ expenses as
was so general as to excite little if any
much as possible, the receipts from this
comment, and intemperance was more or
source are compArtively small. The trus
less prevalent in every community.
tees have used the funds available to se
The temptations of drink were every
cure teachers, apparatus and facilities for
where visible, and too often found victims
instruction, rather than to construct large
in the best youths of our State. Today, in
and expensive buildings, and have been
a large majority Of our country towns,
governed by the restrictions of the United
there exists practical prohibition, and tne
States appropriations which forbid the use
law against the liquor traffic is as well en
of any part of these funds for the erection
forced as against other forms of crime.
or repair of buildings.
Even in our cities and larger villages,
During the past two years the trustees
where the liquor interests are most active
have constructed a drill hall and a gymna
and aggressive, and where the law is most
sium, now nearly finished, which will be
persistently violated. It has not failed to
paid for by private subscriptions, and it is
exert a restraining and salutary influence:
understood that the Legislature will not be
and has been a power in stimulating and
asked for any assistance in its completion.
promoting that intelligent and vigorous
An astronomical observatory has also been
public opinion which is the support of all
built, and a large telescope set up. The
effective law, and without which any legis
equipment in electrical engineering and in
lative enactment must fall far short of its
the natural sciences has been largely in
purpose.
creased. and the buildings of the agricultu
In a community where the official power
ral department have received extensive re
is delegated from the neople. public ser
pairs and additions.
vants rarely rise superior to public opin
The trustees in their report will urge the
ion in their sense of duty# Tt is. therefore,
erection of a building for the department
essential that officers charged with the en
of mechanical and electrical engineering,
forcement of law and the protection of so
to contain
recitation
rooms,
drawing
ciety should be constantly sustained, in the
rooms, iron working and carpenter shops,
faithful discharge of th,elr obligations, by
a foundry and forge shops. They state that
an active and healthy public sentiment.
the building now in use was erected when
Savings Banks.
the University had a comparatively small
On the 27th day of October, 1900, the
number of students; that it is a cheap
total assets of the 51 Savings Banks of this
wooden structure inadequate for the pur
State amounted to $71,076,-11. < 7. ’’’he re
pose. and in bad repair: and that no ap
sources of the 17 Trust Companies were
propriation for the erection of a building
$13,295,402.92. Add to this the resources
has been made for ten ^ears, although
of the 33 Loau and Building Associations,
since that time tho number of teachers and
amounting to $2,862,178.53, and we have a
students has increased threefold.
The
total of $87,233,793.12, an exhibit in every
equipment of the University is thoroughly
way creditable to the progress and enter
creditable, and it unquestionably affords an
prise of our State.
exceptional opportunity for young men and
There were 180,914 depositors in the
women to secure an education at a very
Savings Banks whose balance was less than
moderate cost. You will. I am sure, give
two thousand dollars, the total amount of
its interests careful attention, and take
this c*ass of deposits being $00,0^8.u-^.o-4 ;
such action as the needs of the institution
while the number of depositors having a
and the financial condition of the State
balance of two thousand dollars or over,
seem to waft-ant.
was 5413, and the total amount of these
Agriculture.
deposits was $13,681,809.23. These figures
clearly show that the money held by our
Agriculture will always be our most im
Savings Banks belongs largely, to people
portant industry. It gives employment and
of moderate circumstances.
support to more than half our population,
The whole number of depositors in Sav
and whatever serves to advance Its inter
ings Banks and Trust Companies, and
ests and bring greater prosperity to our
shareholders in Loan and Bui.ding Associ
farming communities is a benefit to the
ations was 213,980, a gain of 11,428 dur
whole State. The growth of our cities and
ing-the past year. If we take from this to
manufacturing centres, and the increased
tal the 6019 demand depositors in the
volume
of
summer travel coming into
Trust Companies, it will be seen that near
Maine every ynar have created better home
ly one-third of the entire population of the
markets for our farm products; but the
State are directly interested in our vari
great resources of the State are not yet
ous savings institutions.
The aggregate
fully appreciated. The constant develop
amount if their capital, if apportioned
ment of our nagnlficent
water
power,
among the people of the State, would give
much of which has never been utilized, and
about $125 to each person, or nearly $600
the more general adoption of improved
to each family.
methods of agriculture, must result in still
In 1860 the deposits in our Savings
greater prosperity in the years to come.
Banks were only $1,466,457.56, in I8o<>
The influence of the Grange has been a
they had increased to $23,27 7,675.32. while
potent factor In the advancement of our
at the present time they amount to 67,agricultural Interests, and has added great
240,439.07. This is a f<ain in the last
ly to the pleasure and profit* of farm life.
twenty years of $43,962,163.75, or nearly
The Board of Agriculture is doing work
200 per cent, and in forty years of $65,of inestimable value and importance. The 773,981.51, or about 5000 per cent. This
large number of farmers’ institutes, which
showing is the strongest possi
• have been held during the past year, have remarkable
ble proof of the prosperity of the State, and
everywhere been well attended, and great forcibly
demonstrates
the industry, thrift
Interest has been manifested in this work and economy of the people
of Maine. The
by the farmers of the State, who have
Savings Banks, which, as a rule, have been
given it their cordial support. I am per characterized by a conservative, conscien
suaded that these meetings and the general
and able business management, have
work of the board, have done much to stim tious
had the confidence of the public, and have
ulate and encourage the ambitious and pro encouraged the saving of a large portion of
gressive farmer by bringing to every com the money now entrusted to their care and
munity a knowledge of the best and most
which might otherwise have been expended
productive methods of modern agriculture.
Maine is just beginning to make a repu needlessly.
The tax on Savings Banks deposits has
tation for her dairy products. There are been
a source of large revenue to the State,
49 creameries and 14 cheese factories in
the
amount paid during the past year be
the State, utilizing the product of 30.000
ing
$448,827.93.
an increase of $128,434.cows ««d this represents only a small part
21 over the sum paid in 1800.
of the whole dairy interest.
The
report
of
the Bank Examiner will
It is felt by many of our most successful
give you a detailed account of the condi
and progressive dairymen, who appreciate
tion of each Institution.
the great importance of this industry and
the benefits which would accrue to the
The Fee System.
State by its development, that the work of
the Board of ArHnniture should he still
- Thexc h&S. lQBJt-heeit-Athe
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TURF,

part of many or our most intelligent and
progressive citizens, that the present fee
system should be revised or modified : and
that those public officials now receiving
compensation for their services wholly or
partly in fees should be paid a definite and
fixed salary, that the people may know ex
actly what their servants receive.
This may not be practicable in every in
stance ; but there certainly is no good rea
son why any officer should receive more
than a reasonable remuneration for his ser
vices. or more than he would be paid if
employed in a private business involving
the same degree of responsibility, and re
quiring similar capacity.
It is undoubtedly true that many public
officials who are paid by fees do‘not re
ceive an excessive or unreasonable com
pensation. but even here the public inter
est would probably be best served by the
payment of a salary commensurate with
the service rendered.
I commend this matter to your careful
consideration, knowing that whatever ac
tion you may take will be dictated by a de
sire to serve the best interests of the whole
people.

Good Roads.

The question of improved highways is
one of great interest and importance to the
whole State, and especially to the people of
the country towns.
Good roads shorten the distance to mar
ket, Increase the value of contiguous prop
erty, and are potent factors in the develop
ment of every community. Although there
has been a vast improvement in our trans
portation facilities during the past twenty
years, through the building of new/reilroad
mileage, there has been little improvement
In our highways, along which there will al
ways be a large amount of traffic ; and It
would seem that the time has come when
we should adopt some definite and effective
plan for the improvement of our main
thoroughfares.
I do not regard with favor a State high
way commission, or any similar plan which
would take from the towns any'part of the
control which they exercise
oyer
their
roads, and cost an undue 'proportion of the
sum which would be likely to be devoted
to road improvement; but it has seemed to
me that some plan of .State aid might be
devised which would be effective and prac
tical in its operation, and would gradually
result
in
greatly
improved
highways
throughout the State.
The cost of really good roads is beyond
the means of most towns ; improved high
ways must come first, and in my judgment
they can only come through State and per
haps county aid. Such a distribution of
the cost would make the municipal burden
small when compared
with
the im
mense benefits which would be derived
from it.

The National Guard.
There is still a balance due the State
from the General Government, on claims for
reimbursement of expenses incurred in
equipping troops for the war with Sjfain,
amounting to $62,300.48.
The original
amount of t^ese claims was $87,434.80, on
which has .peen received $25,134.32.
Of the regular military appropriation for
the year 1808. $27,227.07 was applied to
war expenses, and is included in the claims
against the United States, having been ex
pended under orders from the War Depart
ment.
A supplementary claim for reimburse
ment of the State for property destroyed
by order of the Secretary‘of War, that had
been condemned by a Board of Survey con
vened by his orders, which amounts to
$5310.65, has. been filed with the War De
partment.
The Legislature of 1890 provided for the
payment of bills for medical attendance,
medical supplies and nursing of sick sol
diers, who served in the State's quota and
were treated outside of authorized hospi
tals during the period preceding their mus
ter out, and whose expenses were not pro
vided for by Act of Congress. There has
been
no
Congressional action on these
claims as yet, and many of them are held
in the Surgeon-General's Office pending
such action. It seems, only just that some
provision should be made for their pay
ment.
No annual encampment was held in the
year 1899, the regular military appropria
tion for that year being used in reunlforming and re-equipping the State troops. This
was fully accomplished, and the militia of
this State is now in excellent condition,
and well equipped for State service.
All of the organizations that make up
our National Guard should be maintained
on a practical footing. They should be
armed, equipped and organized in accord
ance with the requirements of the volun
teer army, ‘ that the State may be ready,
when called upon, to place an efficient
foree of well-disciplined men in the field.
Since the last session of the Legisla
ture, one division of Naval Reserves hal3
been organized. It fully maintains the cred’t of the National Guard, and on its first
cruise taken on the U. S. S. Prairie last
September, the reports .of the officer in
command of that ship indicate that it
made a record seldom, if ever, equalled by
a Naval Reserve organization during its
first year.
The experiment of regimental camps was
tried at the last annual encampment with
very gratifying results. The health, ab
sence of intemperance, and conduct of the
men in camp were most satisfactory. The
organizations now authorized seem ample
for the service, and to fully meet the re
quirements of the State. Maine does not
require a large force, but her troops should
be of the best. While we earnestly pray
that their services will not again be neces
sary, we should always be prepared for any
possible emergency that may arise.

State Pensions.
The obligation which we owe to those
brave and patriotic men, who, by their
courage and valor, preserved the Union and
perpetuated the greatest and grandest gov
ernment that the world has ever known,
can never be fully discharged. The small
pensions paid by the State to those veter
ans of the Civil War requiring aid and as
sistance, or to their widows and orphans,
is a fitting recognition of their devotion
and sacrifice, and relieves many homes
from suffering and want. You will cheer
fully appropriate such sum as may be nec
essary for this purpose, that no one of
them shall suffer from privation.

Bath

Military

and Naval
Asylum.

Orphan

There *rvM. the-present tiput-saventx

FARM

children Tn the Bath Military and Naval
Orphan Asylum, the largest number for
many years. Twenty-four have been ad
mitted during the past year. This is a
well-managed institution, and merits the
support which it has received from the
State.

AND

HOME.

The constant increase in the number of
sportsmen who come to Maine each year,, to
spend their vacations in hunting and fish
ing, conclusively demonstrates the wisdom
of protecting and preserving the fish and
game of our State, and is a sufficient war
rant for the large sums of money which
ha-ve been expended for this purpose.
The past season has been the most suc
cessful one in the history of our fish and
game interests. Including the amount paid
transportation companies, it is estimated
that during the year 1900 at least five mil
lions of dollars was expended by more than
fifty thousand visitors to our forests and
inland lakes.
The report of the Commissioners of In
land Fisheries and Game, which will short
ly be presented to you. contains much in
teresting and valuable information and de
serves your careful consideration.

tablishment and Support or a'ReroTnlato'ry
Prison for Women. It has been suggested
that a building, originally constructed by
the United States Government for a Na
val Hospital, on an island near Rockland,
and which has never been utilized for that
purpose, may possibly be available in this
connection. A bill is now pending in Con
gress which provides that this structure
shall be given to the State for this use.
There is a strong sentiment in favor of
such an institution, among the friends of
philanthropic and reformatory work in our
State, who feel that existing conditions are
neither in harmony with the spirit of a pro
gressive civilization, nor calculated to pro
duce the best results.
It is needless for me to dwell upon the
great benefits which would come from such
a Reformatory. All must recognize tne im
portance of doing everything possiuie for
the moral uplifting of such wimen as would
here be cared for : and the State may well
foster a movement which, while recogniz
ing the need of every just and proper re
straint, at the same time aims to make
them self-respecting and self-supporting'
members of society:
I submit this matter to your earnest con
sideration.

Sea and Shore Fisheries.

The Reform School.

Inland Fisheries and Game.

Upon a recent visit to
the
Reform
School, 1 was convinced that the construc
tion of more cottages similar to those al
ready existing is necessary to enable this
institution to attain the highest degree of
efficiency. This would make possible a bet
ter classification of the unfortunate boys
who are detained there, and woum greatly
promote their moral and physical welfare.
Today there are about sixty boys living in
two cottages whose conditions and sur
The Maine Insane Hospital.
roundings are all that could be desired. The
remainder, about ninety in number, are in
For many years there has been a grad
the main building. wm«. a affords greatly in
ual increase in the number of patients in
ferior accommodations, as
very
little
the Maine Insane Hospital. Its legitimate
capacity is 583 patients : but on November ' money has been expended on it for many
years.
30, 1900, it had 771, or 188 more than the
- doubt the wisdom of using this build
number for which it has proper accommo
ing as a dormitorv at all.
The- cottage
dations. This is an increase of 38 in the
plan
has been demonstrated to be bv far
past two years. It will thus be seen that
the best for the welfare and improvement
the management of this institution has
of those who are sent to this institution.
long been obliged to care for many more
Many of these boys are merely the victims
patients than it was originally designed
of poverty and parental neglect, and are
for.
friendless rather than criminal, often
The hospital has been in existence for
times being sent to the school on account
sixty-years, and the oldest departments are
of truancy, or some minor offense scarcely
much out of repair. They should be thor
more serious in its character.
oughly reconstructed and put in good con
It is the duty of the State to do every
dition, to enable the institution to show the
thing possible to improve the condition of
best results and maintain a proper stand
these unfortunate children, to encourage
ard of efficiency.
them in right doing, and to lead them into
As the hospital is soon to be relieved of
ways that will develop them into honest,
its overcrowded condition by the removal
self-reliant and useful citizens. Irrespect
of some of its patients to Bangor, this
ive of the- sentiment of humanity, the Care
would seem to be a favorable opportunity
ful training of these boys is in the interest
for making such repairs and improvements
of true economy and a sound public policy.
as you may deem necessary.
At compartively small cost the . main
The trustees earnestly recommend some
building could be put in good repair, and it
action, and will ask for an appropriation
is well adapted for schoolrooms, work
for this purpose. .
rooms. and the general purposes of the in
stitution. I recommend such an appropria
The Eastern Maine Insane Hospital.
tion for this work as in your judgment may
As a result of the marked advance in
seem wisest and best.
every kind of btiilding material, the annroMaine Industrial School for Girls.
priation for the completion of the Eastern
Maine Insane Hospital, made by the Legis
The
Report of the Trustees of the Maine
lature of 1899, proved insufficient for this
Industrial School for Giris shows that
purpose. Inasmuch as the discontinuance
there
are
165 girls now under the care of
of the work would largely increase the
cost of Its completion, and probably post •this institution. Of these, 61 are in the
school,
14
are out at board, 44 are working
pone until another year the relief of the
for their board and 46 are receiving wages.
present overcrowded condition of the Hos
It
will
thus
be seen that more than naif
pital at Augusta, it was determined by
of the number are self-sustaining. The
Governor Powers that the building should
girls
are
taught
habits of personal cleanli
be finished without interruption, in. order
ness and neatness, the laws of health, how
that the Institution might be available for
to
do
housework
in all its branches, how to
use within a reasonable period.
knit and sew and make garments, and the
This action, which was in the interest of
common
English
branches, such as are
true economy and must ultimately result
taught in the public schools.
in a large saving to. the State, will, I
Oil
the
5th
of
February
last,
Flaggknow, commend itself to your good judg
Dummer Hall, which was destroyed by lire
ment. and meet with your unqualified ap
in
the
winter
of
1899,
was
again
ready
lor
proval. I am sure you will willingly make
occupancy, greatly relieving the crowded
the required appropriation to cover this
condition of the other buildings. On May
expenditure, as well as for the furnishings
24tli. Erskine Hall was burned, together
necessary to put the institution in readi
with the small building to the north,
ness for occupancy.
known as the office, the fire spreading so
I am convinced that the several appro
rapidly that little of the furnishings of the
priations made for tlie building of this in
building or the personal effects of the in
stitution have been wisely and judiciously
mates could be saved. Insurance to the
expended. The work has been thoroughly
amount of $11,675.00 has been paid,
done, the buildings are substantial and
$6687.50 going to the treasury
of
the
permanent in character, and for years to
school, and $4987.50 into the State treas
come the cost of repairs will be compara
ury. This latter sum can become available
tively small. The institution could not be
for rebuilding only through an appropria
duplicated today tor less than 20 per cent
above Its present cost. In this connection
tion bv the Legislature.
The burning of this building made 32
I desire to commend the faithful, conscien
tious service of the Honorable^Sydney M.
girls homeless. They were immediately pro
vided for by being taken into other build
Bird. Chairman of the Council Committee
ings, and within three weeks 25 of them
on Public Buildings, whose efficient busi
were placed in private hopes. Board was
ness management and careful oversight of
secured for fifteen of them under twelve
all the details of the work have largely
years of age at a price, so moderate as to
contributed to so successful a result.
increase but slightly the expense of their
The State Prison.
care to the State.
The policy of placing in private families
It appears from the report of the Prison
younger girls, who have committed no ofInspectors that there were 172 convicts in
fense^
but are unfortunate in having no
. the State Prison, November 30th, 1900, a
suitable homes of their owm has been fol
decrease of 37 during the preceding year ;
lowed
to advantage in other States, and
58 were committed to the Prison during
may be worthy of imitation in our own.
the year, and 91 discharged by expiration
You
will be asked for an appropriation
of sentence ; three died, and one was par
to aid in rebuilding F
doned by the Governor and Council. There
amount
received for insu
are 40 life convicts in the Prison, of whom
ficient for this purpose.^
four are women.
asked
to
provide for furt_
The large percentage of short-term pris
which seem necessary to put
oners whose labor is not a source of profit,
tion
in
a
creditable condition.
and the restrictions of the law which lim
The school is doing an important work,
its the number employed in one class of
and
its
various
needs will, I am sure, re
work, greatly curtail the profits of the
ceive your'careful attention.
manufacturing department. The total gain
from goods manufactured last year was
Other Departments.
$5937.74. It cost an average of nine cents
per convict per day for the food consumed,
The reports of the State Assessors, the
which made the total cost of raw material
Railroad Commissioner, the Insurance Com
$6044.40, or $106.66 more than the ploiTs
missioner, the Commissioner of Industrial
of the manufacturing department. In ad
and Labor Statistics, the Secretary of the
dition to this, the cost of fuel, clothing,
State Board of Health, and of other State
transporting convicts, stipends given dis
departments, as well as of the trustees of
charged convicts, interest, and other ex
the various State institutions, will give
penses, amounted to $10,092.19. Yoil will
you in detail an account of their work and
be asked for an appropriation sufficient to
requirements. It will be your duty to ex
pay all outstanding liabilities, and>*i>rovide
amine. carefully and thoroughly, into the
for tlie necessary running expenses ,'df the
condition of every institution and depart
prison for the next two years.
■ f
ment, and to determine what amounts are
The State cannot conduct a manufactur
reasonably necessary for their proper
ing business here with any degree of suc
maintenance and support. I trust you will
cess, unless it provides a sufficient working
not hesitate to refuse any appropriation
capital to enable it to buy the necessary
that seems unwise or unnecessary, and
materials at the very lowest price, and to
that expenditures will be reduced wherever
take advantage of every cash discount.
this is consistent with efficient service. Our
This is a matter which should have your
institutions and various governmental de
careful investigation, and I recommend
partments are, I believe, well managed,
such an appropriation as is necessary to
and the State is most fortunate in having
enable the managers of this institution to
faithful and competent men in her public
place its affairs upon a sound business ba
service. But it is none the less your duty
sis.
to thoroughly inform yourself in all these
matters, that you may act unon them unReformatory Prison for Women.
derstandingly. and not rely upon the judg
You will be asked, to Droride for the es ment-aad nnlnlon e£ others. It is also due
The sea and shore fisheries directly and
indirectly give employment to about twen
ty thousand people, and' have an invested
oapital of nearly $3,000,000.90. The total
value of the various products when ready
for market is about $6,000,000.00 annually.
The great importance if this industry has
not been fully appreciated. Any measures
calculated to promote its interests should
have special attention.

those who nave earnestly ano zealously
devoted their best efforts to the service of
the State, that you should give them the
advantage of vour counsel and judgment,
that all may work together for the com
mon interest and the common good.
to

Conclusion.
I wish to assure you of my earnest de
sire to co-operate with you in every meas
ure that tends to promote the interests of
the State and the welfare and nrosperit”
of its people. The noble example of those
high-minded and patriotic men, whose de
voted and unselfish public' service in the
past makes so many of the proudest pages
in our history, should inspire us to dis
charge with honor and credit the difficult
and important duties devolving upon us. If
we exercise that good judgment, careful
foresight and judicious economy so essen
tial to the success of private enterprise,
our success is assured ; and thougn all may
not indorse the result of our efforts, we
should be satisfied with the work accom
plished if our own judgment and conscience
approve.
Confident that you will sustain the .proud
record of the past, and that your efforts
will result in great permanent benefit to
the State, permit me to remind you of the
importance and necessity of beginning upon
tlie work before you as soon as possible,
thus avoiding the danger of hasty and illconsidered legislation in the busy closing
weeks of the session.
I trust that you will find your duties
pleasant and agreeable, and that when the
work of the session has been accomplished
you may have the proud satisfaction which
comes from a duty conscientiously per
formed. and a trust faithfully discharged.
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,
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ceive by freight
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Crystal
Lanterns
you are simply
“standing in
your own light ”
by failing to
“stand in ours.”
This Lantern is as thoroughly good
as sixty years of Lantern building
have rendered possible.
It is strongly put together, con
venient of adjustment, has Glass
Oil Pot, which cannot leak and as
a "light-giver” it stands alone.
Perhaps our little illustrated cata
logue of Lanterns might interest
you ? Shall we mail it ?—’tis free.
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I secure pensions promptly and
surely, because I look after them
-SHARP.
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GIVE THE FARM A NAME.

rouchin

I claim the name of ‘ The Oaks” for
the said Vimng xarrn, a name tnat is
quite appropriate, hist because mere
In every cough there
The cause of agriculture seems to be
are two large oaks just in front of
Send
one
of
lurks, like a crouching
having a hard time of it at the State
stables, second because 1 nave a coit
that 1 call The Oaks. tbs sire is Royal
capital this winter, and ■ unless the
the children
tiger, the probabilities
friends of the cause get together and
Oakes; dam Bessie Morrin, and i tnnik
of consumption.
down
to
the
pool issues nc one is going to be proud
him as good a coit as can be round in
. The throat and
tne best of stables.
of the result when the legislature ad
Store for a
lungs become
journs . The legislature has been in
At this writing I have eight horse
hottie of.....'
session several weeks now, and al
kind. First is the trotting ured stal
rough and in
lhough agriculturists are much in evi
lion Baymont Chief, race record 2.3of.
flamed from
dence in the popular branch, not one
Baymont is tu t and sleek as a seai. tie
coughing and
single step which looks like progress
will be advertised tnrougn tnis paper
the germs of
in the near future.
has yet been made. The session open
ed—and in fact before it was opened—
^•Second is the pride of the paddock,
consumption
an attack was made upon the Board the Board promptly took measures to Kyreene, two years, chestnut in co.or,
find an easy
of Agriculture by so called friends of ascertain the opinion of their constitu stands 15-21 hands, weighs 1032 tbs.
entrance. Take
the cause. Rut after1 a very slight ents on this matter, and what was the Sire King Wiikes 2.'271p, trial Z.rslb at
no chances
skirmish Ihe Board asserted its author result? An order was introduced in the Farmington; dam Bessie Morrill, dam
with the dan
ity and organized in due form. The Senate asking the Secretary’s author of The Oaks. I think her good goods.
heat engendered over this matter ity for communicating with the sub How much so? Well, this much. That
gerous foe.
caused dissensions in the ranis which ordinate Granges throughout the State. I will wager 50 bushels of oats that
.
„
For 60 years
for the time being, at least, defeated Of course his reply was that he was there are not three horses in town that
there has been a perthe plan to appoint a dairy commis simply acting under the advice and can heat her on the ice this spring, at
feet cure. What a rec
sioner, and the hearing on the bill carrying out the direction of the execu her gait, and that is the square trot.
tive commiltee of the Board of Agri
went over.
Third comes The Oaks, bay stallion
ord! Sixty years of cures.
------O-----culture, as of course everybody under large star and diamond on nose. Tliis
If all concerned could then have got stood he was obliged to do. Thus colt can step and act for himself.
These two stallions will stand at The
together and dropped their minor dif ended that matter.
----- -O---- •
Oaks the coming season.
ferences and gone to work .in a sensi
Last Friday in the Senate a hill was
Mr. Webster Williams of North An
ble, business-like manner, all the past
differences of opinion would have been presented ordering an investigation of son was in town a short time ago and
forgotten, but just, as mattery began to the whole business of the Board of got the boys out with all sizes and
The order was very shape, and the best of it is that Web
quiet a little an order was introduced Agriculture.
to change the manner of the election of broad and gives Ihe committee on agri ster was after horses, and bought two.
the Secretary of the Board, notwith culture authority to send for persons and gave some of the horsemen a
standing the fact that there was no and papers, employ counsel and make headache, by giving them some kind of
vacancy. The executive committee of a thorough investigation. This is real an offer, and good ones, too.
N. B. Turner led one out for which
ly the most sensible thing that the lit
soothes and heals the
tle hand of disturbers have done since $125 was refused. This was a brown
wounded throat and
they first commenced their raid upon six-year-old, and a very good actor,
lungs. You escape an at
the Board, and if this order had been Sulivan Johnston led out a brown fivetack of consumption with
presented at the opening of the Legis year-old that $200 was refused for.
all its terrible suffering
lature by this time something tangible This is an Ervin M. 2.19J. Geo. Brown
and uncertain results.
might have been arrived at. As it is, led out a chestnut four-year-old by
the session is more than half over, Black Blonden 2.151. Here is a good
There is nothing so bad
much valuable time has been worse horse, with a little more flesh and age.
for
the throat and lungs
Mr.
Williams
also
(gave
a
good
bid
for
I han wasted, and not one single parti
Ferry's Seeds are
as coughing.
cle of advance has been made. The a bay five-year-old that belongs ter
known the country over as
llie most reliable Seeds that
A 25c. bottle will cure
friends of the Board have no fears as Howard Estes. $250 was refused. Here
cun be bought.
Don’t save a
to ihe result of this investigation, for is a very handsome mare, all ready for
an ordinary cough; hard
nickel on cheap seeds and lose a
tlie
market.
they confidently believe that the affairs
dollar on the harvest.
er coughs will need a 50c.
Mr. Williams bought two in St. Al
of this department have been honestly
1901 Seed Annual free. A
size; the dollar bottle is
L
D. M. FERRY & CO., xjg®
administered and that an impartial bans. one of Mr. Howland and one of
cheapest in the long run.
investigation will prove it.
In fact Mr. Parkman. This made a fine hitch,
Detroit, Mich,
they welcome anything that will clear and look fine both single and double.
“One of my sons was spitting
By
the
way,
I
am
sorry
to
see
this
blood
with a high fever and was
up. the foolish drivel that has been
very
ill. We could hardly see any
feeling
down
the
Kennebec.
petldled over tlie State by irresponsible
signs
of
life in him. The doctors
Friend Lee, we want just such men
parties in regard to the labors of the
did him no good. But one bottle of
in
each
and
every
town
in
Maine,
to
your
Cherry
Pectoral cured him and
Board of Agriculture and its efficient
saved hi? life.”
life.’’ C. G. Anderson
ndkoxan,.
keep the horsemen agoing. If we had
Secretary.
Nov.
10,1898.
Pukwana, S. Dak.
them it would keep us in touch with
,---- O----Write the Doctor. If you have any
It now looks as though this investi the good ones, and find out whose
complaint whatever anil desire the
host medical advice, write the DooFor many years we have advertised gation would be dragged along just horses had the speed and were good
tor
freely. Address
headed ones. Keep it up Lee, but in
Dr. J. C. Ayer, Lowell, Mass.
this reward for any case that Tuttle’s long enough to defeat all agricultural a pure friendly way.
appropriations, and after it is too late
Elixir would not cure, to be of any assistance the committee
Friend Damren. you ought to be sat
and also will refund will ascertain that there was no occa isfied with the good showing that you
your money if you are sion whatsoever for the hue and cry and Commodore Dewey made in 1898.
King Edward and Queen Alexandria
You won stake races, class races,
not satisfied in every that has been made over this matter.^ match races and road races.
of England show their affection for
Is it not possible, even at this late day,
possible way that your for some one who has influence with
Now John, keep quiet, and get an their horses in a curious way. When
a favorite dies its hoot's are cut off
expenditure was a wise the malcontents who are stirring up other good one and cut him loose.
Messrs. Hewitt. Lee and Damren, and polished, and the horse’s name is
one.
this strife to show them that they are please
don’t think me trying to en inscribed on each hoof. These are
What can be fairer i really sacrificing the bird that lays the tangle myself with your business. It pliiced in a row in one of the harness
golden
egg,
and
that
they
will
repent
Used and endorsed by Could we afford to do
isn’t you gentlemen, hut your horses rooms at Sandringham. On the wall
the Adams Ex. Co.
above are photographs or prints of the
this, or would this of it when it is too late to repair the that I am writing this to benefit.
damage?
Mr. Hewitt, you let Damren care for owners of tlie hoofs.
paper admit our advertisement unless
your horse. Com. Dewey, the coming
we can do all we claim ?
and my best opinion is that W. F. Young, P. D. F..
J COCO O OOOOC oooooooo oooco “eason.
Springfield, Mass.
'Rub Wilkes isn’t in it witli him. I
Dear Sir.—Your sample bottle of
know from whence I speak.
I have
o fhe Whole Story
-“en Com. Dewey cared for in races Ahsorbine received. Have been using
work outs, and brushes.
He will it and find it excellent for inflamma
p
in
one
letter
about
Yours truly.
tand the most hot mash and hot tion.
cures curbs, splints, colic, all lameness, con
J. W. UHRICH,
water of any horse I ever came in con
tracted and knotted cords, callous of al!
Sept. 10, 1900.
Van Wert, O.
tact with, also the most clothing.
kinds, scratches, and all similar troubles.
Success to you all.
Tuttle’s Family Elixir cures Rheumatism,
F. N. VINING.
Sprains, Bruises, Pains, etc. Samples of either Elixir
WANTFD !
St. Albans, Feb. 11, 1901.
free for three 2-cent stamps for postage. Fifty cents

Again?

EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.

True “L. F,” Atwood’s Bitters

Seeds

$100 Reward.

Tuttle’s Elixir
buys either Elixir of any druggist, or it w:l! 1/e seci
direct on receipt of price. Particulars free.

A, TUTTLE, Sole Proprietor,

, V.r—lr C,— .

,f..

DON’T SUFFER
Haven’t your friends told you wha
"Danish” has done for them'
Won’t you let it help you? By mail
$1.00. Testimon als for asking
DANISH RHEUMATIC CURE CO.
Portland, Me.

'Pain-XUtar
(perry davis’.)

From Capt. F. I.oye, I’olice Station No. <

' 5, Montreal“We frequently use Perry J
» Davis’ Pain-Killer for pains in the stom- <
I ach, rheumatism, stiffness, frost bites, chil- |
fttotns, cramps, and all afflictions which j
1 befall men in our position. I have no hesi-

J

I tation in saying that Pain-Killer t« the (
belt remedy to have near at hand.”

Used Internally and Externally.

ELEGTWOOD

Two Sizes, 25c. and 50c. bottles.

stud

Fee $15.00.

By Whips 2.271, sire of Azote 2.038, and Cobwebs 2.12; dam, Manette, by Nut
wood 2.181.
ELECTWOOD’s grandsires are Electioneer and Nutwood, the world’s lead
ing siree of epeed. Hia sire, Whips, is from a thoroughbred mare, and so F
'tattler, the sire of his grandam, and Miss Russell, dam of Nutwood. Bcs
blem, his grandam, has two daughters that have produced speed below 2.08.
Edgewood E»™>. se minutes by electric car from Worcester.
31,-34

•

JOHN St. QtfNN. S’lpt... North Grafton. Mass-

Reliable man for Manager of Branch
Office we wish to open in this vicinity.
If your record is O. K. here is an op
A dealer’s reputation depends in portunity. Kindly give good reference
great part upon fhe worth of his when writing.
stock. If he sells poor goods, no mat THE A. T. MORRIS WHOLESALE
ter what the inducement in price, they
HOUSE,
're sure to work directly to his disCincinnati, Ohio.
"edit.
Illustrated catalogue 4 cts. stamps.
The dealer who sells Hauthaway's
karness goods distributes purity, satsfnetion and good feeling toward him
self, that is sure to come back to him
a mcreased sales and larger profits.
They will soften, make beautiful and
P’-olong the life of harnesses, better
than any other preparation on the
market.
The name of Hauthaway is to har
A MODEL SET OF
ness dressing, whnt Pillsbury is to
flour and Carnegie to steel, it stands
Hi’JZ gunners,
for solid worth and guaranteed excel f-Jobbs’
lence, achieved by fifty years of hon
FOR SALE CHEAP.
est. and successful effort.
Write C. T. Hauthaway & Sons, The Best Thing of Its Kind on Earth.
Boston, and let them tell you the large
profits -you can .make on these goods, Address TURF, FARM & HOME,
ALWAYS ABOVE PAR.

GE1 READY

FOR WINTER.

Veiling them we asked you to do srt.

WATERVILLE. ME.

I

4

TURF,

FARM

AND

HOME.

to me that horses with well known other registers at the start? I, for one, That has receded in public faVor to a
names and records, whose breeding would just as soon believe an exhibit minimum. In 1893 and ’94 when the
could be easily traced, should lose their or, as I would a groom at a stud farm, wheel was at the height of its popular
identity the moment they joined the as to the origin of a horse. Then again, ity, I remarked to a friend who is a
rURF PUBLISHING COMPANY, high stepping brigade, and every ef many of the original race horses (thor breeder and a horseman, that the
fort by their owners being in the di oughbred and trotting) were geldings. thousands of wheels on the driveway
Haines’ Block, Over Post Office.
rection of helping along the deceit. If they were not recorded, their breed made it almost impossible to go along
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
This is one of the faults of the system ers hunted up. and horses of similar with any degree of safety to the occu
E. P. MAYO, Manager.
encouraged by the Horse Show. Why breeding to their winning geldings pants of carriages or to the wheelmen
is it not just as well—yes, much bet were recorded as foundation stock. An themselves. “Ah,” said he, “it won’t
TERMS:—$1.50 per year in advance, $2.00 ter—to enter well known horses under American carriage horse record must last,” My answer was: “It has such a
their proper names? There is as much start some day. Why not now while hold on the public that I think it will.”
if not paid strictly in advance.
valuable information for the breeder our show ring winners are fresh in the Said he: "Let me tell you something.
in knowing what families produce the memory? Why wait a hundred years A few years ago five or six of us put
Entered at the Post Office at Water
most stylish and desirable roadsters, and then depend on what can be found in considerable money and fitted up a
ville, Me., as second class mail matter.
as in knowing what famililes produce in old books or folk-lore?”
first class skating rink. Elegant new
the fastest trotters and pacers with all
floor, handsome tile covered side walls,
*
*
*
*
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY/13. 1901. the desirable qualities required for
large plate glass mirrors, and neat
Last fall at the annual fair at Farm clean retiring rooms.
campaigning. My attention has been
The very best
ington
I
noticed
my
old
friend
G.
E.
again called to this matter by reading
people came in crowds, were pleased,
FACT AND FANCY.
Rideout
of
Ph„,ips
drive
into
the
ring
an article in the Horse Review from
praised the hall and surroundings
Mr. A. H. Godfrey, secretary of the with a handsome mahogany bay threeA correspondent at Bar Harbor asks American Hackney Horse Society, ad year-old stallion. He was a well-pro highly, and seemingly kept on coming.
“How many St. Gothard has in the 2.30 vocating a National Carriage Horse portioned, smoothly turned colt, with We were elated with the apparently
list, also their names, and also how Register, and I feel that the ideas con a neat head, full, pleasant eye, intelli flattering prospects. All at once the
‘coon and the wench’ came and paid
many of his daughters have produced tained are worth reproducing.
Mr. gent countenance, nice ear, in short a
2.30 speed, and the names of the prod Godfrey says: “I have kept track of fine pattern of a horse with nice color their money. We could not refuse
uce, with their records." In answer I show winners in harness classes, light and fine coat, standing about 151 them. Suddenly, as if struck by a
will say: St. Gothard is the sire of the and heavy, for many years, and have, hands, 1 should say. Upon inquiry I magic wand, the better class were ab
We had
trotters Altliard 2.281, Arpallo 2.271, in fact, put into tabulated form a found he was got by Alclayone 2.201; sent, quit coming entirely.
Bert hard 2.29, Captain 2.271, Don Goth skeleton of my record or register, dam Alto, by Allectus; 2d dam Elo, by only a ‘negro skating rink,’ losing
I need
ard 2.27, Duroc Gothard 2.29J, Frank S. showing all first, second, third and Fearnaught Jr.; 3d dam Pet, by Diri- money every day and night.
2.271, Fritz 2.291, George F. 2.281, fourth prize winners at the more im go. I was interested at once in the hardly tell you our pockets could not
Gothalin Wilkes 2.293, Grace Gothard portant horse shows, east and west. I colt, for he was a descendant of a mare stand it. We had to close the place, and
2.20, Happy Gothard 2.291, Lizzie 0. have long thought such a record would I knew quite well—the mare Pet—and bear a great loss. Just as soon as the
gets cheap enough for the coon
2.271. Phurah 2.30. Rosa Gothard 2.25. become a necessity, for through it was by Alclayone, a horse that I have wheel
Sir Gothard 2.291, Strathland 2.271, horsemen can keep in touch with at also known well and bred to. When and the wench I tell you it is gone as a
Viola C. 2.241, Willie Gothard 2.291. least the first owners of reputable ani I was jogging Louviska as a three- popular fad.” My friend was right;
roller skating rink had struck his
and the pacers Gothonet 2.161, Heron mals if not their breeders. It is not year-old in 1886, Wood Odlin,—I think the
He could see that part which
Wilkes 2.241 and Queen Gothard 2.141. possible to get the names of all the a brother to Fred Odlin, City Marshal pocket.
He is also the sire of the dams of Ex- breeders of show winners, but for that of Lewiston—was employed by the had escaped my observation. At pres
onlca 2.241, Gothatum 2.291, Letah S. matter, in how many stud books to Lumber company at Gilbertville, and I ent the horseless age is only on paper,
by men for pay, not for princi
2.091. Queen Onalee 2.291, St. Olney day is it possible to trace the actual used to meet him jogging the Dirigo written
2.221. and Statatum 2.291. He has also breeders of the progenitors of our mare on the road. Time passed and ple.”
*
*
*
*
several sons that are sires.
horse of today? I. do not intend my Louviska went into the breeding
Speaking
about
the
"professional
*
*
*
*
ranks,
after
winning
the
State
record
record to be regarded as a stud book at
I notice that Bro. Hatch makes the first; merely a record or alphabetical for a three-year-old filly—in the slow judge,” of which so much has been
suggestion that the Maine State Fair list, with as many particulars about time for these days—of 2.513, and has written, the letter from Mr. J. Malcolm
people open a purse for double teams. each entry as can be given for a start. produced Mellette 2.241, Norland 2.221, Forbes to the Turf, Field and Farm
I "second the motion.” It seems to me Wetherby’s thoroughbred stud book and Nelldora (3) trial 2.14, all on half- hits the nail squarely on the head.
that such a race ought to fill and be a started with a list of winners or reput mile tracks, and Pet bred to Fear- The letter is as follows: “I see that
drawing card. It has also been a pet able horses, and so did every other naught Jr., produced Elo that produced some of the papers are trying to push
hobby of mine for years to see a race stud book in existence. Why should the chestnut stallion Claude Fisher the professional judge question to the
to saddle, and I cannot help thinking there not be started a record of Ameri and the dam of the colt owned by Mr. front. In theory it would be all right,
that such a race—if a good field of can carriage horses with a list of prize Rideout and called Tenorone. This but in practice you could not get the
starters could be got—would be a winners and reputable animals? The horse is registered with the number men who are honest and at the same
time capable. You and I know what
great attraction. It might be argued record would grow in a few years to 33,792.
*
*
*
*
pressure would be brought and how
that such a race would not fill. Well, be very valuable. Without such a rec
it might not, but it wouldn’t cost but ord we lose track of all our prize win
An acquaintance who makes no pre the professional judges, travelling
a trifle to offer the purse and try the ners. Our dealers and others keep on tension to being a horseman, but who through the circuit and living with the
experiment. There are good riders picking up odd sensational horses here has an inquiring turn of mind and is drivers and the pool-sellers, would find
among the Maine drivers, as any one and there, changing their names, etc., always asking questions and picking it almost impossible to act independ
must admit who ever saw Fon Libby and so our show rings are said to be up pointers, said to me recently: ‘How ently. Under the present system we
or Billy Gregg set a pony and show a filled with nondescripts, or ‘accidents,’ does the automobile affect the horse have seen bad blunders in judgment,
colt by its side, and there are probably so-called. The dealer never tells where business?” I replied that it had not but through the Grand Circuit at
many others which a race would bring he discovers these sensational horses. affected it perceptibly as yet, not, at least. I believe the stand has been very
out. Get out of the old rut gentlemen! The farmer or breeder gets no credit. least, to its detriment, and I hardly generally honest. At any rate, under
and give us a taste of something to The horse breeding industry is not thought it would, not in his and my the present system the standard on
season up the old mile heats, best three benefitted. Is it not time to change all lifetime, at least. I was reminded of the trotting tracks has improved very
this? If a horse becomes famous on of this conversation as I read Cyrus much in the past twenty years, and I
in five.
*
*
*
*
the race track, why should that horse Luken's contribution on "The Locomo think we had better let well enough
At last they have had sleighing in lose its name and all the glory that it tive Road Wagon,” in the Trotter alone. One can stand losing a race on
Boston, and among those which have has earned simply because a horse and Pacer.
Mr. Cyrus Lukens is a its merits, but as soon as I feel that
appeared on the road may be counted dealer docks its tail and changes its gentleman who never gets rattled, but the judges and the starter are working
a large number of Maine-bred horses, gait to make it into a high-stepping always keeps a level head, and is with in favor of any other interest rather
among them Eddie B. 2.143, driven by carriage horse? Why should the coun al an intelligent, conservative gentle than fair play, I shall stop racing.”
*
*
*
*
one of the “Hall” family, Emma D. try countenance the hiding of such a man. and never inflicts himself on the
2.153, driven by her owner. The Globe horse’s breeding? Why should we have public through the medium of the
The prize list for the horse show to
says: “John Seavey headed the next to look through the Trotting Register press unless he has something to say. be held in Boston in April is attract
installment with Glimmer 2.231, a or the French Coach Stud Book, or the He says: “Driving out the Boulevard ive and competition should be excel
Maine bred mare by Wilkes, Dick Law Hackney Stud Book, etc., etc., to de to Green street entrance,. Fairmount lent. One of the breeding classes is
rence had another which can head a pend upon what this or the other man Park, Philadelphia, a few days ago, a for champion trotting stallions, to be
list, Emma D. 2.153, hy Black Nathan. says he ‘believes’ about such a horse’s motor express wagon of the flat bot judged by their individual, show ring
He kept her stepping all the afternoon. pedigree? If such a horse is worth tom body pattern, with a high white and producing qualities; yet another is
At night, coming up Commonwealth handling for heavy harness it is sure covered top, such as would be used for stallions to be shown with four of
Av. he had a brush with T. J. Kelly ly good enough to record, and from for hauling freight, rushed out rapidly their get. New England is strong in
driving Walcott, a Knox horse recently that record a line can be had on where on the wrong side of the driveway to trotting stallions, and the best of
from the Pine Tree State.” “J. G. Doo it was bred or who discovered and de Fairmont Avenue entrance, and passed these should be seen at the show. One
ley came down the road with Frank veloped it, and so other horses related into the park. Upon inquiring of a of the special prizes is $500, for stal
Hall, who was driving Eddie B. It to it can lie found and developed, and horseman as to the privilege of a lion suitable for getting carriage
was a still brush and resulted in hon thus a carriage horse family estab freight wagon in the park, the answer horses, to be shown with two of his.
ors for both.” “R. K. Clark tested the lished. Then can come the stud book came quickly, ‘That is to haul the crip get. The Lawson Trophy is $750, for
fast ones with Gladys M. 2.221.” features of the record. The first rec ples home, passengers who may be in best exhibition of high-steppers, own
“Young Charlie Barnard drove Queen ord it makes no difference how a horse jured, or the motor carriages when ed by one exhibitor or members of his
2.191, and upset one fellow’s calcula is bred, so long as it has achieved they have anchored and will not family, the entire exhibit to be shown
tions about having the fastest sleigh something in harness in America. Car move.” True enough, a short distance in the ring at one time, dealers barred.
horse in Boston.” “Caleb Chase show riage horse breeding in this great up the driveway was a dead to use,
*
*
*
*
ed a pah’ of Maine bred coachers;” country where the survival of the fit huge electric motor vehicle, to which
Isn’t this man Devereaux asking
“Charles Barnard tried several, includ test is the object aimed at, must mean the freight wagon had now been at
ing a sister to Haley 2.17.” “Gladys M. ‘mongrelization,’ (and I use the word tached, tugging away, making a great rather too much? He wants the Na
2.221 pulled Randolph Clark as fast as in its broadest sense, and not with any noise (enough to frighten any horse), tional Trotting Association to change
most men care to ride in a crowded desire to give offense), that is to say, hauling the motor carriage to their its rules, or nullify them, so that his
road.” “Doctor 2.161 showed a lot of outcrossing from European types, to own storage depot. The passengers horse will not have to take the pen
trotters how to head a bunch. He was arrive at the horse suited to the ener had walked home. A few evenings alty of a record of 2.10. Why? So
driven by Charles Phillips.” “William getic force underlying the American previous, a small locomobile was dead that he can enter him in professional
T. Lewis had the Maine-bred trotter character. What may be kept (so- near to the Washington monument, races in a slower class. Will he not
Harpswell
Schoolmarm.”
“Albion called) pure in England or Belgium, oi- two or three men were pounding at lose his amateur standing and become
Towle rode behind a pair of Maine- Germany and France, must be out- the machinery while the ground was a profesisonal himself if he does this?
bred trotters who can beat 2.30 on the crossed here to get an American type, covered with water and oil, the air be Oh yes, under any rules as yet formu
dirt.” “Landlord 2.161, pulled Charles and that, it seems to me, is what is ing filled with a horrid stench there lated, but the same influence that
Young.” “Dr. Charles Simpson tried wanted here to begin with.
A pure from. The passengers had walked overrides the National Trotting Asso
Edith Rolfe 2.291 without shoes and American breed may come afterwards. home. With such difficulties and ob ciation and asks (?) it to make an ex
she went well.” “Charles Barnard Jr. The American himself has been ar jections it is quite certain that the ception in favor of a rich man, can
drove the Maine bred trotter Mollie C.” rived at in just this way. So has the horseless age is far away in 1901. Ex be brought to bear upon the amateurs
“Charles D. Sias and family occupied a American dog, cow, chicken, etc., etc. hibitions may be made, newspaper puf and Presto! He is an amateur again.
russian, which was drawn by a hand But the horse more than any other fing may continue, but keep your eye This may sound rather rash to some,
some pair of Maine bred French coach animal because it must be useful as on the public stock market quotations but can anybody say it is not a true
ers.” “J. G. Cleary had the St. Croix distinguished from a mere ornament- and see how rapidly the stock has de statement of the case from the impar
pacer Gregg 2.241;” and there were I have been ridiculed for attempting clined to a mere nominal value. Aside tial standpoint of an outsider who has
doubtless many other Maine bred ani such a recbrd, as it is common knowl- from all this the first cost Of a loco the success of the trotting turf at
mals On the Boston roads with ahd edge that many shotv ring winners motive road Wagon and the daily cur heart and can but feel disgust and
have appeared under fictitious names rent repair expense and storage. It contempt for all attempts to monkey
without names and records.
and pedigrees, etc. Most of them are has not the hold on the public the bi with the laws as they now stand, and
*
*
*
*
It has always been a matter of regret geldings. Granted. But what about cycle had, neither is it likely to have. which should not be changed except
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"Beyond a doubt, as a sire Alcy
one was the greatest son of George
Wilkes.”
"A sire of the present day attains
rank not so much by the number of
standard performers to his credit as by
tne number of his descendants of ex
treme speed.”—Ex.
J. W. THOMPSON.

FARM

John H., 2,241, is the well known
horse which has been campaigned in
Maine and now owned by Mr. Charles
Higgins of Portland.

Berry was talking of reducing his
stable when we were in Rockland but
can’t let the opportunity pass to se
cure a good one.
Philip A was
bought as a mate to Lucky Strike,
2.19J. Mr. Davis has also sold the
gray mare Kate Maloney and the
chestnut mare Kate F., to Mr. W.
Grinnell of Camden, who will take
them to Boston. Mr. Davis is not
without good horses even after selling
these three.
—o—
It seems they are having warm
times down at Biddeford and Saco as
seemed likely when we were there
some weeks ago. The “Hot air” cir
cuit isn’t always “it” down in Maine,
even in winter.
—o—
I have but recently learned that J.
M. Ridley & Son of Oakland who
campaigned Rex Wilkes, 2-191, with
such signal success in 1 900 have
bought the bay horse, Commander,
2.19J, full brother to Johnnie Wilkes,
2.171, etc. I know the horse whs in
the Ridley stable but had not known
Mr. Letroneau had parted ownership
with the good bay son of Wilkes. It
is probable they will campaign him
the coming season. He should be good
in the 20 class.
—o—
St. Croix, 2.148, is wintering at
North Anson in the absence from
Lincoln of his owner. Dr. G. W. Zeig
ler. St. Croix placed three in the list
in 1900 and should do as well or bet
ter the coming year.
St. Croix Jr. 2.161, was one by him
self in quite a large family, none of
which have obtained any records of
importance. Several have been tooted
as able to obtain records but in spite
of this they have signally failed when
tried. St. Croix was the only one. his
dam having died young.

One of the fastest pairs at Lowell,
Mass., is said to be So Long and
Arthur M., owned by H. G. Killanny,
formerly a Maine man. Mr. K. has
been trying So Long at ice racing
with good results.

1 was very sorry to see the error in
printing the name of Mr. Leland
Moore, who lately visited Gardiner, his
old home, and purchased some good
horses. Mr. Moore formerly drove
quite a few horses in races.

PARARGRAPHIC POINTERS.
G. M. Fogg, the Lewiston dealer in
horse goods, has a four-year-old stal
lion that is surprising the local horse
men quite a good deal by the fast im
provement in speed he is making. W-e
call him a four-year-old and he is by
the rules, but he is not a four-year-old
by right until June.
He was got by
Merry Bird 2.161, son of Jay Bird;
dam by Bayard Wilkes 2.Ill, is a
square gaited trotter and can show a
2.40 gait to the ice.
He is only
about 14.3 and 850 weight but is
growing well. His color is dark bay
with black points and he has never
been hitched to a sleigh but a few
times and never trained to a sulky.
Mr. Fogg is pretty well convinced he
has a prize.
Foster Palmer of Medford. Mass,
formerly well known in Maine in the
days of Gen. Knox has just sold a
fast pacing mare by John H., 2.24J,
son of Prince Regent, 2.16J.
This mare pulled two men in a
heavy sleigh an eighth at Mystic the
other day in 161 seconds.

The unnamed full sister to Stella (4)
Snow in Boston last week was just
what was required but the Maine con 2.271, is a two-year-old, as should have
been stated last week. Both were bred
tingent found it' too much.
by W. D. Haley of Gardiner, and the
Eilwavd N. Scribner, the new pro two-year-old is still his property. Mr.
prietor of the Scribner stable. Canal Haley has to keep his own good colts
street, buys and sells quite a num and race them. Other owners of Haley
ber of good horses. He has in his colts have so many chances to sell
stable some 73 horses most of which them for roadsters that track speed by
are boarders. He is boarding All So, the get of that horse would very rarely
2.201 and Frona, 2.251, for Mr. Bon- go to the track, a fate which befalls
nallie, Harry Arnold, 2.241, for his many of our best sires, since owners
new owner. The fine pair of single of the best road horses do not like to
drivers of F. W. Stock, Jr., a good track them.
horse for Dr. Clermont, etc.
I never took out a copyright on the
Mr. Hutchins is regarding very well idea, . as I sometimes fancy my
his bay pacing mare Edna May by thoughts are what some one else has
Bayard Wilkes 2.111. This mare was before expressed, but when I read
taken to the track five times last sea about that late George West and his
son, worked a mile in 2.401 and a methods, it recalled to my mind how
quarter in 35 seconds.
many times I have advanced the idea
Mr. Hutchins also has The Seer. that track horses are worked too
2.15J, and he is fast and good as ever. much. I have had men say, “Well,
He had a stud service with 65 mares you go and watch Geers.
He gives
last season and will begin service them six or seven heats of stiff work.”
again.
Mr. Hutchins says he can Of course one can’t go back of that,
think of 25 of the get of The Seer that for Geers is a master hand, and too, he
a heat of 2.30 with training.
depends on speed and wins usually in
the last part of the mile. There is one
One of the best and fastest teams I thing however to be considered, and
have ridden after in a long time are that is that a horse with the ability to
two bay mares' which Chas. Jenkins, go in 2.07 can take a number of slow
the Auburn horseman has lately got heats, 2.14 to 2.20, and they are slow
ten together. They are 15.2 or a lit heats for him, where a 2.35 horse
tle strong that and weigh a little which gets as many heats in 2.30 is be
more than 2000 pounds. One was got ing overworked. Many fail. I think, to
by Sir Nutwood, dam by Messenger consider this point. I have sceen many
Wilkes and the other by ---------------- a horse given a better mile before he
dam by Victor Patchen. They are a started than he could do in a race,
good parade team, go with nice knee where this speed saved might liave en
action and when started can step at abled him to land a winner. I had the
pretty nearly a 2.40 gait if not quite. idea of over training brought to my
There are mighty few teams which mind rather forcibly some years ago.
show the style, action and speed of in a letter from the ex-champion pu
this pair and you can mark this gilist. John L. Sullivan, who said in
down in your little note book.
effect. “When I am training I do not
—o—
will to get the muscles hard since this
The big races are all arranged for would mean they have acquired a rig
the next season and the big money is idity and lost flexibility which means
offered. There will probably be great loss of speed and speed is what I de
work this season—at least if all the pend upon.” I thought then that what
predictions of speed come true. Read- applies to man might be very applica
ville as usual, is in the front ranks ble to horses, and I have as yet seen
of those which hang up the big purses. no reason to change my mind. With
—o—no desire to be personal in any way, I
I notice that Fred Forbes of Caribou recall as an illustration the fact of a
has purchased the well bred stallion, trainer taking a' young stallion and
Dick Rothchild, 2.291, bred, I think, giving him a mark of almost 2.45 with
by the Messrs. Foster of Canaan. Me., three weeks’ training. The trainer
and the sire of some speedy colts in deplored the fact that he could not
Aroostook county, where he has been have had the horse a longer time. If
at. service for some time.
he could have had him in season to
“draw him up”, give him a good prep
Charles A. Davis of Rockland has aration, he could have marked him in
sold the roan pacing gelding Philip A. 2.30. Well, he had him two months
which has a trotting record of 2.221, the following year, started him sever
to Fred H. Berry of Rockland. Mr. al times and did not win a heat. The
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owner did not quite understand how
it could be but did not purpose to play
a losing game. The man who cared
for the horse of the stallion owner
had never driven a trotter but this
horse in his jogging was occasionally
“let out” and it was found he could
brush well and the owner let this
green man take the horse to the races.
He got what hay he wanted to eat with
a good grain ration, and the horse was
a good feeder. The consequence was
he came out full of strength and with
plenty of fight, and though driven by
an amateur and cared for ,by the same
sort of talent he lowered his record
some eight seconds and won a com
fortable little bunch of money and the
next year dropped his mark five or six
seconds with the same driver. The
shrinking process employed by nis
first driver left the horse’s coat look
ing dull and his appearance listless and
lifeless, while with plenty of feed and
less work he was always ready to go
when called upon and his coat showed
him to De in good health.
—o—
I find that Minnie Prina has a re
cord, as given by the American Horse
Breeder, of 2.18J. Rather a pity he
could not have kept in the 2.20 class
for another year as it seems liaely he
will be a prominent factor when he
starts.
—o—
I looked over that litle item in last
week’s rurf regarding the showing of
a quarter in 38 seconds the first time
hitched to a bike, and I see no reason
to dispute, but such things may be,
probably are. For instance, a young
liorse is driven to the road during the
winter. His driver frequently brushes
him at speed. With proper care and
regular exercise he-, improves. Now
why should not this horse be able to
go out and show a quarter in 38 sec
onds the first time attached to a bike,
providing he could go that fast to
snow. Then there are many who work
their horses to cart and many of the
light speed carts with ball bearings are
nearly as easy to pull as a bike. What
easier than for a horse which has been
worked to a vehicle like this and pos
sessed of natural speed, to show a 2.30
gait for a quarter the first time hitch
ed to a bike. True enough it some
times takes a year or two. to balance a
horse and there are other horses which
come to their speed slowly, but one
should always see what may be read
between the lines ere they doubt a
statement.
—o—
C. L. Jenkins, Auburn, has one of
the finest pairs of fast actors that we
have seen in a long time. They are
both mares, bay in color, city broken,
and safe for a lady to drive, stand 15-2
and weigh 2100 lbs. One is by Sir Nut
wood; dam by Messenger Wilkes 2.23.
the other by Bay Nelson; dam by Vic
tor Patchen. This is a pair of high
actors and they can go well. Mr. Jen
kins, who has worked a number of
horses below 2.30 says they can step
together a 2.40 gait. I had a ride after
the pair and certainly appreciate them.
There is also a full brother to Nichols
2.211, a black in color, 15-21, 1000 lbs.,
can road twelve miles an hour on his
courage and trot a 2.30 gait. He is a
stylish type of carriage horse, upheaded. Then there is a brown geld
ing, 15-2, 1050 lbs., an actor and good
roadster. This is a Vermont Morgan.
—o—
S. H. Haskell has a nice pair of
grays, a little strong 15 hands, one by
Gray Dan and the other by Surret, a
son of Eclair. They weigh 950 lbs.
each, and can step right sharp to
gether. We saw them on the street
and called them a very attractive little
pair, 'mere are also a pair of chest
nuts. 15-3. good action, stylish horses,
weigh 2100 lbs. A black horse that
can step fast is by Major Boone; dam
by Robert Bonner Jr.
G. M. HATCH.
MAINE HORSES IN MASSACHU
SETTS.
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There is absolutely no
question but that for real
positive worth and gen
eral effectiveness

Harness Dressing
s Harness D/acking
Harness Soap
Axle OH
excel all others.
One
test will convince you of
their merits.
Send for
■
free catalogue today.

Maine horse is in demand when they
wear like this one.
I have a very fast trotter in Mira
Monte, five years old, bred at Palo Al
to Stock Farm, by Mendocino, sire of
Idolita, etc. She went a mile last sea
son in 2.16, handled by her owner. I
look for her to trot in 2.12 this year.
I shall probably make arrangements
with Mr. Jaynes to race her some over
the tracks down there before striking
the big rings.
W. S. LAMSON.
For the land’s sake use Bowker’s
Fertilizers. They enrich the earth.

Turf, Farm and Home.

Our Premium List.
WHICH

ONE

SHALL
YOU?

WE

SEND

Turf, Farm and Home
one year, and either of the following
great prizes for only

$1.50.
________

J

Prof. Gleason’s
Horse Book.

National Trotting
Rules.

Mrs. Jones’
Dairying for Profit.

The New York
Weekly Tribune.

The Business Hen,
or 500 Questions Answered.

Farm and Home
Mechanic,
a book of 825 pages.

Mr. Editor.—Mr. R. F. Jaynes is Turf. Farm and Home
sending me up some fine horses. I
one year and the
bought a nice Wilkes mare of him, and
a chestnut family mare. I sold them Cosmopolitan
the next day. Last week he sent me
one of the finest mares I have had for Magazine for
a long time, 15-3, weight 1150, and a
peach. I sell this kind faster than I
can get them.
C. F. Achorn is getting a nice lot
ready for me at Cooper’s Mills. I sold
to Mr. Duntley, horse artist of the
Herald, the fast little pacer Dirigo Remember
Maid 2.21J. Although she is along in
years she is round as an apple and
these premiums are open to all sub
sound as a new dollar, and could beat scribers who pay, a year in advance,
her record last fall. No wonder the either new or old.

$2.00,
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t£ fifian is as ok! as he feels, s,:il
Woman as old as she looks.”

aKjj
Remember!

and Besay lor wrn.
Not Age, but Disease, Weakness and III Health
Make Women Look Old !

You cannot look your best unless you feel your best—that is, unless you feel well,
strong, vigorous, with pure blood, strong and steady nerves.
If you have no appetite, poor digestion, are bilious and constipated, your skin will be
dark, sallow, pimply, with unhealthy pallor.
If you are sleepless, nervous, irritable, despondent, with nerves all on edge, feel as if
you could fly, and are startled at every sound,—these nervous troubles will certainly line
your face with wrinkles like age, make you look haggard, hollow-eyed, take the lustre
from y< ur eyes and the elastic spring from your step.
If you suffer from female troubles, the dragging pain, the aching head, the tired
limbs, the utter weakness, prostration and misery will turn youth to old age unless cured
at once.

Good Health, and Good HeaS*"i
Always Cleans Beauty fan Women.

greets iwfjM
E.B » NERVE REMEDY
Aiajgs KaKes Good looks ecchsc ii Always
Manes Good Health.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy will make you look and feel young.
It will restore your energies, vivacity and enjoyment of life. It will make rosy cheeks,
bright eyes, and fine complexion. It will give a rounded form, the grace and elasticity
of perfect wcinanhcod, and the kind of youth that is not. measured by years, and
which ought to last till past fifty. It is a veritable fountain of youth for weak, fad
ing and despondent women.
“ Dr. Greene’s Flervura Cured
That Dark and Sallow
Look.”

“ My Face Broke Out with Pimpies, but Dr. Greene’s Nervura Cured Me.”

Mrs. William Bartels,
239 East 87th St.,
New York City, says :

Mrs. Elizabeth Brown, of
236 Hartwell’s Ave.,
Providence, R. I., says:

“Dr. Greene’s Nervura made a
wonderful improvement in my
health, and that dark, sallow look
left my face. My friends hardly
know me. I have* gained in flesh,
and am like a different person. ’

“My face broke out with pim
ples, and I was almost giving up in
despair when I got Dr. Greene’s
Nervura. Now I am well and
strong, thanks to this wonderful
remedy.”
\

-

e Dp. Greene’s Nervura
For Your Health, Your Strength, Your Beauty.
Beauty of face, of form and feature belong only to good health. It is possible to every wo
man who takes the matter in hand in tel igenliy. Use the wonderful restorative, Dr. Greene’s
Nervura, and get advice from Dr. Greene, the successful specialist in these matters. He will
tell you why all this is so, and show you how to avoid the stumbling blocks that bar woman’s
way to happiness. You may consult Dr. Greene without cost by calling or writing to him at
his office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass. Don’t throw away your health and beauty. Write
to Dr. Greene to-day.

The sowing of grass seed with gra n
is an old practice that still survives
It has some things in its favor and
some things against it. It used to be
Thought that tlie grain helped the
grass seed to “catch.” and that the
young grass was helped by the protect
ion it received from the grain. This,
however, is not regarded as a reason
to be given consideration in the grow
ing of a grass crop. So far as best
growth is concerned there is little
doubt that the grass tnat is given the
entire field wih do the best. It will get
the sunlight and moisture from the

fp-st and will make a far better growth upon America for late apples. The
than when dwarfed and shaded by most popular apples with them are the
giain.
Baldwin. Pippin and Ben Davis. Per
sonally he does not like the Ben Davis
A London fruit dealer has been in very well, hut he thinks they are- the
Maine to establish agencies for the best keepers in the world, they stand
purchase of Maine apples shipped di up under the journey better than any
rectly to him in England. He proposes other apple, and handle well, as they
1o have tit. least one agency in each are not easily bruised, and they sell
county in the State, and also others well, which is an important point with
in Nova Scotia. He says there are the dealers. The cost of sending ap
no better apples grown than those in ples to London is now (J pence or 15
Maine. English aples are excellent, cents, to cover all expenses of handl
but they are not good keepers, which ing and five per cent, commission. All
makes it necessary for them to depend the rest, except the cost of freight and
/

insurance, will go to the grower. The
freight to London is slightly higher
than to Liverpool, but the Maine
growers will get better results in Lon
don.
5BffiBMBTOS5Z2KZSf3CGS535aEi53SS3CCE5®SJaBBtBBHHnB

For Grip aches use
|

Dr. Miles’ Pain Pills.
Sold by all druggists.
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ONLY ONE OF THE FAMILY.
The little village of Fairfield Centre
claims one very peculiar distinction.
On the road leading from the Centre
to Skowhegan are six cozy little homes
in a continuous-row (on one side of
lie road) all within the distance of
a quarter of a mile from the post office,
and each home has but one occupant.
A romancer would weave a story of
iove or tragedy or sorrow for each one
of these different homes, hut perhaps
11 uth would be stranger than fiction if
the life stories could be told.
Many housekeepers think there is
Here are six homes (out of a pos
nothing to learn about the care of sible twenty-five that comprise the lit
lamps, but there are many small items tle village) where one solitary person
in their management that make a sits down to n lonely meal, realizing
great difference in the amount of light that almost within a stone’s throw,
nd comfort derived from them. When five other tables are spread for hut one
i lamp is first lighted, turn the flame individual.
ow until the flue has become warm,
First of these little homes is that of
•nd the flue wijl not be so likely to Nathan Tibbetts, a single man, and one
break. Another precaution in regard whose genial face and pleasant voice
io lamp flues is to put them in a pan- do not bespeak so many years as his
htl of cold water and heat the water gray hairs would indicate.
lowly until it is boiling. Take the
A peep into his pleasant living room
•an off the fire and allow them to cool and one would never mistrust that a
r dually. This toughens the glass so man’s hand made and kept everything
‘■.hi y do not break easily.
so tidy. The neatly spread table, the
When you put a new wick in a lamp shining stove and a glimpse through
leave • two or three inches extending the half open door of a well ma<}e and
above the burner, turn it upside down spotless bed. woiild give a thrill of
into the bil until thoroughly saturated, pleasure to the most fastidious house
then put the burner on the lamp and keeper.
turn the wick down to the proper
Next comes the beautiful cottage of
height. When a wick has burned Mrs. Henry Pierce, a lady whose hus
awhile, if one part is a little higher band lias been dead perhaps eighteen
than the other, it will char first, and years, and this home is the one except
HOME MADE RUGS.
i
when well charred can be rubbed off. ion to the rule of “always just one in
There is material found in every leaving it even on top.
a family.” Mrs. Pierce has a son in
The burners should be cleaned once college who spends his vacations with
household that can he made into
a
week,
and
the
best
and
easiest
way
is
beautiful and serviceable rugs, and
her. thus, for a small part of the year
nothing repays one so well for the to boil them in water in which Pearl relieving the loneliness of one of these
ine
has
ben
dissolved.
Put
a
heaping
time spent upon it as one of these sub
homes.
stantial home-made rugs.
The most tenspoonful in a quart of water, put
The Archer homestead comes next, a
the
burners
in
it
and
boil
ten
minutes.
useful rind the easiest to make are
neat, white house., where since the
This
removes
all
the
gummy
substance
those woven from carpet rags, and if
death of Mrs. Archer years ago. her
made with good' colors they are very that collects in the tubes, causing daughter, Miss Clara Archer has re
them
to
give
a
better
light,
and
greatly
pretty. A solid brown one was made
sided. A genial, quiet, modest ladv is
for the kitchen and woven with red lessening the danger of explosion. Miss Archer, and one who commands
When
they
are
taken
from
the
water,
warp to brighten it up, and another
the respect, of every acquaintance.
one had a solid center and a solid polish with n piece of soft flannel.
Next a little, low, yellow house that
A
lamp
that
has
stood
for
several
border of a different cblor, while a
has every appearance of warmth and
hours
with
a
little
oil
in
it
should
be
really handsome one was made with a
comfort, is the home of Benjamin
The oil Jones. His lonely life dates back more
hit-or-miss center and solid border. filled before it is lighted.
generates
a
gas
when
the
bowl
is
al
The rags were cut so fine, and sewed
than twenty years, and at his age of
so neatly that the sn’-f?ce of the rug most empty, which may explode if the more than four score years, one can
'"mu
is
lighted
without
filling.
To
was as smooth as Brussels carpet.
hut feel that his life must be lonely, in
All kinds of cloth can be used, as old prevent the oil from oozing out on the spite of his cheery disposition.
white cotton and faded pieces can be burner, turn the wick low when it is
It is now more ihan thirty years
colored with the dyes for cotton and not lighted.
since Mrs. Rosa Green has been a
KANSAS HOUSEKEEPER.
the faded woolen pieces with the d-es
widow lady in the next house. Her
for wool, to any of the bright shades
home is a large, two story house, and
FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS
wanted. The balls mey be knit or
Mrs. Green’s cordial smile and pleas
crocheted into rugs of the desired size, Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been ant ways have retained al! her old
for children while teething.
It
but warp and weaving co=t very little, used
soothes the child, softens the gums, al friends, and made many new ones. She
and it takes only a short time to pre lays all pain, cures wind colic, and is the has a young face which tells no tales
pare enough rags for several woven best remedy for Diarrhoea. Twenty-five in regard to age, and she may be any
a bottle. Sold by all druggists
rugs and they wear better than any cents
where from fifty to sixty-five years old.
throughout the world.
other kind.
Miss Annie Goodwin, formerly of
\
Most serviceable rugs and mats can
To have a perfect stomach a man North Fairfield, has but recently
be made from burlap, and the braided or ,a woman must dine well, and moved into the next house, which is
mats are the strongest but the fringed brAikfast and sup simply.—Mrs. S. T. known as the Jones house. Perhaps
mats or rugs are the prettiest. For a Rorer in Ladies' Home Journal.
this lady who chooses to live alone,
braided rug the burlap is colored then
comes here for the reason that it is
cut into strips wide enough to make
A Warning.
here the fashion to live alone.
a good sized braid of three strands.
To feel tired after exertion is one
It does not take a very vivid imagin
They are usually made solid or with a thing; to feel tired before is another.
ation to picture heart aches and lonely
solid center and a solid border of a
Don’t say the latter is laziness—it hours, and seemingly endless days for
different color. Dark garnet is prettty, isn’t; but it’s a sign that the system the inmates of these homes. Doubtless
and other colors are a moss green, a lacks vitality, is running down, and there are hours of pain when ihere is
rich red and dark brown.
needs the tonic effect of Hood’s Sarsa no kind hand to relieve, and hours of
To make a fringed mat. first color parilla.
joy that lose half their pleasure be
the burlap one or two shades with the
It’s a warning, too—and sufferers cause unshared. 'I'he cruel tongue of
•diamond dyes for cotton, then make a should begin taking Hood’s at once.
gossip never enters these sacred
foundation of the burlap the size and
Buy a bottle today.
sanctuaries or disturbs the quiet,
shape you want the rug to be. Draw
peaceful lives of these people.
out a thread every six inches in a
RECOVERIES FROM GRIP.
Each Intheir own way are enjoying
piece of burlap and cut apart where
Mrs. E. I. Masters, at her home in a life of single “blessedness.”
the threads, are drawn; then draw out
,
COR.
the threads two and a half inches on Monitor, Ind., used Dr. Miles’ Nervine
each side leaving one inch not raveled and Pills to cure after effects of grip.
OYSTERS IN A BREAD LOAF.
Mrs. A. E. Lopeer, in the little town
in the center. When there is a quan
tity of strips fringed double them in of Modelia, Minn., used Dr. Miles’
A favorite Baltimore dish is oysters
the middle and sew them to the Pain Pills and Nerve and Liver Pills
baked in a loaf of bread. From the
foundation by the unraveled center an and was well In a few days.
President McKinley is slowly recov top of a stale Vienna loaf cut a deep
inch apart. Every other row of fringe
may tie of a contrasting co'or or they ering from grip and its after effects.
Gfeorge J. Flannery was relieved of
may have a Solid centre and solid bor
der. or the entire mat may be of one the awful pains in his head in fifteen
color. One of these makes an excel minutes, h/ the use of Dr. Miles’ Pain
lent carriage mat. or it may be made Pills. Now he is rapidly recovering
as large as wanted, then lined with at his home in Buffalo, N. Y.
Speaker Henderson is again in his
cloth and be used for a lap robe,
which may be as plain or as pretty as chair in the House of Representatives
one may desire. They are very com after a severe attack of the grip.
fortable and if they are neatly made
J. C. Helfrey, foreman at the Westthey resemble the handsome woolen inghouse factory in East Pittsburg, fT CURES WHERE ALL OTHERS
FAIL.
robes and mats which cost a consider had a severe attack of grip, but he
able sum if they are purchased ready used Dr. Miles’ Nervine and Pain Pills No Wonder They Praise It. Worked
made.
A. M. H.
and was soon back in his place.
Like a Charm.
Rev. C. Body was in a serious con
We recently had a valuable horse
Love your children and they will dition at his his home in St. Paris, 0.,
love you in spite of all your shortcom but Dr. Miles’ Nervine and Nerve and taken with colic and every effort to
ings; keep faith with them and thev Liver Pills pulled him through all save him with all the medicines we
could get seemed useless.
After a
will keep faith with you; treat them right
courteously anil they will be courteous;
very severe sickness of 5 hours, we
maintain high ideals and they will fol
“When I was prostrated with grip gave him a 2 oz. bottle of Brown’s
low them; make them the centre of and my heart and nerves were in bad Instant Relief and in 10 minutes he
your life and th°v will make you the shaue, Dr. Miles’ Nervine and Heart was easy and had no further trouble.
centre of their lives.—Caroline Leslie Cure gave me new life and health.”—
J. E. BESSE & SONS.
in Ladies' Home Journal.
Mrs. George Colie, Elgin, Ills.
11
Albion, Me.
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slice and with a spoon scrape out the
soft part leaving a wall all around.
Fill this box with oysters, seasoning
them with salt, pepper and a little to
mato ketchup. Put plenty of butter
over the top and replace the crust slice
Put the filled lcfef in a biscuit tin and
pour over it two tablespoonfuli of the
oyster liquor. Put the tin upon a grate
in a brisk oven and bake twenty-five
minutes, dipping some of the liquor
over from time to time. Serve very
hot. Small rolls may be used instead
of the loaf, serving one root to each
person.
“Grip robbed me of my sleep and I
was nearly crazy with neuralgia and
headache. Dr. Miles’ Pain Pills and
Nervine cured me.”—Mrs. Pearl Bush,
Holland, Mich.
J
A poultry statistician says that there
are about. 350.000.000 chickens in the
United States, and that during 1he past
year thpy have produced approximate
ly 14 000.000 eggs, valued at about
$175,000,000. Over $130 000.000 worth
of poultry is eaten in this country in
the course of a year.
How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hali’s Catarrh
Cure. F. J. Cheney. & Co.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions ai,;d finan
cially able to carry out any obliga
tions made by their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo. O.
Walding, Kinnftn & Marvin. Whole
sale Druggists. Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free.
Price 75c.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Hail’s Family Pills are the best

LIFE SIZE DOLL
CBCC “Baby’s clothes will
rnEX
now fit Dollie.”
Girls can get this beautiful Life Size

Doll absolutely Free for selling only
four boxes of our Great Cold A Head
ache Tablets at 25 cents a box. Write
today and we will send the tablets by
mail postpaid; when sold send us the
money ($1.00) and we will send you
this Life Size Doll which is 2% feet
high and can wear baby’s clothes. Dol
lie has an Indestructible Head,Golden
Hair, Rosy Cheeks, Brown Eyes, Kid
Colored Body, a Gold Plated Beauty
Pin, Red Stockings.Black Shoes,& wil!
stand alone. This doll is an exact re
production of the finest hand painted
French Doll, and will live in a child’s
memory long after childhood days
have passed. Address,
NATIONAL MEDICINE CO.,
Doll Dept. 575. New Haven. Conn.

For Women.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through corres
pondence, and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hun
dreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further particulars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed. $2.00. Dr. E. M.TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremont ftt., Boston,

State kind of rooms, price, width ef
harder and color desired.

Lsqm&MorphinQ
n Habits

Permanently and Painlessly
,
Cured at

'^BailpjrSanitarium
PORTLAND ME. 65STATE ST.
A Private S anitarium
For Gentlemen and Ladies.
The only sanitarium in the
world usina

THE PERFECTED
GOLD REMEDIES

Send For booklet - Long Distance telephone

(^/TftOIJ J. Sailey Manager
For gears Mgr. Keeley Institute atthe Fist'

(
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PET STOCK. !
o-o.o.o.ti'o-o-o-o-o-o-o.c.0
THE KIND OP BELGIAN HARES TO
RAISE IN NEW ENGLAND FOR
PLEASURE AND PROFIT.
By E. F. Hanson.
Member of the New England Belgian
Hare Club.
Graduate of the American Belgian
Hare Institute.
And Official Judge.

t

An immense amount of literature
treating on the merits or demerits of
the Belgian hare, has been scattered
through New England during the last
year. Much of it is of no practical
value to the seeker after facts; some
of it replete with—to use the mildest
term—error.
Statements that the
meat would bring 40 cents a pound,
that the pelts were worth from 75
cents to $1.25. that you could raise
several millions in a short time from
one pair, etc., etc., have had their run
like epidemics. The only ones benefitted by these fairy tales are the
“jocky” dealers who have been sell
ing Yankees $1.00 rabbits for from
$5.00 to $50.00, with pedigrees and
score cards accompanying them that
held about the same relation to the
animal sold that the ancestors of
Rameses the Great holds to your gen
ealogy.
, The great names of Champions and
Crystal Palace winners, of Britains, Yukons, and Fashodas, have been liber
ally tacked onto smudgy Belgian
“culls,” and as we redd the advertise
ments we are reminded of the ragged
Southern pickininnies , bearing the
great names of Patriarchs, Statesmen
and Generals. It is simply ridiculous,
but answers the purpose desired—de
ceiving the uninformed.
The acute stage of this swindle
is passing rapidly, most of tlie easy
victims have been gathered in. The
people are getting informed, and
every day you can read of “closing
out sales” as another jockey prepares
to fold his tent and steal away to
greener fields.
Cold facts regarding the Belgian in
dustry are what New England needs
right now. When you read of Bel
gian hares scoring 94 or 95 points, be
ing offered for $10.00 or $15.00, you
can bank on the fact that the vender
is a fool or a swindler and liar. If he
believes his animal scores any such
number of honest points, then he is
a fool to offer gold dollars for ten
cents. If he knows the score is wrong,
then he is a swindler and a liar.
I assume that you have read the
“books” and “guides” and even the
advertisements pertaining to Belgi
ans. If the fever has had a good run
you have passed this stage and have
decided what you want to raise. It
may be you wish to produce exhibi
tion stock, with an ambition to sell
animals as high as $1,000.
Or, it is
possible you are way down in the
basement and have settled on “meat
stock.” The amount you wish to in
vest has doubtless been a factor in
forming youi- conclusion. I may con
flict with your ideas but to be honest
I must say, don’t purchase “meat
stock”—so called—for the sake of
your future peace of mind, and for
the good name of the industry, don't.
I know a dealer who has been sell
ing “meat stock” to Maine people
for from $5.00 to $10.00 per trio. They
were simply “culls” with lopped ears,
white front feet, wry feet, wry tail,
dark, smudgy fur, etc. No one of the
trio had all these outs, but they all
had some of them. They were worth
20 cents a pound dressed, and only
valuable when dead.
Think of starting with such stock.
Think of your friends asking to see
your Belgians and you showing them
these scrubs. Think of the increas
ing misfortune as they add more and
more uncouth creatures to the herd.
Think of being responsible for their
existence—but I will say no more.
There is one good thing about the
fellow who starts with $5.00 rabbits,
he soon gets out of the business.
The bad feature is that he prevents
others from engaging in the industry
who would make it a success.
If you start with cheap stock you
will probably never have anything
else and you are entirely out of the
field where fortunes have been and
are being made. You rob yourself of
the satisfaction of owning and car
ing for beautiful animals, the thrill of

triumph that comes when you capture
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prizes. The pleasure of watching the firm like a race hors®, Now this con
unfolding of superior points as the dition depends on food and exercise,
result of careful mating, the possibil and is not transmitted.
The animal
ity of producing a better specimen might be cut as high as one point, or
than has ever been produced that even more for fat and softness and
would bring you thousands of dollars. yet be just as good a breeder.
Then it costs no more to raise a
Next is “condition of fur.” Sup
CLIFTONDALE, MASS.
$100 animal than a $1.00 one, but. posing the animal has been fighting
there is a wide difference in the mar and sections are torn out, or it is
Established in 1892, in Barre, Mass.
gin in pleasure and profit.
daubed with paint from a new hutch,
If meat is what you want, then the or smeared with any foreign sub Breeds only Belgian Hares and sells
most delicious is found on the fine stance, or moulting, it might be cut only what they breed and import di
bones of the high bred Belgian, and from 2 to one point. But who would rect from England, which are the best
if you cull closely you will take out believe that it injured the Doe for every time and no snufflers. Our Hares
about 70 per cent of all you raise for breeding purposes? A Doe, however, won all firsts competed for at Boston,
meat. The other 30 per cent, you will should never be bred when moulting.
'97, ’98 and all four of the firsts, 1900,
be proud to show and they will bring
Then there is the “dew-lap,” the and
many high prizes in the late show.
you greater returns for the time and loose skin under the neck.
Five Champ.
Rufus Dandy at stud fee $10.00,
money invested than any other busi points are counted in favor of the spec
other very fine Bucks that are
ness in which you can engage.
imen without any. Now a young Doe and
Start right or not at all. Start with with no dew-lap—proving it is not he equal to any one’s, $5.00 fee. Rufus
the best blood—the actual descendants reditary—will, after having been bred a -jandy is the sire of many English
of prize winners. The best is none few times, often develop a generous winners, including Ruddigore, the fa
too good, for every year brainy breed one, the result of pulling hair to line mous Buck that won many firsts in
ers are producing more perfect ani her nest. 'This might be, cut as high as ^ngland and the first and special best
mals, and he who starts with ordin two points, or more, yet the Doe in show at Chicago last month. I have
many of his get. also from Rufus
ary specimens will get distanced in might be an ideal breeder.
Ihorpe and Red Jacket Jr. I have five
the race.
So leaving out these extra cuts, imported
Bucks and several Does, with
I don’t advise you to purchase prize •both animals might score 95 points,
winners at $200, $500, or $1,000 each. but with them one is cut 71 points many of my own strain at ridiculously
I don’t advise you to purchase high more than the other, making it score low prices for such stock. Write with
priced exhibition stock. But I do em only 87J points. To be sure these stamp for booklet and special prices
phatically say that to be successful, may be unusual cuts, but they are pos for 30 days. G. W. FELTON, Clifton‘
33tf
you must have good breeding stock of sible and illustrate my point. It also dale, Mass.
Ihe purest blood and of the best strains. shows that a novice may be easily
Litter mates of prize winners possess misled by the score card in purchas
ing the finest exhibition blood,' can ing or mating. The breeder, well in
often be obtained. This class of stock formed on these points, examines the
can be purchased from large and re card when purchasing, and notes
liable breeders, by purchasers who what sections are cut. Knowing the
are posted at a reasonable price.*
essentials and non-essentials lie can
(See foot-note.)
easily mate correctly by the score We keep ONLY the best pedigreed
Let me give you “a secret of the card.
The
uninformed,
however,
trade." The highest scoring animals should have mating cards made by stock, including the famous Lord Brit
We
are not always the best breeding some competent judge, with every ton and Lord Cheshire strains.
have some very fine youngsters just
stock.
Any experienced breeder will animal.
tell you that mating where both pos
When purchasing for exhibition, now. Buy acclimated stock and avoid
sess beautiful wavy
ticking
dis get the highest scoring animal pos loss. Prices right. Call or address
tributed in desirable tones have pro sible. When purchasing breeding Does,
Prospect Rabbitry,
duced young with very undesirable see that they are strong in the essen
ticking. At the same time, animals tials and never mind the non-essen
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
not scoring so high by at least five tials. I have often seen Does scoring MRS. E. A. PIERCE.
29tf
points, properly mated, if possessing 90 points that were far superior for
pure
blood.
produce
magnificent breeding purposes and for which I
young.
would pay more money than for others BELGIAN HARES
The Buck should score high, and be scoring 93J.
and
exceptionally strong in certain color
From these facts learn that (1) you
points, as the young will take the should know that the animal was scor
FLEMISH
GIANTS.
color largely from the Buck, the ed by a reliable official judge. (2) That
The
highest
type
of
thoroughbred,
shape from the Doe. The score need the score card belongs to the animal
not be high on a fine breeding Doe, but sold. (3) That the animal is not cut at prices interesting to any one.
Four Champions at service, a litter
she must have the right blood in her heavily in the sections that are heredi
veins and score high in certain sec tary or that can be transmitted, but guaranteed.
Write us for description.
tions. To illustrate. It is possible for that the cuts come where they may be
Catalogue free. Choice Does bred to
an animal scoring 87J points to be termed conditional or accidental. (4)
more valuable as a breeder than one That you have reliable assistance in Champion Golden Rule, $15.
scoring 95. This may surprise you. It purchasing and that your stock comes
The Imperial Rabbitry,
is-true, nevertheless. Let me explain. from a reliable and established breed
I assume that you have a score er.
29 Marlon St., Brookline, Mass.
card. If not, get one. (If you can’t
32tf
get one send me a stamp for postage,
ANGORA
CATS
WANTED.
and I will send you one). Now look
ANGORA CATS WANTED.
I will buy for cash, or exchange ped
at the score card. We will assume
Parties having Angora cats for sale
that we have two animals on which igreed Belgian Hares, or Bantams, for
the cuts will be just the same, with first class Angora Cats of the follow are requested to send me a full de
ing colors: pure white, yellow, buff, scription of their animals, price asked,
the exceptions I shall name..
We notice first “stray hairs.” Now maltese or tortoise shell. Prefer cats etc.
C. H. DAVISON,
if these are distributed all through about one year old, mostly females.
Room 1, Haines Block,
Circulars
free.
W.
W.
CLOUGH.
Med
the body color and elsewhere they
16tf
Waterville, Me.
34-36
are hereditary and against the ani way, Mass.
mal as a breeder. They may be in
EASTSIDE RABBITRY. Being short
FOR SALE.
bunches, the result of an accident, in
of
room I will sell bred does and
Two first class R. C. St. Bernard
which case they would not injure the
value of the animal as a breeder in pups, four months old, real beauties. some young, all with a grand pedigree,
H. E. DOUGLASS, Dover, Me. from 2 to 4 months old, from $2 up.
the least. But for bunches of stray 31-34
My stock are all domestic, healthy and
hairs, one might be cut J a point
CAPE COD RABBITRY and Poultry rugged. Can suit you in quality and
more than the other.
Then we come to “ticking." One Yards. Pedigree Belgian Hares. R. I. price. Call or write to H. A. BENfowls. Circular free.
.,ON, 72 Olive Street, Providence, R. I.
might be cut 1 point more than the Red
W-R7 F P nA vis Falmouth Maea
32-36
other yet the one so Cut might have
a desirable quantity fairly well distrib
uted but lack waviness or tone, in
which case its value as a breeder
would not be seriously impaired.
Next, “symmetry of flank and rib.”
We shall offer a premium at the Belgian Hare Show for stock by him, to
Here the judge may cut heavy. The compete for.
animal may be well ribbed up yet if
Buy a doe bred to him and raise a winner. We challenge any one to pro
it has a large stomach from over duce a better bred buck than he is, own son of the Great Champion Dash,
breeding or over-feeding green food, and own son of Countess Fashoda, score 95J, daughter of Champion Fashhe may cut it as high as one point, oda, all imported stock. Any one posted will tell you they are of the best.
and yet this cut only shows the hare No one owns any better. We have does with litters by him that are VERY
was not in condition for exhibition.
VERY fine stock. We can sell you anything you want and at a very low
Next notice “shape of ears”—this price. We have over sixty head. Write us your wants and we shall surely
means ear carriage. Bad ear carriage please you. Ask any one who has seen our stock.
may be hereditary in which case it
Don’t throw away your money for inferior, cheap hares. Buy the best and
would be very undesirable in a start right, or you will have to start over again. We give a fifty page Bel
breeding Doe. But more often it is gian Hare Guide, no advertising in it, free with every order, and breed any
caused by accident, heat, small nest doe that we sell once free. Agents wanted anywhere in Maine.
boxes, some idiot lifting the animal
bv the ears. etc. If by any of these
Waterville Belgian Hare Co., 8 Lawrence Street, Waterville, Me.
things the carriage has been impaired
the animal is just as valuable as a
breeder, yet the judge may be com
pelled to cut as high as 2 or even one
point.
Now look at “condition of flesh.” The
Standard calls for flesh not fat but'
Lynnfield Centre, Mass.
Exceptional Bargains in Bred Does. Full pedigreed, scored and unscored,
*Those desiring more complete in best all red, good shaped and healthy, from $5 up. We guarantee all animals
formation on the points in this article as represented and purchase youi- youngsters as fast as you raise them.
can have the same forwarded by en Our bred does for $10 can not be dup licated at that price by any breeder
closing two-cent stamp for postage,
and addressing the writer at Belfast, or dealer in New England. Special prices on youngsters from champion
Maine.
stock. Correspondence solicited. Agents wanted for stock that sells. 32-35
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BREED

A meeting of all parties interested
in any branch of the breeding and
handling of Belgian Hares is called at
Hotel Gerald. Fairfield, Monday, Feb.
18, at 7.30 p. m. Object of meeting,
organization of a State club. Let there
be a large attendance.
PER ORDER COM,
GIVE

FARM

HARES

A

riLL

ratify

Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor and Manhood

Cure lmpotency, Night Emissions, Loss of Memory, all wasting
diseases, all effects of self-abuse or excess
and indiscretion. A Nerve Tonic and
Blood Builder. Brings the pink glow to
pale cheeks and restores the fire of youth.
By mail 50c per box, 6 boxes for $2.50,

Mr. Editor:—Seeing in your issue of
Feb. 6, a paragraph relating to Bel
gian Hares, by Hon. G orge H. Smith,
of Presque Isle, I beg leave to write a
few lines in reply. The Hon. member
states that the monotony of leg.slative
life at Augusta was broken in upon
by the advent of the Belgian Hare.
In my opinion that monotony has been
disturbed several times within the last
few years by subjects that were less
interesting than the Belgian Hare,
and I am sure if there was anyone
there who understood the Belgian
Hare, and I think there was. from the
result, they were well repaid and en
joyed having something for a varlt ty.
and if they could have had a good
Belgian Hare dinner to have gone
with it. I am sure they would have
enjoyed it immensely, the Hon. gen
(YELLOW LABEL)
tleman from Presque Isle included,
the dinner, I mean.
I am afraid the member from
Presque Isle, by his letter, is a little
out of his latitude on the Belgian
ocean. He may understand raising po
tatoes, as I see he hails from Aroos
took county. He says he is a cham
pion of the Belgians. I am not going
to dispute that,, but if he will study
the subject, if he has a few minutes
that he could possibly spare from his
law book, or I think a better plan still
would be if he has a few dollars that
are not working, to invest in an ani
mal, and study the animal itself. 1
find them very clean animals, much
cleaner to handle than potatoes, and
much lighter work, too, and in a fair
SOLD BY GEO. W. DORR, 118 MAIN ST., WATERVILLE, ME.
sized box. if they are fed properly and
kept clean, they can be kept all right,
notwithstanding the Hon. George's rather unimpressive statement on the
subject, and they can be kept for less
than it costs to keep even a hen, and
you haven't got to fight lice, or coax
The Belgian Hare Guide them
20 Columbus Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
to lay an egg, and when you want
Thia book is acknowledged to
be the finest and most reliable
one for dinner you can prepare him
We
own
“SWEET ALICE BEN BOLT”
book out on the Belgian hare
just as quick as the hen, and I think
industry. It contains complete
a little quicker. See George? And as winner of first In Imported Mature class in Boston show. She has been bred
and practical in
formation on the
soon as they begin to can him, if he to Boston King, International Champion.
following and
doesn’t taste better, even in a can,
many other subj ects pertaining to «
than some of the canned goods I have
THIS DOE IS FOR SALE.
the industry: History and Origin, The Belgian
for Utility, The Belgian for Fancy, The Busi tasted, I will pay for a dinner for the Write for price.
/
ness and its Outlook, How to Begin, Houses and gentleman from Presque Isle and it
We carry a large number of the best grade domestic stock.
Hutches, Foods and Feeding, Feeding Green needn’t be a Belgian Hare dinner, if
Stuff, Mating and Breeding, Care of the Young,
Does scoring 91 points, $5.00 in lots of 6
Pedigrees, Score Cards and Judging, Belgian he prefers some other kind of a dish. Does scoring 92 points, $6.00 in lots of 6
Hare Color, Dressing and Cooking, Diseases and
There is good money being made on Does scoring 93 points, $8.00 in lots of 6
Remedies, Preparing for Exhibition, Crating and
Shipping, Caponizing, Queries and Answers, 1h<» Belgian Hares in more ways than Does scoring 94 points, $10.00 in lots of 6
Miscellany, Belgian Hares vs. Poultry, The Bel one, and tyill be right here in the Pine
Does scoring 95 points, $12.50 to $20.00
gian in England. The Belgian in CaliTree State, and a good many people
fornia. Black Belgians
Send 10 cents in stamps for the complete guide in the Belgian Hare busi
Flemish Giants.
have made a start towards a fortune ness. ALEX HANNUM, Mgr., Official Judge of the American Belgian Hare
It la elegantly printed
on things that to a great many at the Registry Association for New England.
on fine paper, lllustrated with numerous
time were more insignificant than the
Express paid on orders of 6.
32-43
beautiful photo enBelgian Hare business is at rvosent.
V,
gravlngs, and is suband will be. And there is a good show
CRBrtm •
stantially bound. No
one Interested in Belgians can afford to be with today for most anyone to make a few
Have just received the Finest lot of
out It. Send your order today. Price, 35 cents.
dollars, whether they are butcher or
I~~? j) C C We will give the above baker, candlestick-maker, or lawyer,
BELGIAN HARES we have ever
I «V
J—< book sent postpaid to without a big capital, or some one else
each New Subscriber to Turf, Farm & with one to back them up. But don’t
seen. We can quote Low
Home who pays us $1.50 for the paper forget they are like every other kind of
and orders the book; or every old sub animal. They have got to be taken on this lot. It is all over 93 points
scriber who remits $1-50 at once for a care of, fed properly, their place of and are show winners. We have 25
renewal for Turf, Farm & Home an habitation kept clean, and ventilated, does which will drop young by Feb.
other year. Send all orders to TURF and sanitary conditions are essentials 10, sired by our fine high scored
io their good health, as to mankind bucks, Grand Duke of Edinboro, 95J,
PUBLISHING CO., Waterville, Me.
or womankind, whether they live on Standard Yukon 952, Banbury Sport
Commonwealth avenue or Chinatown. 95. Send in 2 cent stamp for special
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
A good many persons are too apt to prices. We expect 25 head from Eu
Until Feb. 10, when I will move my pass an opinion on subjects and things rope Feb. 10, and must make room for
breeders to the country. I will sell one in general before they have had any them. Special low prices for the finest
hundred and fifty high class Does and experience, personally, I mean, so let stock, scoring 931 to 95i foi- next 10
Bucks, of Ch Yukon, Banbury and us one and all wait and give the Bel days. Our manager is the official judgeGrand Duke of Edinboro, Score 951.
Lord Britain stock. All Does will be gian a good fair chance before we of the A. B. H. R. S. Stock scared
Fee $15.00.
bred to high scoring Bucks before be condemn him in sport or otherwise. at reasonable prices.
ing shipped. Fifteen dollars a trio. Therefore deal kindly with the little
Fifty Does and twenty Bucks scoring long-eared quadruped which has come
up to 92 2-3, with score cards, twenty to bless us, and he will repay us for the
dollars a trio. Forty Does and twenty care taken.
E. PARKER.
Bucks, scoring up to 932, with score
Winthrop, Me.
32tf
Richmond, Me.
cards, twenty-five dollars a trio. One
hundred and sixty youngsters at two
Don’t think less of your system than
dollars each. Stock scored by Mr. you do of your house. Give it a thor
Halfpenny, Vice President Los Ange ough cleansing, too. Take Hood’s Sar
les branch of The National Belgian saparilla.
BLACK. PETER, Celebrated Brindle Mastitt. Highest pedigree.
Hare Association. On all orders of
fifteen dollars or over I will prepay ex
BLOODHOUNDS at stud
FOR SALE.
press charges. Imported stock half
SIMON OF SUDBURY (39095), Eng opportunity for breeders to Introduce
Boston Bull Terrier Pups. Eight
price. THE KEYSTONE RABBITRY,
G. A. Lyle, Prop., 162 and 164 Main weeks old. Males $5, females $3. H. lish Bloodhound, bears an unbeaten the best blood, at a reasonable price,
St., Oil City Pa. Reference any bank E. SKIDMORE, North Anson, Me. 34tf record and acknowledged by the press and should he taken advantage of by
to be the best Blooquound In the all who are interested in the improve
or express company in Oil City. 31-34
ments of the above breeds. Special
DOGS FOR SALE of all kinds; Fancy States. Fee $50.
SCOTCH Collies, all ages. Register Pigeons, Belgian Hares. Send six cents
LUATH (44895 English Bloodhound, terms to owners breeding two or mors
LANDIS, Box 48, whelped Feb. 20, 1894, by Ch. Bar bitches. Mastiffs, St. Bernards and
ed, trained breeding stock. Testimon for catalogue.
34
ials. Five to fifty dollars. If you mean Bower’s Station, Pa.
dolph, out of Bricket Ruby. Fee $100. English Bloodhounds always on sale.
business, we can “fix vou out.” MAThe above named dogs are all 1st For particulars apply to
41tf
PLEMONT STOCK FARM, Albany,
I BREED R. C. St. Bernard Pups. H. prize winners at shows held under A.
DR. C. A. LOUGEST,
Vt,
29tf
E. DOUGLASS, Dover, Me.
46-45
K. C. Rules, and this offers * grand
11$ Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

with our Bankable Guarantee Bond to
Cure Or refund the money paid. Send for circular and

copy of

our Bankable Guarantee Bond.

Nervita Tablets

EXTRA STRENGTH
Immediate Results

Positively guaranteed cure for Loss of Power, Varicocele, Un
developed or Shrunken Organs, Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia,
Nervous Prostration, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and the
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor. By
mail in plain package, $1.00 a box, 6 for $5.00 with our Bank

able Guarantee Bond to cure in 30 days or refund money paid.

Nervita Medical Co., Clinton and Jackson Sts., Chicago. III.

Crystal Palace Belgian Hare Co.,

Standard Belgian Hare Go,,

MABTIFFS at stud
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ter walking all around the situation
and discussion it from all points of
view the project is now assured the

Poultry Matters.
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As per the advertisement in another erel that mates them may possibly get
column, the College of Agriculture at up to eiglit lbs. These birds are as
the University of Maine will give, be nearly perfect in form and feather as
ginning with March 12, 1901, a course any Brahmas that I have ever seen.
in poultry management. The course is S’ The females in the other pen will
open to both men and women.
probably approach eight lbs. at ma
turity. Tne yearling cock that mates
(Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.) them weighs 12J lbs., and is a very fine
one. These I call mediutn weights.
THE LIGHT BRAHMA.
I shall watch these flocks narrowly,
More than thirty years ago I intro and note the results both in breeding
duced the Light Brahmas in this sec and in egg production.
GEO. UNDERWOOD.
tion. My first purchase was a pair of
Fayette. Feb. 11, 1901.
John S. Ives, of Salem, Mass., then
quite a noted breeder of these birds.
A GOOD RECORD.
At maturity these fowls weighed re
spectively seven and nine pounds, and
Mr. Editor.—Perhaps some of the
would undoubtedly today be counted
among the light weights. From them, readers of the Turf, Farm and Home
I raised a flock of pullets that proved would like to know what luck I have
to he the best layers of any flock that had with my hens. I have six white
I ever had, regardless of any breed Wyandotte pullets and one cockerel,
pure bred and large size, and keep
whatever.
To avoid inbreeding and to keep the lhem in a house 6x9 with a gravel
blood fresh I secured cockerels each floor covered with straw and hay chaff.
year, from other flocks. I purchased For a roosting place I have a box about
from such breeders as Noyes, of Ban fwo and one half feet square, open on
gor, Williams of Taunton, Mass., and the front side with the floor inclined
Raicholdt of New Haven, Conn. Be so that the droppings will roll off into
ing somewhat ambitious to keep pace a wide slot, from whicn I collect them
with other breeders, or at least to keep twice a week and sprinkle wood ashes
in sight of them.—I aimed to increase on the dropping board. My pullets
the size and I accomplished my pur were hatched the second day of May,
pose quite effectually.
But I learned 1900. commenced laying December 5.
that while I was doing this I was di For the month of January, 1901 I got
minishing the egg supply. And let mi' 102 eggs. Six eggs Jan. 16. and six
say right here, that my experience in eggs Jan. 19, and I think that is pretty
breeding has taught me that it is not good as I received 35 cents a dozen for
the over-grown fowl or animal that them. They are fed two meals a day.
For the morning meal they get meat
produces the best results.
By using animals of medium size we cup up quite fine, mixed with meal,
are far more likely to get satisfaction warmed. After that I throw into their
or get what we desire in the offspring litter two handsful each of cracked
than we should in using the over corn, wheat and oats. About, three
grown ones. That in breeding fowls o’clock feed wheat, corn and oats, two
I will admit I have deviated from this hansfuls each. They have fresh warm,
line and to quite a disadvantage. It water every morning. When there
is better, however, to correct a bad comes a very cold night I have a heavy
curtain that drops down in front of the
practice late, rather than not at all.
I have now two pens of Light Brah roosts and windows, and keeps them
mas. One flock I call light weights. warm. I have one hen sitting on 15
Think the White Wyandottes
The females in this flock, when ma eggs.
tured and in fair condition, will prob are a good all round hen, and they
ably average about 6J lbs. The cock- have done well for me this winter.
Have also eight Belgian Hares, and
think I shall raise poultry and hares
for the market. Will somebody tell
NO
CHANCE FOR
me how to kill and dress a hare and
what price I ought to get for them,
That our Iowa Hot Air Ineiiand can the peltsrbe sold, and what
hatoi’H ore the best. They are
price had I ought to get?
the most successful machines eve.
built. Full story istold in our New
C. H. LIBBY.
fiitnlogue, which will be sent
Stroudwater, Me., Feb. 2, 1901.
Free upon request.

ARGUMENT
IOWA INCUBATOR CO.
Box O-<680, IIKS MOINES, 1A.

IMDIIDATHDO Best an<1 Cheapest. For
INuUDniUllu Oircular address G S.
Singer, Cardington, O.
28-4e

EVERGREEN

POULTRY

YARDS.

“I was given up to die from heart
and nervous troubles caused by grip.
Six bottles each of Dr. Miles’ Heart
Cure and nervine cured me.”—Mrs.
John Wollet, Jefferson, Wis.
6
FREE CIRCULAR. Games. Eggs
$1.00 per 13. Fowls at all times.
Heathwoods, Irish and Mexican Grays,
Tornadoes, Irish Black Reds and Cor
nish Indians. C. D. SMITH, Fort Plain,
N. Y.
31-36

Rhode Island Red
Eggs for Hatching, Single and
Rose Comb, also Pullets and
Cockerels for sale cheap. Eggs
for hatching from eight other
leading varieties- 2c stamp for
particulars. R. WOODMAN,
30tf
Malden, Mass.

hearty cooperation of that paper, and
that means the success of the great
exhibition, if there was any lack of it
before.

VALUE OF THE TRAP NEST.
Mr. Editor.—As you well know, 1
have been using the trap nest for some
time past, endeavoring to secure more
eggs by careful and systematic breed
ing; with the end of the first year I am
pleased to say the result has been very
satisfactory. My hen 31, of which you
have beard before, on Feb. 8, 1901, com
pleted her year, and by means of my
trap nest I have been able to keep a
true and accurate record of her eggs,
which was 218 for the year, a record
which I feel pleased with. This rec
ord is not in the nature of a challenge
to any one, but by spending my time
and money I am trying to do for
the poultry industry what the dairy
man is for the milk and butter world.
I will send you a picture of Hen 31
this week if possible, from which I
wish a cut made, so that the readers
may get an idea of my laying tyne.
As ner my ad I offered one set of eggs
to that person guessing the correct or
nearest the number of eggs laid by Hen
31 during one year. I report the follow
ing: W. D. Simpson, St. Stephen. N. B..
guessing 215: Mrs. Anna
Tarbell,
Presque Isle. Me., guessed 114. there
fore W. D. Simpson is entitled to ohe
set of my White Plvmoutli Rock eggs.
V. H. MUTTY.
Breeder of White Plymouth Rocks.

Page’s
Perfected
poultry
Food

pays Poultrymen 200% profit if the hens are properly
housed and cared for. It makes chickens grow and prevents
diseases. /
You run no risk in ordering Page’s Food. It is a genuine
egg producer. Used regularly by successful poultrymen
everywhere.
Special inducements offered to agents in every town
and village. Write for our booklet of prices and testimonials.

REMEMBER :
Every Pound is Guaranteed.
It Costs but Little.
The Freight is Prepaid.

CARROLL S. PAGE,

Incubators on 30 Days Trial.
The only perfect money making Life Producers in existence.

SOLD AT A POPULAR PRICE.

I IT

And guaranteed to batch and out last all other makes. The X Ray is not
needed to discover the merits of our machines, because you can try them be
fore you buy. Large valuable illustrated Catalogue and Poultry Guide, 5c.
Address The STANDARD FLOWER CITY INCUBATOR CO., Rochester, N.
Y. U. S. A. Please mention this paper.

Mount View Poultry Yards.
DR. C. H. BARRETT, MILO, MAINE.

The Home of the 5- C- W. Leghorn,
Layers of larger eggs than the Plymouth Rocks or Wyandottes. Wyck
off’s famous S. C. W. Leghorns, the greatest egg producing strain in the
world.
This is the stock that Wm. Van Dreser, who lectured at the
Maine Institutes this winter keeps.
Sixteen pullets that I hatched May 2, 1900, laid in November 320 eggs,
Dee. 392 eggs, Jan. 410. I can spare a limii(ed number of eggs from this fa
mous strain at $1.50 per 15. Send your order early if you want this strain.

Fairfield Poultry Co.,
FAIRFIELD, MAINE.

White Wyandotte and Partridge Cochins

White Wyandotte eggs, $2.00 per setting, from selected pens.
No Partridge Cochin eggs for sale. Orders filled in turn

UNIVERSITY OF NAME.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

PIT GAMES—Grist Blues, Heathwoods, Stone House, Cubans and
The four weeks course in Poultry Management
crosses. Farm raised, vigorous and
Capt. Shurtleff of Winslow wants to
dead game. Bargains on stags and buy oi‘ exchange and get a Buff Wyan
pullets. Correspondence a pleasure. dotte cockerel of good strain. Also a begins March 12, 1901.
Tuition Free.
THOMAS WHITE, Indiana, Penn.
Plymouth Rock cockerel, as his are of
25-37
same kin as his pullets.
Women as well as men are admitted to this course.
Pure bred Rose Comb White Leg
Of green foods, cabbages and sweet
horns. The matings of my pens of 1900
Address CHAS. D. WOODS, Orono, Me.
have proved a success, and I have now apples are the best. Avoid feeding car 3437
some of the finest birds I have ever rots, turnips, e,tc., raw, and even cab
raised. Bred for winter layers. Stock bage fed spasmolically is harmful.
MUTTY’S WHITE ROCKS ARE GREAT LAYERS.
from James Forsyth’s and Chas. Gannaerdinger’s yards.
None better.
We are glad to welcome the Maine
Hen 31, record of 218 eggs in one year. My birds are carefully bred to pro
Write me. LIZZIE 0. PAGE, Corinna, Farmer to the ranks of those who duce the greatest amount of eggs. My stock is large, vigorous and of the
Me.
23-85
favor the poultry exhibition to be pure white variety. Eggs, $2.00 per 13.
V. H. MUTTY, So. Brewer, Me.
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UTILIZING BAD EGGS.
Waste eggs—that is, heated or spot
ted eggs—unless they are absolutely
black, are utilized for the preparation
of a tanning solution known as salted
egg yelk. This is used largely by tan
ners of America and Europe in pre
Flatulency, sourness, ba,d taste, loss of
“It was dyspepsia all the time. I had
paring fine kid skins. The eggs are
first broken up in a churn, in which
appetite, a sense of weight or fullness after
pains ail through my stomach, chest and
the are rapidly revolved for about
eating, together with uneasiness, impa
back, palpitation of heart, smothering,
twenty minutes.
The albumen rises
to the top in the form of foam and is
tience, irritability of temper, nervousness,
swelling hands and feet and twitching of
skimmed off, leaving the yelks. Next.
anxiety,
lost
energy,
depression
of
spirits,
muscles.
My sleep was unrefreshing and
30 per cent, weight of salt and one per
sick headache, bad dreams and sleepless
cent, of powdered boracic acid is ad
when I awoke in the morning I would be
ded, and the churning continued, the,
ness, come from weak and debilitated
tired and broken-down and unfit to attend
skimming being again repeated. This
nerves. That kind of nerves have to be
compound is then stored in barrels.
to my business. I procured a bottle of Dr.
Crystajized eggs are made from the
braced
up,
strengthened,
invigorated
and
Miles’ Nervine, took it as directed; and was
broken eggs and surplus stock. These
are largely used on shipboard, but in
helped if you would have a sound stomach,
cured after using three bottles.”
creasingly of late by bakers as well.
a keen appetite and a cheerful mind.
Louis V. Balthazer, Natchitoches, La.
Good eggs are broken and churned,
thoroughly mixing whites and yolks,
fine liquid is then dropped on slowly
revolving stone cylinders, through
which arms of the same material ex
tend. Over the cylinders is passed a
strong current of warm dry air, evapoa,ting the moisture from the eggs.
After being thus dried the egg is Brings back appetite, stimulates digestion, gives refreshing sleep to the tired brain,, healthscraped off by means of a stone scrap
,
ful vitality to the nerve centers, and tones up the whole system.
er. The resulting powder is known as
crystalized eggs. When hermetically Sold by all druggists on a guarantee.
Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind.
sealed, they may be kept indefinitely.
For use, dliey are merely moistened
with water and beaten up to the net ural consistency of their original a special study, and much light snould
MY BUFF Wyandottes won three
firsts, three seconds and three specials
be thrown upon it.
state.—Egg Reporter.
at Fitchburg, 1900. Cockerels $3.00 to
My stomach was affected by grip and $10.00 each. Eggs $2 per 13, LOREN
TO BE PREPARED
For war is the surest way for this na I could eat nothing but crackers and H. BROWN, Lunenburg, Mass. 32-37
tion to maintain peace. That is the milk. I began taking Dr. Miles’ Nerv
HAVE A FEW TRIOS of S. C.
Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor and Manhood
opinion of the wisest slatesmen. It is ine and Pain Pills, and the trouble dis
Cure Impotency, Night Emissions, Loss of RJem< equally true that to be prepared for appeared.”—Mrs. J. Lindsey, Mont Brown Leghorns hatched from eggs
t ory, all wasting diseases,
10 bought by me of Geo. A. Chapin,
spring is the best way to avoid the pe rose, Minn.
\ all effects of self-abuse or
Hampden, Mass., which I will sell at
culiar dangers of the season. This is,
4 excess and indiscretion.
Write quick. H. K.
There has been some discussion in $4 per trio.
»,A nerve tonic and
a lesson multitudes are learning, and
Iblood builder. Brings
regard to, the use of the warm mash CHADWICK, Cottage City, Mass.
at
this
time,
when
the
blood
is
sure
to
fthe pink glow to pal®
32-35
he loaded with impurities and to he for poultry in winter, whether it will
cheeks and restores the
k.fire of youth. By mail
weak and sluggish, the millions begin produce the best results given at morn
BRONZE TURKEYS.
_ \50c per box. 0 boxes for
ing, noon or night. Personally we pre
Heavy Weights.
$2.50, with our bankable g-aurantee to cure to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which pu fer to make it the morning meal, and
or refund the money paid. Send for circular rifies, enriches and vitalizes the blood,
A combination of the best strains.
and copy of our bankable guarantee bond.
expels all disease germs, erdtes a good think the 1 rouble with those who claim Barred P. Rocks, Hawkins’ Strain,
it does not give as godd results then as
EXTRA STRENGTH appetite, gives strength and energy and when given at night', with a feed of very fine. Rose Comb Brown Leg
puts the whole system in a healthy
horns from prize-winning stock. Some
(yellow label)
Immediate Results condition, preventing pneumonia, fev whole grain in the morning, is, first splendid cockerels.
Shropshire
that they do not get up early enough Sheep. Choice ewes Also
ers,
and
other
dangerous
diseases
bred.
Chester
Positively guaranteed cure for Loss of Power,
to get it ready as soon as the hens
Varicocele, Undeveloped or Shrunken Organs, which are liable to attack a weakened
W
„ite
Swine.
Fine
stock
a
specialty.
should be fed, and next that they give
Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Prostra system.
*
SIDNEY
SPRAGUE,
Falconer,
N. Y.
tion, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and the
so much and the hens are so' hungry
32-35
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or
when
they
get
it
that
they
overeat
and
“Grip made me very weak and nerv
Liquor. By mail in plain package, $1.00 a
box, 6 for $5.00 with our bankable guar ous with tightness of chest and head are inclined to sit or stand around un
EGG PRODUCER’S COMBINATION
antee bond to cure in 30 days or refund ache. Dr. Miles’ Pain Pills and Nerv til the distended crops are nearly
money paid. Address
ALL FOR $1.00. 25 lbs. Oyster Shells.
empty
before
they
will
take
any
exer
ine gave me quick relief.”—Mrs. Clar
cise.
25 lbs. White Flint Grit, 10 lbs. Ani
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
inda Butler, W. Wheeling. O.
3
mal Meal, 10 lbs. Clover Meal. Also
Clinton & Jackson Sts.. CHICAGO, ILL.
“My head was badly affected by an 1 year’s subscription to poultry paper.
Geo. Vv. Dorr. Druggist, L18 ivia.n
EFFECT OF CONTINUED IN
attack of grip and I suffered intense “A Few Hens,” securely packed and
St... Waterville, Me
BREEDING.
agony until I began taking Dr. Miles’ delivered
to
depot
JOHNSON
Heart Cure. It made me a well mail.” BROTHERS, dealers in poultry and
A
subscriber
writes
asking
what
is
OLD HOMESTEAD BROODERS,
S. D. Holmn. Irasburg. Vt.
7
supplies, Woodfords, Me.
' 32tf
"best on earth.” Indoor. Outdoor, Top the effect of continued inbreeding
upon
live
stock
and
whether
it
will
re
Heat, Fire Proof.
Will raise every
Feed the mash early and all incen
WHITE tVYANDOTTE cockerels
chick. Illustrated
catalogue
free. sult in weakening the constitutional tive for exercise is gone and at a time from stocK won first prizes Boston.
vigor
of
the
strain.
This
is
a
question
OLD HOMESTEAD BROODER CO..
of day when poultry needs most to he New York, 1900; Duston, Hawkins.
upon which we do not feel capable of on the move. Fed at 9 or 10 a. m. they Knapp strains, viz. farm raised, white
Middleboro, Mass.
34-39
giving an opinion. Like all questions will have the bright sunshine to loaf plumage, yellow legs, as good as
BUFF and White Wyandofjfe cock of vital importance, which seems to in. to dust in. etc., etc.
money can buy. $2 to $5. A few pul
erels $1 and $2 each, from Hayward have varied and many exceptions, both
lets, 213 egg strain; eggs brick colored.
ides
hdve
many
able
advocates.
stock. Pawtucket, R. I.; also eggs in
"When the grip left me my nerves $3 for 13. Buff Wyandotte cockerels.
season. ERNEST SLATER. No. Reho- Iany breeders who have succee ded in and heart were badly affected; but I White Plymouth Rock cockerels. J.
roducing
some
of
the
choicest
strains
both, Mass.
34-35
began taking Dr. Miles’ Nervine and S. GATES, Westboro, Mass.
32-35
ave done so by continuous in and in- Heart Cure and was soon all right.”—
reeding.
They
are
naturally
strong
COCKERELS for sale. Rhode Island
Wm. Roericht,
Claire, Wis.
5
FOR SALE. Forty varieties of fancy
Reds, Black Minorcas, White Leg dvocates of that plan, and contend
poultry and Belgian Hares.
Score
hat
it
is
the
only
way
in
which
the
horns. $2.50^each; nice stock. Also, to
DO YOU HAVE HEADACHES? If cards from 90 to 97 points. Also incu
close out, fancy pigeons cheap. HOW reed can be kept up to its high standARD P. LANE. 20 Gee Ave, Glouces rd. On the other hand, many of our so send your address on postal and we bators. Address M. E. FIRESTONE,
dney, Ohio.
32-44
lost noted breeders and writers con- will send free sample of Acetine. the
ter, Mass.
34
snd that it is the cause of much of greatest known cure. It never fails
"SPRATT’S Patent Dog, Cat, Poul
COCKERELS, SAINTS' REST POUL he trouble that is experienced with If you are afflicted, try it. Acetine
try Foods, Medicines, and floap. Send
26tf
TRY FARM.
erds running out. It is claimed thal Drug Co., Augusta, Me.
for free pamphlet. 450 Market St..
has the effect of weakening the con
Buff Rocks are Burdick’s famous
Newark. N. J.” SPRATT’S PATENT
NOTICE
"Nuggets.” W. Wyandottes from Due- titution and lowers the vitality. We
(AMERICA) LIMITED.
32-37
Eggs
for
Hatching,
from
Pure
Bred
fill
suggest
this
solution
of
the
probion and Hunter now offered at $1.50
Silver
Laced
Wyandottes,
all
selected
;m
The
breeder
who
attempts
to
and $1.25 for want of room. O. R.
TRIOS of Silver, Golden and Buff
HALL M. D., Buckfleld, Maine. 34-35 arry out a system of in-breeding Birds. Best layers and poultry yet Wyandottes. $5.00 trio. Pen White
lust use better judgment in liis sel- found. Good size, yellow legs and large
R. C. RHODE I'M,AND REDS EXCLU ction of breeding stock than him brown eggs. Good as can be obtained Plymouth Rocks and Black Javas. $7
rho is continually bringing new blood for $2.00 per sitting, safely packed and Stock for sale in each. Standard va
SIVELY.
For eggs and table pou’trv tho'~-> *s ito the herd in order to prevent an sent forf.75 per sitting of 15 eggs. riety of Ducks and Geese. Prices low.
none i etter. Eggs for hatching $1.00 lerease of the weak points which his H. E. RANDALL, Riverside. Me. 34tf
WOOD & FREEMAN.
per 13. Address, E. L. WATSON, tock possesses. The tendency of in- EGGS FROM SAINTS REST POUL
20tf
Box 2, Fitchburg, Mass.
reeding seems to be toward more
Winthrop, Me., Box 286.
34-50
TRY FARM.
elicate constitutions and finer bone,
nless due care is taken to avoid this
Buff Rocks, Burdick’s famous ‘’Nug
FOR SALE.
results disastrously. On the other gets,” mated with Wilson strain. $1.50
Silver Wyandotte cockerels bred and the careful inbreeder avoids the for 13. W. Wyandottes, Duslon and
from stock purchased by me of J. C. linger of introducing foreign blood Hunter strains, mated with ‘Prue’s
8tr*la
Jodrey. Danvers. Mass., direct from ito his herd that may have a very $1.00. Barred Rocks .50. Fine layers,
his prize winners. Large size, proper ■rious effect toward changing ihe large brown eggs. O. R. HALL, M. D..
Wyandotte shape and correct mark 'pe which the breeder is seeking to Buckfleld. Me.
34tf
ings. H. C. GILBERT, Kingfield. Me. roduce.
The science of in-breeding is so
FOR SALE.' 12 Buff Cochin Hens
21tf
. implicated that we would advise any and one Cockerel, one and two years still maintain their reputation as win
STOCK FOR SALE. My entire stock ho have money making as their ob- old., These are all good hens, part of tiers and added new laurels at the
ct to avoid it entirely, leaving it to them are good enough to show in any New York Show. The name can he
of R. C. Brown Leghorns are for sale
without reserve. 6 fine cockerels, 20 lose who have money enough to ex- company. Will sell the lot for ten said of my
Eggs for White Cochins. Seabright Bantam*
fine hens and pullets. Write at once iriment without resulting in disas- dollars if taken at once.
if you want some prize Leghorns. 25
r to their business.
Hatching from great laying strain of and Yellow Fantail and Russian Tram
fine B. P. Rock cockerels for sale.
We shall have a series of articles tnoroughbred Rose Comb Brown Leg peter Pigeons. Send for descriptive
White Wyandotte and B. P. Rock eggs l this very important question to horns. Write us. OTTAQUECHEE circular.
for hatching. J. W. LOWELL, Gar ■eeders within a few weeks, from POULTRY YARDS, North Hartland,
PHILANDER WILLIAMS
diner. Me.
41-40
32tf
riters who have made this matter Vermont.
40tf
Taunton, Mass.

Dr. Miles’ Nervine

NERVITA PILLS

NervitaTablets

THE AUTOCRAT

LIGHT BRAHMAS.
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WHY IS IT?
Mr. Editor:
Well may we inqure why it is when
tuberculosis breaks out in its most
virulent forms it is so frequently in the
best Jersey herds of the State, having
the best of care and supposed to be
housed under the best conditions?
But are they kept under the best
conditons conductive to Health or free
dom from disease? That is a ques
tion not easily answered and upon
which many will differ. Apparently
they are, but theoretically and practi
cally they are not. I take that stand.
I may no be able to prove or to main
tain it but I will give a few reasons
why I think the conditons necessary to
perfect health are not fully observed.
Leaving out the matter of heredity
altogether I maintain that any animal
to have and to hold perfect health
must have not only a proper amount
of nourishing food and water but that
it is absolutely essential that there
should be a proper amount of sunshine
of exercise and of pure air to go with
it to fulfill the conditions required.
Now it is well known that Jerseys
have a more detinue organization
than that of any other breed and, be
ing more sensitive to beat and cold,
they require a more intelligent anti
careful treatment ’han that of most
any oher breed. This is especially true
of full-bloods and when transferred
from one climate to another and kept
under very diffeicnt conditions they
feel it; and, st.ll further when stimu
lated to do their utmost for high re
cords and p 'izet they feci it still more
and break down as a natural conse
quence.
It is a characteristic of human na
ture—quite laudable if not carried too
far—to do something to beat the world
and this same trait is a strong temptaation in many large breeders and
dairymen to do what on sober reflec
tion they would certainly condemn in
others. They are in the business for
all it is worth; they are in it for big
records, big prizes and big sales; and
they stimulate the poor innocent crea
tures to do their utmost without due
regard to sunlight, to exercise and to
ventilation.
I have kept Jerseys for years but
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never had a case of tuberculosis and
never expect to have so long as I hold
fo common sense methods. I have a
warm and sunny stable and well ven
tilated; I have water In the barn from
a spring twenty rods away hut I pre
fer that they drink out of the
trough at the spring; and I let them
stay out from fifteen minutes to a half
hour running, capering about, throw
ing their heels in the air and sending
the hot stagnant blood
coursing
through their veins whereby every
form of bacilli is driven out or changed
to good flesh, bones and milk.
The ground I stand on is pure air
and pure food and a plenty of exercise.
I have known whole families of the
human race to break down and die of
consuption from want of air, and sun
shine and good hearty nourishing food.
There were too many shade trees close
to the house and too much of curtain
and blind for sunny rooms. Let in the
sun. let in the sun, the great blood
stimulator and purifier and there will
he no trouble.
W. P. A.
Granite Hill Farm.
(Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.,

A VALUABLE JERSEY.
Mr. Editor.—I have had a full blood
Jersey cow for ten years past. She was
15 years old last spring. She lost one
half of her bag by garget and after
keeping her a year in that condition 1
decided to get rid of her. There has
been so much said about the fattening
of old cows that I thought to try it for
myself. Last spring I put her alone in
to a good pasture and fed her four
quarts of corn meal every day till the
last of October, when I sold her for
$25.50. She was milked morning and
night and we made butter enough to
last us a year and sold 80 lbs. for $16.
She ate 23 bushels of meal at 50 cents.
Tlie $16 would aimost pay for the pas
turing and the meal. When I turned
her to pasture she was a hard looking
subject to make beef of. She was tied
up every night and bedded with saw
dust, and made manure enough to pay
for all the trouble she gave me, so I am
$25 better off than if I had given her
away in the spring.
D. H. THING.
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CULL THE HERD.
The foundation of all profitable
dairying lies in having cows that will
produce a large quantity of rich milk
at the lowest possible feed cost. In
order to have this kind of cows the
dairyman must weed out all that do
not come up Io a profitable productive
sjandard, and when he has got bis
herd upon this basis he can continue
the process by still further weeding out
the poorest of even these. Of course
in order to intelligently cull a'dairy
herd the owner must know what
each animal in the herd does during
the year. He must not guess at it,
but must know.
Fortunately he is
not without the means of knowing,
for the spring balance, the Babcock
test and Ihe individual milk record,
taken in connection with the feed
given will enable anyone to ascertain
the yield of the cows composing the
herd per year, and if its cost, both ab
solutely and comparatively one with
another.
Science has come to the
dairyman’s aid with these facilities for
finding out what his cows are doing,
and it will be a part of wisdom to em->
plby them. Many a dairyman has
found on applying the test and keep
ing individual records, that cows
which he thought were only indiffer
ent ones really made all the profit that
the dairy made, while others thought
to be good ones were making very lit
tle money and were sometimes • actu
ally losing money and being kept by
the better work of their herd mates.
A profitable cow is not necessarily
tlie one that gives the richest milk; it
is the cow that during he year will
send the largest amount of butter fat
to the churn at the lowest cost per
pound.
When milk is sold to consumers in
cities at 8 cents a quart, and the pro
ducer receives only 2 or 3 cents for his
produce, there is something wrong.
Not only this, hut a good deal of milk
is adulterated before it reaches the
consumers, so that much of it actually
bidngs 9 anal even 10 cents per quart.
The city injectors test the milk as it
arrives in the cities, to see that the
dairymen have not adulterated it, but
the middleman can water it to suit
their customers’ taste without much
fear of discovery.

WINDMILLS.!

Pumps.

I Tanks and Towers, i
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Cows barren 3 years
MADE TO BREED.

Moore Brothers, Albany, n.t.

Madison’s New Modem Hotel

The handsomest, cosiest and beet
Lambs fed to gain a half pound to
a pound a day are said to be esteemed kept hotel in Maine. Rates only $2.00
by the lovers of lamp chops, as the per' day. Come and see us.
meat is sweeter and most palatable.
n w. HILTON *- CO

Hand
•Separator
F

The many well-to-do communities in
this and other lands where dairying
is a leading industry indisputably
prove that wisely conducted it has
yielded' a higher prosperity than gen
eral farming. It not only gives better
and more frequent returns in cash, hut
it enables the farmer to maintain and
even increase the fertility of his land.

OF INTEREST TO NEARBY FARM
ERS.

The Following Circular is Self Explan
atory.
Office of Jaynes Creamery Co..
Waterville, Me., Feb. 11, 1901.
To the Farmers around us.—We
We want you to know every point
have been here now one year. You
about the National Hand Separator,
have heard what the dairy men say
whether you buy it or not. Hence
about us that have patronized us; but
we’ll give you the use
to refresh your memory we give you
of one for nothing,
the prices' we have paid each month,
for ten days; after which you can re
for the past year, for cream delivered
turn it or buy it—as you choose. Write.
to any railroad station or to our
NATIONAL DAIRY MACHINE CO.,
creamery.
Newark, N. J.
January, 26c; February, 25c; March,
25c; April, 22c; May, 20c; June, 20c;
July, 20c; August, 22c; September, 22c;
October, 23c; November, 24c; Decem
ber, 26c. Average for the year 22 11-12
cents per pound.
We have furnished all cans and paid
all freight. Compare this with what
you have been getting, if sending else
where. We have very few patrons that
test less than 18 to 20, some to 22.
Look into it and see if you are not
losing money by not selling to us.
clipse WOODEN
Send us a sample, we will test it, and
let you know by return mail what the
airbanks STEEL
test is and the price it will bring.
We have very large orders for sweet
cream from Boston, and we shall pay
2 cents per pound extra this summer
for sweet cream. It will pay you to
put up ice and send your cream to us
Hand
sweet.
Steam
Dont’ forget about this, but investi
gate it, and see if we cannot make you
Power
more money for 1901 than you got for
1900.
Would be glad to see or hear from
any of you.
JAYNES CREAMERY CO.
We paid 26c for January.
ENGINES FOR PUMPING.
P. S.—Since writing the above, one
Estimates submitted on complete outfits.
of our Matrons at Fairfield Center vol
unteered the following statement ;•
Send for Catalogue and full particulars to
I sent to another creamery a
CHARLES J. JACER CO. | .11899
very few pounds of cream more than I
to you in 1900, and I received over
174 High St, cor. Batterymarch,
?, sent
$40 more for 1900 cream sent to you
BOSTON, MASS.
'• than for 1899 cream sent to another
company.”

IE

Dr. Turner’s Maple Hill Farm in
New Vineyard is rapidly developing
into a first class dairy farm. During
the month of January there was made
and shipped to New York 560 lbs. of
butter insides the milk and butter
used on Ihe farm. This was done with
21 milkers, more than half of which
are under four years old, and four of
tlie ml are heifers with their first
calves. Pretty good showing for win
ter dairying. The butter goes io a
prominent restaurant and no' artificial
coloring whatever is used.
All the
stock on this farm carries the Guern
sey blood and is either registered or
high grades. The Doctor has recently
put at the head of his ehrd the bull
John Marshall No. 2580 A. G. C. C..
and he is a good one, a mature bull
five years old. nearly solid color and
weighs about 1400 lbs. His dam is the
great cow Mary Marshall No. 5604.
with a butter record of 535 lbs. for one
year, and 17 lbs. one week. Sire Pam
lico (2580) came from a line of butter
makers, and so one of the best working
herds in the State is being developed
on this old and once worn out New
Vineyard farm.

Old Chronic
Back-achers Say
They Received
No Relief I
They Tried
MITCHELL’S
KIDNEY
PLASTERS.

Price,
50 Cents.
Sold by Druggists Everywhere,
or Sent by Mail.

